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FOREWORD
Tile Congress inehldcd among tile requirements of tile Noise Control Act of 1972 a
directive that tile Administrator of tile Environnmutal Protection Agency "...develop
and
publish criteria with respect to noise..." and tllen "publish information on the levels of
enviroolnenlal noise tile attainment and maintenance of which ill defined areas under various conditions
gill of safety."

are requisite to protect the lmblic Ileelth end wellare with an adequate nmr-

Not ell of the scientific work that is required for basing such levels of environmental
noise on precise objective factors has been completed. Solne investigations arc cllrmnt]y
underway, and tile need for others has been identified. These involve both special studies
on various aspects of effects of noise on hunlans and tile acculnolation of additional
epklemiologicul data. In some cases, a consklerable period of time must elapse before the
results will be meaningful, due to the long-term nature of the iavesfigations involved. Nonetheless, there is informatiml available frmn which extrapolations arc possible and about
which reasoned judgments can be made.
Given the tbregoing, EPA has sought to provide informafion on the levels of noise
requisite to protect public healtll and welfare with an adequate margin of safety. The information presented is based on analyses, extrapolations and evuhlations of tile present state
of scientific knowledge. This approach is not unusual or different from that used for other
environmental stressors and pollutants. As pointed out in "Air Quality Criteria"-Staff
Report, Subcommittee on Air and Water Pollution, Committee on Public Works, U.S.
Senate, July, 1968,
The protection of public health is required action based upon best
evidence of causation available. This philosophy was appropriately
expressed by Sir E. IL Hill, 1962, when he wrote: "All scientific
work is incomplete-whether
it be observational or experinmntal.
All scientific work is liable to be upset or modified by advancing
knowledge. That does not confer tlpon us freedom to lower the
knowledge we already have, or to postpone the action that it appears
to demand at a given time. The lessons of the past in general health
and safety practices arc easy to read. They are characterized by empirical decisions, by eternally persistent reappraisal of public health
standards against available knowledge of causation, by consistently
giving the public the benefit of the doubt, end by ever striving for
improved eaviromnental quality with the accompanying reduction
in disease morbidity and mortality. The day of precise quantitative
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measllrcment Of be_dlhalld weiLJre effects hasnot yet arrived. Until
SLICll IllOasLlrL!nlellt
iS pOSSlb|L_,
aclion
mast
bc basL_d upon
tindted
knowledge, guided by tbe princip;d of the onbancenlent of tile quality
of haman lifo. Stlcb ilctiOll is basedon a philosophy of preventive
medicine."
The foregoing represents tile approach taken by EPA in tbc preparation of this present
document oil noise. As the fuod of knowledb'¢ is expanded, improved and refined, revisions
of this document will occur.
The incorporation of a margin of safety in tile identification of non-hazardous levels
is not new, In most cases, a statistical determinaHon is made of tile lowest level at whicll
harmful effects could ocetlr, and then an additional correction is applied as a margin of
safety. In the case of noise, the margin of safety has been developed through
th_ application
of a conservative approacl| at each stage of the data analysis. The cumulation or these results
thus provides for the adequate margin of safety,
It should be borne in mind that this document is published to present informatiml
required by the Noise Control Act, Section S(a)(2), and that its contents do not constitute
Agency regulations or standards, Its statistical gencrallzations should not be applied to a
particular individual. Moreover, States and localities will iq_proach tilts information according to tbcir indivklual needs and situations.
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INTRODUCTION
Tile Noise Control Act of 1972 established by statutory ol_mdate a oatioual policy "to
ao environment for _111
Alllericaus free frolll noise I1ultjeopardizes their public
health and well.ire". The Act provides for ;l division of powers between the Federal aod
state ;lad local governmetlls, in which tile primary Fedcr;d responsibility is for _mise source
emission control, with the states and other political subdivisions retainil_g rights and ;mthoritios for primary responsibility to control the use of noise sources and the levels of noise to
be permitted in their enviromuent.
pronlote

Ill order to provide adequately for tile Federal i_'lUlSSiollcontrol reqtdremeut aod to
insure Federal assistance alld guidance to the state and localities, lhe Congress h_ls established
two sepal'ale but related reqtdretuents with regard to scientlfie hlformation about health and
welfare effects of noise. First, the Enviromnental f'rotectiou Agency was c;died upoa to
publish descriptive data on the effect of noise which might be expected from various levels
and exposure sittultions. Such "criteria '° statements are typic_d of other c]lviromuenlnl
regulatory schemes. Secondly, the Agency is required to publisll "inforInation" as to the
levels of noise "requisite to protect the public health and welfare with an adequate margin
of safety".

SUMi_tARY
Tile firsl requirement was completed in July, 1973, when lbe doctuoent "Public Itealth
and Welfare Criteria for Noise" was published. The present docament represents the second
step. Much of the scientific material on whicb this document is based was drawn from the
earlier "criteria document",
while ;ulditloual o|aterial was galhered from scienlific publications and other sources, both from the U.S, _md abroad. In iJddition, two review meetings
were hold which were ;ittended by represent;Itives of the Fedend agencies as well as distinguished nlembers of the profession_d commurdty and representatives from industrial and
enviroootental associations. "Filereviewers' suggestions, both oral and written, bare received
lhoughtftd attention, ;rod their comments incorpor_tted to the exlent fe:|sible and appropriate.
After _ great deal of aualysis _mddeliberation,
health and welfare'for a large number of situations.

levels were identified to protect public
These levels are subject to the

definllians and qualifications contained in tile Foreword. They are summarized in Table 1
according to tile public be_lth and welfare effect to be protected _gainsh the requisite
sound level, and tile areas w[fich are npproprkde for such protection.
In order to identify) these levels, a number of considerations and hypotheses were necessary, which are listed below with refere_)ee to the appropriate appendices where they am discussed in deadl,
I.
In order to describe the effects of environmental noise ia _ simple, naiforn'_ and
appropr._ate way, tile best descriptors are tile Iong-terot equivalent A.welghted sound level
(Leq) and a variation with a Ilighttime weighting, the day.night sound level (Ldl1) (see Appendix A).
To protect against hearing impairment (see Appendix C):

2.

a.
The human ear, ',Vhel)duJnuged by noise, is typically affected first at the
audiometric frequency of 4000 Hz,
b.
Clmnges in he, ring level of less than 5 dB are generally/lot
or significant.

noticeable

e,
_lllnot

considered

One cannot be dan)aged by sounds considered normally audible, which one

bear,

d.
Protecting the population up to a critical percentile (ranked according to
decreusing ability to Ilear) will also protect those ubovc that peicentile, (in view of consideration 2c above) thereby protecting virtually the entire population.
3.
To correct for intermittency and duration in identifying tile appropriate
protect against hearing loss (also, see Appendix C):

4.

#,

The Equal Energy Hypotl|esis

b,

The'iTS

level to

Hypothesis

To identify levels reqtdsite to protect against activity interference

a,
Annoyance due to noise, as measured by community
quence of activity interference,

(see Appendix D):

surveys, is the conse-

b,
Of the various kinds of activity interference, speed| interference
that is most readily quantifiable,

2

is tile one

Table I
SUMMARY OF NOISE LEVELS IDENTIFII"D AS REQUISITE TO PROTECT PUBLIC
HEALTII AND WELFARE WITtl AN ADEQUATE MARGIN OF SAFETY
(see Table 4 for dot;died description)

EFFI*'CT

LEVEL

AI_.EA

Ilearing Loss

Leqf24) ,; 70 dl]

All areas

Outdoor _ctivity
interference and

Ldn _ 55 dl}

Outdoors in residential areas and
I_rnls and other outdoor areas

annoyance

where people spend widely varying
an]oLlnts
or
time
and other plaices
it] which quiet is a basis lbr use.
Leq(24) ,_ 55 dB

Outdoor areas where people spend
limited amounts of tin]e, socIi ils
school yards, playgrounds, etc,

Indoor activity
interference and

Ldn _ 45 dB

Indoor residential areas

annoyance

Leq(24) _ 45 dg

Other indoor areas with human
activities such as schools, etc.

Explanation

of Table 1:

1. D_tailed discussions of the ternls Ldn and Leq appear later in the document. Briefly,
Leq_24) represents tile sound energy averaged over a 24-hotlr period while Ldn represents
the Left witb a 10 dB nighttime weighting.
2.
The hearing loss level identified here represents annual averages of the daily level over
a period of forty years. (These are energy averages, not to be confused will] arithmetic
averages.)
3.

Relationship of an Leq(24) of 70 dl] to higher expostJre levels.

EPA has determined that tbr purposes of hearlng conservation alon_, a level which is
proteetive of that segment of the poptdation at or below tile 96th percentile will protect
virtually the entire population.
n 24.hour day.

This level has been calculated to be an Leq of 70 dB over

3

I

Given this quanlity, it is possible to calculate levels wlfich, when averaged over given
shorter rilal124 hours, result bl equivalent umounls of energy, For example, tile
energy contained in at18-hour exposure to 75 dB is equiwdent to the energy contained in a
24-bout exposure to 70 till. For practical purposes, tile former exposure is only equivalent
to tile latter when rile average level of the renlainblg 16 hours per day is negligible (i.e,, im
more fllan about 60 dll* for tills case).
dani[ions

Since 8 hours is the typical daffy work period, an Leq(ll) of 75 is considered an appropriale level for tiffs partJckdarduration, hr addition, tile 24-hour exposure level wasderived
fronl datu on 8-1|our daily exposures over a 4D-year working life. hi Illanning ¢omnlunity
noise abatement activities, local governments should bear in mind the special needs of those
residents who experience

levels higher fllan Leq(8 i nt 70 on their jobs.

These levels are not to be construed as standards as they do not take into account cost
or feasibility. Nor shotdd /hey be (houg[It of us discrete numbers, since they are described
in terms of energy equiwdents. As specified in tlris docammlt, it is EPA's judgment that the
maintenance of levels of environmental noise ;It or below those specified above are requisite
to protect tile public frmn adverse health and welfare effects. Thus, as an hldivldual moves
from a relatively quiet bonle, through the transportation cycle, to a somewhat noisier occupational situation, and fllen back home again, ills bearing will not be impaired if the daily
equivalent ofsound energy in his mwironmeut is no more than 70 decibels. Likewise, undue
[

interference with activity and annoyance will not occur if outdoor levels are maintabred at
an energy equivalent of 55 dB and indoor levels at 45 dll. llowever, it is always assumed
throughout that environn|ental levels will fhlctoate, even tllough the identified energy equivalent is not exceeded. Likewise, human exposnrc to noise will vary during tile day, even
though the daily "dose" may correspond well to the identified levels.,
llefore progressing farther, it wonld be helpftd to differentiate between the terms
"levels", "exposnre" and "dose". As used in this document, tile word "level" refi_rs to tire
magnitude of sound in its physical dimension, whether or not there are humans present to
hear it. "Exposure" is used to mean those sound levels which are transmitted to the human
ear, and "dose"is tile summed exposure over a period of llnl¢.

* This is not to imply that 60 dB is a negligible exposure level in terms of health and welfare
considerations, but rather that levels of 60 dll make a negligible contribution to the energy
average of Leq = 70 dB when an 8-hour exposnre of 75 dB is included.
I
I

Ii
:
I
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LEGISLATIVE HISTORY
Pursuant to Section 5(a)(l),
reflecting:

EPA tlevelofed and published on Jtnly 27, 1973, criteri;J

,..tile scientific knowledge most useful in illdicaling tile kind ;rod extent
of :ill identifiable effects o11tile public health or Welfare whicll may be
expected from differing quantities and qualities of noise.
Under Section 5(a)(l), EPA was required to provide scientific data that, in its judgement,
was most afpropriete to char_leterizc noise effects.
The present "levels infommtion"
for EPA to publlsh,

document

is required by Section 5(a)(2), which calls

•. ,information on the levels of enviroanlelltal
noise tile attainment and
maintenance of wblch in defiaed areas under various conditions are requisite to protect the public health and welfare with ;Inadequate margin of
safety.
Tile present docmuent, and its ;ipproach to identifying noise levels based on cumulative noise exposure is in response to tile expressed intent of the Coagress that the Agency
develop sucb a methodology.
The EPA Report to the Presklent and Congress, under Title
iv, Pt, 91-604, contained considerable nlaterhd on the various scheroes for measuring and
evaluating community noise response, and it contabled a rccommmldatiou that the Federal
government sllouid make an assessment of tile large number of varying systems, with a goal
of "standardization, sbnpliflcation, and intercbangeability of data".
Tile need for such actioa was the subject of considerable Congressional interest in.the
ilearings on tile various noise control bills, which Iinally resulted in enactment of tile Noise
Control Act of 1972, The concept underlying this present document can be better appreciated from the following pertinent elements of the legislative history of the Act.
In the course of the hearings before the Subcommittee

on Public Health and Environ-

meat of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, HotlSe of Representatives
("Noise Control" HR Serial 92-30), the subject of tile relation of physical noise measuremeats to humtm response was given considerable attention. The Committee, in reporting
the bill (Honse of Representatives Report No. 92-842, Noise Control Act of 1972), stated
the following on this matter:
The Committee notes that taost of the information relating to noise
exposures was concerned with specific sources, rather tilan typical

Ctllllnlalive exposnrcs to whicll tlrbiln _lndsnbtlrbiln dwcllel's are
colnmonly exposed. There is a need l_r ninth greater eflort to
delermille the magnitude and exlent of such exposures and the
Conlmittce t_xpects tbe EPA to promote sltldics oll Ibis su_ect and
consider deve]opnlent of nletbods of unlfornl nlcasllrcnlent of tbe
inlpact of noise on conlnlnnilles,
The Committee went on in the P,cpor[ to assign responsibility to tile Adnfinislrator to
coordinate all Federal noise progrants, with ;i specific expression of coneerll over the
"different systems of noise nleasarentenl" ill Ilse by tbe wlrlous Agencies. The fol]owhlg
is especbdly inlportant wlth respect to file purposes of this document:
The Connnittee gave some consideration to tile establishment of_l
Federal ;nnbient noise st_mdard, but rejecletl the concept.
Establisbnlent of a Federal ambient standard wotdd ill efl_ct put
tile Federal Guvernnlent Jn Ihe position ol'esl;iblislfing land nse
zoning requirements on tile basis of nolse .... It is Ibe Comlnittee's
view that this fimction is one inure properly of tile states and their
political subdivisions, and tb:Jt the Fedend Govermnent should ,nrovide gtlidmlce and leadership in undertaking tlmt effort.
The need for EPA _lction on this subject tinder the legiskltive authority of the Act was
presented in Agency testimony bcfore the Subcommittee oil Air and Water Pollution, Committee on Public Works, U. S. Senate. Tile following portion is hnport;tnt (Noise Pollution
Serial 92-1-135 U. S. Senate):
A variety of specialized schemes have been evolve,.l over the past
years to quantify the relationslfip between these various conditions and their effects oil hunlans .... Suffice it to s:]y that no
simplistic single number system can adequately provide for
uniform acceptable nation_d ambient noise level wlue, This,
however, does not preclude tile undert_lking of ;1noise abatement
strategy involving tile proper use of the available scientific dat;I
on tile part of tile Federal Government in conjunction with the
state and local goveronlents .... The complex oattlre of tile considerations we have outlined above ill our judgment require that
tile Federal Government undertake to provide tile necessary information upon which to base judgments ....
Taking both the specific language of the Act, cited above, and the legislative history
discussed in the foregoing, EPA interprets Section 5(a)(2) as directing the Agency to identify
levels based only on health and welfare effects and not oil technical feasibility or economic.:
costs.

-
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ThroughoLit this report, th,.: words "b.lentJfied level" ;ire used to express the result of
tile inquiry nlandated by Section 5(;0(2). The words "goals", "standards _',or "recomnrended
levels" _lrenot used since riley are not appraprlale. Neither Congress nor file }:.tlvirc)lllllellt_L]
Protection Agency has reached the cmlclusion that these idenlified levels should be adopted
by states and Iocalilics. This is a decision which tile Noise Control Act cle_lrlyleaves to tile
states and localities tbelnselvcs.
Certain of the statutory phrases in Section 5(at(--.) need further defilddon and discussiolr
in order to make clear tile purpose of this docunlent. Congress required Ihat EPA "'publish
information Oilenvironmental noise" levels. T]ds nlandute is basically one of"descriplion".
Such description is to be made iu the specific context of "defined areas" and "tinder various
conditions". The phrase "in dcfbled areas under various condilions" is used in both a geegraphical and an activity sense, for gxanlplc, indoors in a school classroom or outdoors adjacent to an urban freeway. It also requires conskleration not only of tile btiman activity
involved, but also of tile nature of tile noise impact.
The i:ext and last statulory phrase in Sectkm 5(;0(2) is most inlportant. It is tbat tile
noise levels are to be discussed on the basis of wh;it is requi'iito to protect "the public health
and welfare with an adequate margin of sat_ty". The nse of the words "public health"
requires a statistical approach to determine file order of magnitude of the i_opalation
affected'by a given level of noise. The concept of a margin of safety implies tllat every
sector of the population which wotdd reasonably be exposed to adverse ueise levels should
be inchlded by the specifically described lords.
Tile phrase "health attd welfare" us used herein is defined as "complete physical, ntental and social well-being and not nlerely the absence of disease and infirmity". This definition would take into account sub-clinical and subjective responses (e.g., annoyance or other
adverse psychological reactions) of the indivi,:lnal ted the public. As will be discussed below,
tile available data demonstrate that the most serious clinical health and welfare effect caused
by noise is interference with the ability to h,:ar. Tiros, as used in this doeuulent, the phrase
"health and welfare" will necessarily upply to those levels of noise that have been shown to
interfere with the ability to bear.
The phrase "healfil and welfare" also includes persomd comfort and well-being and the
absence of mental aogtdsb and annoyance, ht fact, a considerable portion of the data available on the "health and welfare" effects of noise is expressed in terms of annoyance. Flowever, "annoyance" is a description of tile human reaction to what is described as noise
"interference"; attd though annoyance appears to be statistically quantifiable, it is a subjective reaction to interf,._rence with some desired huh'ira activity. From a legal standpoint,
amloyance per se is not a legal concept. Annoyance expresses the human response or results,
not its cause. For tills reason, tile conlmon law has never recognized annoyance us being a
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compensnble injury, ill Ihe absence ol'[ntefference with a personal or property right. Of tile
lllnny eonlnlunity surveys oil noise which have been ccmducted, speech iuterferencc emerges
a_ the InosI tnogible colnponent of anooyance, whereas sleep and other klnds of _lctivity
interference are ilnportallt, bllt less well-defined t:ootributors. Thus, although it is important
to understand tile inlporttlnce of aonoyance as a concept, it is tile actual intcrfel'enc¢ with
activity on which tile levels identified ill this doculnetlt arc based.
Tbere was a great deal of concern during tile preparation of this docunlent Ibat tile
levels identified would be nlistakenly interpreted as Federal noise standards. The information
contained bl this docnnlent should not be so interpreted. The general i)urpose of this doculllent is rather to discuss envirmlulental noise levels reqnislte Ibr Ihc protection of public
ilealth and well:are withoat consideralloo of those elellleOtS oecessary to {Illactual rtde-nlnkblg.
Those eleloents not considered in this docunlent include econolnic and lecbnological feasibility and attitudes about the desirability of tmdertaking _m activity which produces interference efl_cts. Instead, Ihe levels ideotified here will provide State and local govcrnnlents
as well _lStile Federal Governlnent and the private sector with an informational point of
departure for the purpose of decision-u_akblg.
An even more imlmrtant, but rebttcd poiot nlust be kept ill Inind wbell tbis document
is read. The data oo which tile infornlationnl levels ill this document are based are not "short
rail '_ or single event noises, Ratllcr, riley represent energy etluiwlleut noise levels over a long
period. For exaluple, tile exposure period which results in no more than 5 dB bearing loss at
the identified level in Tables I and 4 is a period of forty years.
The definition of "eovironmental noise" is provided in Section 3( I I ) of tile Noise Control Act of 1972. "The term 'euviroolnental noise' means tile intensity, duration, and the
character of sounds fronl all sources." As discussed earlier, it is Ibe illtent of Congress that
a sinlp[e, arliforln illoasure of noise be developed. Not all iofornlatioo contained io tile noise
env[ronnlent
con be easily considered nod atudyzcd. Instead, for practical purposes, it ueeds
to be condensed to result ill one indicator of Ibe enviromnental quantity and quality of noise
which correlates with tile overall lung-feral effects of noise on public health and welfare.
Many noise rating and ewduation i_rocednres are available ill tile hterature, -,3 Ill voluntary national and international standards, and in commonly used engineering practices (see
Appendix A). These methods and i_ractices are well established, and it is not the purpose of
this document to list theln, elaborate oil tllem, or inlply a restriction of their use. Instead,
tile f,urpose is to discuss levels of envirolmlental noise using a measure which correlates with
oilier nlea_ures and call be applied to most sitnations. Based oil tile concept of the comtl]atire bunlno exposure to environmental noise associated with tile various life styles of tbe
population, maximum long-term exposures for individuals and the corresponding environmental noise levels at various places can be identified. It is important to keep in mind that
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lhe selected indicator of environment noise does nt_t corrElale tlniqtleiy with any spccJl'J¢
effect or) hunlan health or perfornlance, Adlldltedly, Ihere are uncerl;tinties with respect to
effects ill individual cases and sJtu;tliolls, S_lch uffect_ cannot I_cct_lnplctEly accoultted for;
thus, the necessity Io cJnploy a slatistlc_l appro;lCh,
Section 2 of the report addresses tile dElails of clun';lcterizing and n_easnring hunn_n
exposure to environmelltal noise. The ¢qnivalellt sound level (Letj) alld a v;_ri;ition weighted
for nighttime expostlre IL d ) has been sclccled ;Is the unlfornt descriptor. "I'hL:ruhtlionsldp
u|" Leq and Ldf _ to other Ineasures in use is ;_n_dyzed in Appeltdix A. Section 2 and Appendi× B further detail the various hanlar* exposure patterns _lnd give simplified e×antples of
individual exposure patterns. Tile problent of separating nc_llpalion_d exposure froln tile
balance of environr*tental exposure and the ShltUtory responsibilily for controlling occupational exposure is analyzed in AppEndix F.
Ill Section 3, cause and effect relationships are stnotnarlzed and presented
i

as tile basis

az'td justificatloz for tl e enviromnental noise levels identified in Section 4. Specifically, Section 3 develops concltlsiOllS with regard to levels ut which hearing Jnlpairtuent and activity
interference take place, These are discussed ill ternts of situational variation and the respective appropriateness of Let] and Ldn, The faelors providing for all ;tdt.'qnate ntargin of safety
and special types of noises ;ira discussed. This section nlakes reference to znateri;d in Appendices C (on hearing
loss), D (annoyance
arid
activity interference) and G (special
noises),
•
• i
•
•
which in turn rely
upon material presented
ill El) A 1s docantent, Public Health
and WElfare
•
•
,
"1
.......
Cr tar a for Noise," to Whlcl the reader Is ielerred tot Ino e detailed lnlorulatlon,
Section 4 dJsctlsses the levels of eltvironlnen tal noise requisite to protect public he;dill
and welfare for various indoor and outdoor ;ireas ill tile public and private domain ill lernts
of Leq ttnd Ldo, The summary table is snpplemerded

;
:,i
'
i

by short explanatiolls.

It is obvious that the practical application of the levels to the various purposes outlined earlier requires considerations of factors not discussed here, Although some guidance
in this respect is included ill Section 4, not all i)roblenls can be anticipated alto SOmEof
these questions can only be resolved [is tile inforlnation contained in this report is considered
and applied. Such practical experiences combir_ed with results of further research ',viii guide
EPA in revising and updating the levels identified, ht this regard, it shoul,.I be recognized that
certain of tile levels herein ntight well be subject to revision when additional data are
developed.

J
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Section 2
ENVIRONMENTAL

NOISE EXPOSURE

A complete physical descriptitm of a sotlnd nltlSl descrlbe its i11agtlittlde, its fr¢qtlellcy sp¢ctrtll]l, al]d the variatiolls of both of these paralnete_ in time. However, one
mast choose betwcetl Ihe ulth]late reJ]lletllerlt h] ineast_renlel]l techniqlleS and a practical
approach that is no more conlplicated Ihan necessary to predict Ihe hnpaet of iloise on
people. The Environnlelltal Protectioll Agency's choice lot the lllea_llr_lllent of envlrolll_ental noise is based on the I'ollowitlg considerations:
1.
The Ineasure should be api_licable to the evalualion of pervasive long-teml noise
ill variotzs de filled areas ulld under wit'iot_scollditions over long periods of time,
2_ The mt:asure shottld correlate well with known effects of the noise environment
on the individual and tht_ public.
3.
The nleasure should be simple, practical and accunde. In principle, it should be
useful for planning as well as for elflbreement or monitoring purposes.
4,
The reqtlired me;tStlremet'ztequit:nlent, with staild_Jdlzcdctluracteristies, sbould
be commercially avaik+ble.

i
!
I

5.

The measure shot.rid be closely related to existhl,g methods currently in use.

6.

The single measure of noise at a givell location SllOald be predictable, within an

acceptable tolerance, from knowledge of the pllysical events producing tile noise.
7.
The measura should lend itself to small, simple monitors which can be left
unattended in public areas for long periods of time.
These considerations, when coupled with tile physical attributes of sound Ihat influence human response, lead EPA Gotile conclasior_ that file magnitude ofsotnld is of
most irtlportullCe insofar as ct_nltllative ilOJSeeffocts are concerned. Long-term average
sound level, h,mceforth referred to as equivalent sound level (Leq). is considered tile best
me,,sure for the maBnJtude of enviromuental noise to fldfill tile above saven requirements.
Several versions of eqaiwdent sound level will be used for identifying levels of sound in

!0

specific places requisite Io protect public health and welfi_re. These versions differ from
each other l_rimarily in Ibe time hllorvals over which tile sound levels ;ire of interest, and
tile correction factor employed.
Equivalent A-weighted sound level is tile constanl sound level that, hi u given situation aud tinle period, conveys the same sound eucrgy its the actual time-varying A-weighted
souud.* 'the basic unil of equiwdent sound levels is the decibel (see Appendix A), and the
synlbol for equivalent sountl level is Leq. Two sotmds, one of which contains twice as
much energy but lusts ooly 11;111"iLS
long as tile other, would be characterized by the same
cquiwdent sound level; so would a soluld with four tboes Ihe energy lastiug o!le fourth as
long. Tile relatiol't is often called the equal-energy rule. A more complete discussion of
the computation of equivalent sound level, its evolution and application to environmental
noise prob]elns, and its rebttionship to other nleasores asod to characterize environmental
noise is provided in Appendix A.
The following caution is called to tile atteotiou of those who muy prescribe levels:
It should be noted that the use of equivalent sound level in measuring environmental
noise will not directly exchlde tile exislence of very high noise levels of sbort duration.
For example, an equivalent sound level of 60 dB over a twenty-four hoar day would permit sound levels of 110 dB but would limll thcnl to less thao one second duration in the
twenty-fear hour period. Comparable relationslllps between maximuol sound levels and
their permissible durations can easily be obtained for any conlbinatiou, relative to any
equil, alent souod level (see the cbarts provided in Appendix A).
Three basic situations are used ia this document
levels of fnvirolnnen till uoist_:

for the purpose of identifying

1.
Defined areas and conditions in which people am exposed to environmental
noise for per]otis of tiole which are usually less than twenty-four hours, such as SCllool
classrooms, or occupational settings.
2.
Defined areas and conditions in which people are exposed to environmental
noise for extended periods of time, sucll as dwellings.
3.

Total noise exposure of an individual, irrespective of area or condition.

*Sea Glossary for a detailed definition of terms. Note that when tile term "sound level" is
used throughout this document, it always implies tile use of the A-weighting for frequency.
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Three
¢ontmodMe

VeF_iOIIS of eqtliVa]ellt
tile

v_n*ioas

inodcs

of

sotuld

level

noise

expostlru

are tlsed
tllal

bl lids
occtlr

doctlnlelll

ill order

ill L]IeS¢ sittlalion_,

In aeThey

are

distinguished by the periods of time ow:r which they are averaged and the way in which
tile avernging is done.

I,
Leg for an 8-hoar period (Leq(8)): This is the e(luivalent A-V,,eighted sound
level (hi decibels relative Io 20 nlicropaseals) computed over any continuous tbne period
of eight hours ktentifJed with tb_ typical occupational expnstlrc. As will be shawl1 ill
later sections of tlds docnnlent, Leq(g ) serves as a basis for iden tifying environmental
noise wllich causes damage to hearb}g.
2,
Leq for 24-hour weighted for nlghttinlu exposure (Ldn); This fornnda of
equivalent level is used here to relate noise ill residential
12nvJronnlents
to chronic
_nlnoyance by speech intorl_rellCU aad bl some p;irl by sleep alld activity interfi:rence, For these
situatio0s, where people are affected by ellvirolnncntal iloise for extemled periods of
time, tile natural choice of duration is the 24-honr day, Most noise envirollmeiats
are characterized by repetitive behavior I_oln day to day, with some variation imposed
by differences between weekday anti weekend activity, as well as seine seasonal variation.
To aecon0l
for these variations, it has bet2n fotlnd nsefld to nle;Isure
olwirollaml}ta]
noise
in terms of the long-term yearly average of tile daily levels,

[n detarnlinlng

the

daily

measure

of

environmental

noise,

it is bllportant

to aceotmt

for tile difference in response of people ill residential areas to noises th,lt occur during
sleeping botirs an compared to waking Ilours. Dttrlng nigbttbne, exterior background
noises generally drop in level from daytime values. Fltrther, tha activity ofmost households decreases at night, lowering tile internally generated noise levels. Thus, noise events
become lllore intrusive at night, since tile increase in noise levels of the event over background noise is greater than it is during the da:efime.
Methods for accounting for these differences between daytinle and nighttime
exposures have been developed ill a nmnbar of different noise assessment metbods employed around tile world, (see Appendix A). In general, tile method used is to characterize nighttinte noise as more severe than corresponding daytime events; that is, to apply
u weighthlg factor to noise that increases tile ntlmbers eolnnlensurate wJlh their severity,
Two approaches to identifying time periods Ilave been employed: one divides the 24-hour
day into two periods, tile waking and sleeping hours, while the other divides tile 24 hours
into three periods-day, evening, and night, The weighting applied to the non*daytime
periods differs slightly among the different countries, but most of them weight nighttime
activities by about 10 dB, The evening weighting, if' used, is 5 dlL

An examination of the utnnerlcal vahlesobtained by aslng two periods verstls throe
periods per day showsthat for any reasonable distribution of envlroumental nois_ levels,
the two-period day and tile three-period day are essentially identical;i.e., the 24-hour
equivalent sound levels are equal within a few tenths of a decibel. Therefore. the simpler
two-period day is used in this docummlt, with daytime extending from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.
and nighttime extending from I 0 p.nl. to '7 u.m. Tile symbol for tile 15-1mar daylinrs
equivalent soand level is Ld, the symbol for the 9-hour nighttinle equiwdent sound level
is Ln, and the day-night weighted measure is symbolized as Ldn,
The Ldn is defined as the A-weiglited average sound level in decibels (re 20 micropaseals) during a 24-liotlr periml with a 10 dB weighting applied to nigllttime sound levels.
Examples of the ontdoor present day (1973) day-night noise level at typical locations are
given in Figure I.
3.
Leq for the 24-liour average sonnd level to which an individual is exposed (Leq
(24)): This situation is related to tim cumulative noise exposure experienced by an individual irrespective of where, or trader what situation, this exposure is received. The longterm health and welfare effects of noise on an iudividual are related to the cumulative
noise exposure lie receives over a lifetime,
Relatively little is known concerning the total effect of sucli lifetime exposures,
but dose-effect relatimrs have been studied for two selected situations:
a.
The average long-tern1 exposure to noise primarily
to mmoyance reactions and complaints.

in residential areas leading

b.
The long-term effects of occupational noise on lmaring, with the daily
exposure dose based on an eigllt-hour work day,
An ideal approach to identifying environmental noise levels in terms of their effect on
public health and welfare would be to start by identifying the maximum noise not to be
exceeded by individuals. However, the noise dose that an individtml receives is a function of
lifestyle. For example, exposure patterns of office workers, factory workers, housewives,
and school children are quite different. Witldu each group the exposures will vary widely as
a function of the working, recreational, and sleeping patterns of the individual. Thus, two
individuals working in the same office will prob;ibly accumulate different total noise doses
if they use different modes of transportation, live in different areas, and have differmlt TV
habits, Examples of these variations in noise dose Ibr several typical life styles are provided
in Appendix B. However, detailed statistical information on the distribution of actual noise
doses and the relationship of these doses to long-term health and welfare effects is still missing, Therefore, a realistic approach to this problem is to identify appropriate noise levels for
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at Various

Locations

4

places occupied by peoplu as a function of tile activity in which tbey are engaged, including
a gross estimate of typical average exposuru times,
From a practical viewpoblt, it is necessary to utilize the wealth of data relating to
occupational noise exposure, some o fit, albeit, subject to intarpretatioo, it] order to arrive
at e×trapolatlons upon which the identification of safe levels for daffy (24-hour) exposures
cat] be based.
In tile following seetior_s of this report, the various modes of exposure to noise and the
human responses elicited will be discussed, leading to the identification of appropriate noise
exposure levels. In order to assist the reader in associating these levels with numerical values
of noise for familiar situations, typical noise levels encountered at various locations art: listed
iri Table 2. For further assistance, Figure 2 provides an estimate of outdoor noise levels for
different residential areas.

Table 2
EQUIVALENT SOUND LEVELS IN DECIBELS NORMALLY
OCCURRING INSIDE VARIOUS PLACES 6
SPACE

Leq(+)

Small Store (1-5 clerks)
Large Store (mort' than 5 clerks)
Small
Office
(1-2desks)
Medium Office (3-10 desks)
Large Office (more than 10 desks)
Miscellaneous
Business
Residences
Typical movement of people-no TV or radio
Speech at 10 feet, normal voice
TV listening at I 0 feet, no other activity
Stereo
music

(+) Tl|ese measurements
of these facilities,

60
65
58
63
67
63
40-45
55
55-60
50-70

were taken over durations typical of the operation
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Figure 2, Residential Noise Environment of the National PopLdation Asa Function
of Exterior Day-Night Average Sound Level B'5
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SecOon 3
RATIONALE FOR IDENTIFICATION OF LEVELS OF ENVIRONMENTAL
NOISE REQUISITE TO PROTECT PUBLIC tlEALTIt AND WELFARE

BASIS FOR IDENTIFYING LEVELS
For the identification of levels to protect against the direct, disease-producing effects
of noise, protection against hearing loss is tim guiding consideration. At this time, there is
insufficient scientific evidence that non-auditory diseases arc caused by noise levels lower
than those that cause noise-induced hearing loss. In the event that future research renders
this conclusion invalid, this document will be revised accordingly (see Appendix E),
In addition to direct disease-producing health effects, interference by noise with various
activities, such as speecll-percepllon, sleep, and thought can lead to annoyance and
indirect effects on well-being, All of these direct aud indirect effects are considered here as
effects oil public health and welfare. It is iluportaut to note, however, the distinction between
vohmtary and invohmtary exposures. Exposures to b]gh levels of environmental noise are
often produced or sought by tile bldividual. For example, voluntary exposures to loud music
are common. Consequently, the concept of total [ndividnal noise dose with regurd to annoyauce, must be applied only to iuvoluotary exposure, although, of course, this argument does
not upply to tile effects of noise on bearing.
llulnan

A further consideration is the physical setting in which the exposure takes place.
Although there are no data to justify the assumption, it is judged lmre that, whereas a small
umount of speech interference in most outdoor places is not detrimental to public health
and welfare, the same is not true for most indoor environments. Based on this reasoning,
adequate protection of tim public against involuntary exposure to environmental noise
requires special consideration of physical setting and the communication needs associated
with each.
In the next subsection, tile above rationale is applied to identify the maximum
noise level consistent with all adequate margin of safety for tile general classes of sound
found most often in the environment. Certain special classes of sound, such as infrasound,
ultrasound, and impulsive sounds are discussed in the final subsection.
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IDENTIFICATION OF MAXIMUI%IEXPOSURE LEVELS TO AVOID SIGNIFICANT
ADVERSE EFFECTS

Hearing
Basic Considerations
The following considerations have been applied in identifyiug tile environmental
noise levels requisite to protect the hearing of the generul population. For detailed derivation,
justification and references, (see Appendix C).
I.
The human car, when damaged by noise, is typically affected at the 4000 llz
frequency first, and, therefore, this frequency can be considered the most noise-sensitive
frequency. Tile averaged frequencies of 500 l-[z, 1000 Hz and 2000 Hz have traditionally
been employed in hearing conservation criteria because of their importance to tile hearing
of speech sounds. Since there is considerable evidence tlmt frequencies above 2000 Ha are
critical to the understanding of speech in lifelike situations, and since 4000 Hz is considered
the most sensitive frequency, 4000 Hz has been selected as the most important frequency to
be protected in this document.
2.
Changes in hearing level of Jess tban 5 dB are generally not considered
noticeable or significant.
3,
As individuals approach the high end of the distribution and their hearing
levels are decreased, they become less affected by noise exposure. In other words, there
comes a point where one cannot be damaged by sounds which one cannot hear.
4.
The noise level chosen protects against hearing loss up to and including the
96th percentile of tha population, ranked according to decreasing ability to hear at 4000 Hz.
Since the percentiles beyond that point are also protected (see consideration number 3),
virtually the entire population is protected against incurring more than a 5 dB noise-induced
pemlanent tllreshold sldft (NIPTS).

Explanation of Identified Level for Hearing Logs

-

Taking into account the assumptions and considerations mentioned above, the
8-hour exposure level wltich protects virtually the entire population from greater Omn 5 dB
NIPTS is 73 dB, (see Figure 3). Before this value of 73 dB for 841our exposures can be
applied to the environmental situation, however, certain correction or conversion factors
must be considered. These correction factors are:
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Figure 3. Percentage of Exposed Population That Will Incur No More Than 5 dB
NIIYI'SShuwn as u Function of Exposure Level. Population Ranked by
Decreasing Ability to ltear at 4000 Hz, (See Appendix C for Rationale).
1.
Inlennittency:
allows the exposure level to be 5 dB higher. Tlds correction
factor is required because most environmental noise is intennitlent inot nt u steady level,
but below 65 dBA more tban 10% of any one-hour period) and intermittent noise has been
shown less damaging than continuous noise of the same Leq, This correction should normally be applied except in situations that do not meet this criterion for interudttency,
2.
Correction to yearly dose (250 to 365 days); requires reduction of the
exposure level by 1.6 dB. All duta used as the basis of Figure 3 come from occupational
exposures which are only 250 days per year, whereas, this document must consider all 365
days in a year.
3.
Correction to iwenty-fotlr hour day: tbe identified level of 73 dB is based on
8-hour daily exposu|es. Conversion to a 24-hour period using the equul-euerg Xrule requires
reduction of this level by 5 dB, This nzeans that continuous sounds of a 24-hour duration
must be 5 dB less intense titan higher level sounds of only 8 hours duration, with the remaining 16 hours considered quiet,
Using the above corrections and conversions implies that the _lver_ge 8-1tour
daily dose (based on u yearly average and assuming intermittent noise) should be no greater
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than Leq(8 ) = 73+5-1.6 = 76,4 dB, Extending tile duration to 24 hours would yield a value
of 71.4 dB. For continuous noise, this value would be 66.4 dB, However, since environmental noise is intermittent, this level is below that which is considered necessary to protect
public health and welfiire. In view of possible statistical errors in the basic data, it is considered reasonable, especlaUy with respect to a margin of safety, to round down from 71,4
dB to 70 dB. Therefore, the level ofintermlttent
noise identified here for purposes of protection _lgainst hearing loss is:
Leq(24) = 70 lib
(For explanation of the relationship
and Leq(24) = 70 dl], please see page 4.)

between exposures of Leq(8 ) = 75 dB

Adequate Margin of Safety
Section 5(a)(2), as stated previously, requin!s an adequate margin of safety. The
level identified to protect against hearing loss, is based on three margins of safety considerations:
1.

Tile level protects at tile frequency

where the ear is most sensitive (4,000 Hz).

2.

It protects virtually the whole population frmn exceeding 5 dB NIPTS,

3.
It rounds off in the direction of bearing conservation
vide in part for uncertainties in analyzing the data.

(downward} to pro-

Aetivily Interference[Annoyance

BasicConsiderations
The levels of environmental noise which interfere with humar_ activity (see Appendix D for detailed dicussion) depend upon the activity and its contextual frame of reference;
i.e., thoy depend upon "defined areas under various conditions". The effect of activity interference is often described in terms of annoyance, However, various non-level related factors,
snell as attitude towards the noise source and local conditions, may influence an individual's
reaction to activity interferences,

._

2o

.

Tile levels which iuteri'em witll listeniJlg to a desired sound, sucll as speech or
music, can be defined in terols of the level of interlbring souad required to nlask the desired
sound. Such levels have been quantified for speech connnnnication by direclly meastlring
tile interference with speech intelligibility as a function of the level of the intruding sound,
relative to the level of the speech sounds.
Tile levels interfering with Iluman activities which do not involve active listening
have not been as well quantified rehltive to the level of a desired sound. These relatimlships
are more complicated because interference caused by all intruding sound depends upon tile
background level and the state of the hunlan auditor; e,g., the degree of concentration wllea
endeavoring to accomplish a mental task, or the deptb of sleep, etc. Fortunately,
there is a
wealth of survey data OI1 cOnllnunity
reaction to cnviroanlental noise whlcb, although subjeet to some shortcomings wben taken alone, can be used to snpplelnent activity interference
data to identify noise levels requisite to protect public healtll alld welfare. Thus, the levels
identified here primarily reflect results of research on community reaction and speecll masking.

Identified

Levels for Interference

The level identified for the protcctlun of speecll communication !s an Leq of 45
dB witlfin the hon|e in order to provide for 100% intelligibility 0f speech sounds, Allowing
for the I S dB reduction in sonml level between outdoors and indoors (which is an average
amount of sotmd attenuatiml that assumes partly-open windows), tiffs level becomes an
outdoor Leq of 60 dB for residential areas. For outdoor voice eonlmunication, the outdoor
Leq of 60 dB allows normal conversation at distances up to 2 meters witll 95% sentence
intelligibility.
Althoagb speech-interference has been identified as tile primary interference of
noise with human activities amt is one of rile prinlary reasons lbr adverse community reactions
to noise and long-term annoyance, tile 10 dB nighttime weighting (and, hence, the term Ldn)
is applied to give adequate weight to all of the other adverse effects on activity interference,
For tile same reason, a 5 d-a. nl:_rgin of safety is applied to the identified outdoor level. Therefore, tile outdoor Ldn identified for residential areas is 55 dlL (See Appendix E for relationsldp of Leq to Ldn.)
Tile associated interior day-night soand level within a typical honle which results
from outdoors is 15 dB less_ or 40 dB duo to the attenuation of the structure. The expected
indoor daytime level for a typical neighborhood which tins an outdoor Ldn of 55 dB is
approximately 40 dB, whereas the nighttime level is approximately 32 d8 (see Figure A-7),
Tlds latter value is consistent with the limited available sleep criteria D-5. Additionally,

-
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tilese indoor levelsof 40 dB durblg the day and appro×inlutely 32 dB at night arc consistent
with tile background levels inside tile home which have been recomnlcnded by acoustical
consultants as acceptable for ninny years, (see Table D-IO).
The effects associated with an outdoor day-night sound level of 55 dB are SlOUraarized in T_lble 3. Tile sunlmary silows tlmt satisfactory outdoor average senlcnee intelligibility may be expected for noraud voice conversalions over distances of up to 3.5 meters;
that depending on attitude and olber non-level related factors, the average expected community reaction is none, although 1% may compbJin and 17% indicate "bigldy aanoyed"
when responding to social survey questions; and that noise is tile least importaut factor
governing attitude towards the area.
Identification of a level which is 5 dB higher than the 55 dB identified above
would significantly increase the severity of the average community reaction, as well as the
expected percentage of complaints and annoyance. Conversely, identil3catlon of a level 5 dB
lower than the 55 dB identified above would reduce the indoor levels resultiag from outdoor
noise well below the typical background indoors (see Table 3"1and probably make little
change in annoyance since at levels below the idenlifled level, individual attitude and life
style, as well as 1o_:_11
conditions, seem to be more importallt factors in controlling tile
resulting magnitude of annoyance or community reactiou than is the ;_bsolute magnitude
of the level of the intruding noise.
Accordingly, Ldn of 45 dB indoors and of 55 dB outdoors in residential areas
are identified as the maximum levels below which no effects ou public health and welfare
occur due to interference with speech or other activity. These levels would also protect tile
vast majority of tile population under most condilions against annoyance, in the abseoce of
intrusive noises witll particularly aqcersivecontent.

Adequate Margin of Safety
The outdoor environmeatu! ilc,i.-? !,.v,.Iidentified in Table 3 provides a 5 dB
margin of safety with respect to protecting speech communication. This is considered
desirable for the indoor situation to provide for Immes with less than average noise reduction or for persons speaking with less than average voice level. A higher margin of safety
would be ineffective most of tile time due to normal indoor activity background levels.
The 5 dB margin of safety is particularly desirable to protect the population
against long-term annoyance with a higher probability than would be provided by the levels
protecting indoor and outdoor speech comnlunication capability alone. The 5 d B margin
clearly shifts community response as well as subjective annoyance rating into the next lower
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Table 3
SUMMARY OF IIUMAN EFFECTS IN TERMS OF SPEECII COMMUNICATION,
COMMUNfFY REACTION, COMPLAINTS, ANNOYANCE AND
ATTITUDE TOWARDS AREA ASSOCIATED WITH AN OUTDOOR DAY/NIGIIT
SOUND LEVEL OF 55 dB re 20 MICROPASCALS

TYPE OF EFFECT
Speech

MAGNITUDE Ol r EFFECT

- Indoors

100% sentence intelligibility
5 dB margin of s_fety

- Outdoors

(average) with a

100% sentence in telligibility (average) at 0,35
oletefs

99% sentence intelligibility (average) at 1.0
meters
95% sentence intelligibility (average) at 3.5
nletcrs
Average Community

Reaction

None evident; 7 dB below level of slgnifi_nt
"complaints and tbreats of legal action" and
at least 16 dB below "vigorous action" (al:titudes and other non-level related factors may
affect Ibis result)

Complaints

[ 1%dependent on attitude and other non-level
' related factors

Annoyance

17% depeudeutt on attitude and other nonlevel related factors

Altitudes

Towards Area

Noise essentially the least important
various factors

(Derived from Appendix D)
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MAXIblUM EXPOSURES TO SPECIAL NOISES

Inaudible Sotmds
The following sounds may occur occasionally but are rarely Ibuml at levels high enough
to warrant consideration in most envJrouolents which the public occupies. For a more detailed
discussion, see Appendix (3.

Infrasound
Frequencies below 16 llz are referred to as infrasonic frequencies and are not
audible, Complaints associated with extremely Iligh levels of infrasound can resemble a mild
stress re_ction and bizarre auditory sensations, such as pulsating and fluttering, Exposure to
higb levels oP infrasound is rare for most individuals. Nevertheless, on the basis of existing.
data-,"_7 , the threshold of these effects is approxinlately 120 dB SPL (1-16 Hz). Since little
information exists with respect to dur;ttion of exposure and its effects, and also since many
of tile data are derived from research in which audible frequencies were present ill some
amot|nt, these results should be interpreted with caution,

Ultrasound
Ultrasonic frequencies are those above 20,000 Hz and ar_ also generally inaudible.
The effects of exposure to high intensily ultrasomld is reported by some to be a general
stress response. 13xposure to high levels of ultrasound does not occur frequently, The thresIlold of ally effects for ultrasound is 105 dB SPL 2, Again, many of these data may includa
frequencies within the audible range, alld results are, there fort.', to be interpreted eatztiously.

I
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Impalse Noise
II is difficult to identil_ a single-uamber limit requisite to protect againstadverseeffects
from

]alpldse

110i50 bec;lllSe

the type of Jllljm[se,

i_ iS esselltJ;d

lbe effective

duraliol],

to ta_:e iato
and

aceonnt

IlK. nclllber

the circuinstauces
el" daily

exj)osares)

of e,_;pOsLlre,
(see Appmtdlx

G).

Ilearlug
Review of temporary threshold shift data leads to the conchlsio|t that the inlpalse
noise ]hnit requisite to preveal more thaa a 5 dB pernlanenl hearing loss at 4000 Hz after l0
years of daily exposure is a peak sound pressure level (SPL) of 145 dB. This level applies in
the caseof isolated events, irrespective of the type, daration, or incidence at the ear, flowever, forduration of 25 microseconds or less, a peak level of 167 df3 SPL would produce the
same effect, (see Figure 4).
I.
Daratlon Correction: When the dtzrafiol| of tha impalse is less than 25 microseconds, no correction for duration is necessary. For durations exceeding 25 microseconds,
the level should be reduced in accordance with the "modified CHABA limit" shown in
Figure 4and Figure G-1 of Appendlx G.
2.

Correction for Number of hnfullses:
Number of impulses
per day:

l

l0

Correct/on factor:

0

-I0

(More detailed informatiou

is provided iu Figure 4,)

100

103

104

-20

-30

-,40

dB

Furthermore, if tile average interval between repeated impulses is between l
and I0 seconds, a third correction factor of-5 d B is applied. Thus, to prevent hearing loss
due to impulse noise, the identified level is 145 dB SPL, or 167 dB peak SPL for impulses
less than 25 microseconds, for one impulse daily. For longer durations or more frequent
exposures, tile equivalent levels arc as shown in Figure 4.
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Non-Auditory

Effects of Impulsive Sound

hnpulses exceeding tile background noise by more than about 10 dB are potentially
startling or sleep-disturbing. If repeated, impulsive noises can be disturbing to some individuals
if beard at all (they may be at levels below the average noise levels). However, no threshobl
level can be identified at this time; nor is there any clear evidence or documentation of any
permanent effect on public healtll and welfare.

Sonic Booms
Little or no public annoyance is expected to result from one sonic boom during
the daytime below the level of 35.91 paseals (0.75 pounds per square foot) as measured on
the ground (see Appendix G). The same low probability of annoyance is expected to occur
for more than one boom per day if the peak level of each boom is no greater than:

Peak Level = _,S.9!
pascals
Where N is the number of booms, Tiffs value is in agreement witll lhe equal energy concept.
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Section 4
IDENTIFIED LEVELS OF ENVIRONMENTAL

NOISE IN DEFINED AREAS

IDENTIFIED LEVELS
Table 4 identifies tile levels requisite to protect public health and welfare with an adequate margin of safety for both activity interference and hearing loss. Tile table classifies tile
various areas according to tile primary activities that arc most likely to occur in each. Tile
following is a brief description of each classification and a discussion of the basis for tile
identified levels in Table 4, For a more detailed discussion of bearing loss and activity interference, see Appendices C and D.
I,
Residential areas are areas where human beings live, including apartments, seasonal
residences, and mobile homes, as well as year-round residences, A quiet environment is
necessary in both urban and rural residential areas in order to prevent activity interference
and annoyance, and to permit the hearing mecimnism to recuperate if it is exposed to higher
levels of noise during other 0eriods hi" th,. _l,y
An indoor Ldn of 45 lIB will permit speech cmnmunication in the lipton, while an
outdoor Ldn not exceeding 55 dB will permit normal speech communication ;it approximately tla'ee meters. Maintenance of this identified outdoor level will provide an indoor
Ldn of approximately 40 dB with windows partly open for ventilation. The nighttime portion of this Ldn will be approximately 32 dB, which should ill most cases, protect against
sleep interference. An Leq(24) of 70 dB is identified as protecting against damage to Irearing,
Although there is a separate category for commercial areas, comnrercial living
accommodations such as hotels, motels, cottages, and inns should be included in the residential category since these are places where people sleep and sometinres spend extended
periods of time.
2.
Commercial areas include retail and financial service facilities, offices, and miscellaneous commercial services, They do not include warehouses, manufacturing plants,
and other industrial facilities, which are included in the industrial classification. Although
a level for activity interference has not been identified bere (see footnote a), suggestions
for such levels will be found in Table D-10 of Appendix D, On the other hand, a level of
Let1(24 ) of 70 dB has been identified to protect against heeling loss.
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Talile 4
YEARLY AVI_RAGE*IiQUIVA
I.]iNT SOUND LI_VIiLS ll)ENTII:IIiD
AS
REQUISITE TO pIIOTECI" "rllE PUIIIJC IlE?,L']II ANI) WI_I.FARI_ WITII
AN ADEQUATIi MAIIGIN OF SAFETY
hldnor
Measure

Residential with Outl.dn
side Space ;Ind
];;frill
Rosidences

Leq(24)

Residmilia] with No
Outside Sl,UCe

Ldn

Aclivily
hltt_rI_rerlce

45

45

45

(aJ

70

70(c)

Inside TranspOrlalion

I.eq1241

la)

70

(ill

Indusldal

l.¢q(24)(d
I

(al

70

llospitals

Ldn

45

Leq(241

Farm _{id and
General IJllli0pulal
Land

b.
e,
d,

70(c)

701el

lal

70

7Uic)

45

55

45

70
45

55

70
(;_)

70

Leq(24)

55

55
70

70l¢)

(al

70

70(c)

(al

70

70l¢)

ed

Since diflerenl types of acBvilies appear to he associated with dil'l_tent kveB, idenlifi.
calioll
of a nlaxinlUlll {uvelfor acBvil$, illterfeteJtc¢ may be difficult eXCeltl ill those
cireunlshulc_s wllere speech ¢olnmunicaliull is a critical aclivily. (See Figure 1).2 for
noise levels as a Bmclion of distance which allow _tisfaclory communication,I
Based on lowest level.
IBss_dOllly Oil hearillg loss.
An Leq(8 ) of 75 dll may be identified ill lllese situallOns so loilg as tile exposure met
the r¢lnaJldng 16 tlour'.iper day i', low enough Io result {a a llegligibl¢ eOlllrJbilt ion to
,.p
Ih¢ .4-hour ave r_lge,i.¢ , iio greater t ban all Lt_I of 60 d]l.

Note:
testtlls ill

Ex l];tllatiOll of identified level rot llearJng iossl Tile ex ,o_ur¢ _eriod which
leur lip loss at file dell l flel level is a per ot of 40 years.

*Rel_.r_iIo ellef_y rather lilml arBllmetic ;iveraggs.

I

70

Cod_:
a.

i

55

(al

70

Leq(24)(d )
Recrealiollal Areas

55

Againsl
llolh F.I_
feels (h)

.15

Leq(24)

Leq(24)

To llrol¢¢l

llellrinlg
Loss
('o ilshll2r;irich1

70

Commercial

Educulional

OIlldOor
Activity
ill le[I_rellce

70

Leq(24)

2l

agaJllSl
Both L:fl_cts (h)

70

Leq(24)

t

Tll ]lrolecl

Ilvaritlg
l.o_s
('Oll sidt!raliOll
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3.
Transportation facilities ;ire included so as to protect individuals using public and
private transportation. Included within tiffs classification are commercial and private transportation vehicles. Identification of a level to protect against hearing loss is the only criterion
used at this time, althongh levels lower than an Leq of 70 dB are often desirable for effective
speech communication. Itowever, because of tile great variety of conditions inside transportation vehicles, and hecanse of the desirability of speecb privacy in certain situations, a level
based oll activity interference cannot be identified for all modes of transportation at this
time.
4-. Industrial areas include such facilities as manufaetnring plants, warehouses, storage
areas, distribution facilities, and mining operations. Only a level for hearing loss is identified
due to the lack of data with respect to annoyance and activity interference. Where tbe noise
exposure is intermittent, an Leq(24) of 70 dB is identified as the maximum level for protection of hearing from industrial exposure to intermittent noise. For 8-hour exposures, an
Leq(8 ) of 75 dB is considered appropriate so long as tbe exposure over the remaining'16
hours per day is low enough to result in a negligible contribution to the 24-hour average.
5.
Hospital areas include the immediate neighborhood of tbe hospital as well as its
interior. A quiet environment is required in hospital areas because of the importance of sleep
and adequate rest to the recovery of patients. The maintenance of a noise level not exceeding an Ldn of 45 dB in the indoor hospital environment is deemed adequate to prevent activity interference and annoyance. An outdoor Ldn of 55 dB should be adequate to protect
patieuts who spend some time outside, as well as insuring an adequately protective indoor
level. An Leq(24) of 70 dB is ideotified

to prevent hearing loss.

6.
Educational areas include classrooms, auditoriums, schools in general, and those
grounds not used for athletics. The principal consideration in the education environment is
the prevention of interference with activities, particularly speech communication. An indoor
noise level not exceeding Leq(24) of 45 dB is identified as adequate to facilitate thought and
communication. Since teaching is occasionally conducted outside the classroom, an outdoor
Leq(24) of 55 dB is.identified as tim maximum level to prevent activity interference. To protact against hearing lossan Leq(24) of 70 dB is identified for both indoor and outdoor
environments. As ill the industrial situation, eight hours is generally the amount of time
spent in educational facilities. Therefore an Leq(8 ) of 75 dB is considered appropriate to
protect against hearing loss, so long as the exposure over the remaining 16 hours is low
enough to result in a negligible contribution to the 24-hour average.
7.
Recreationalareas include facilities where noise exposure is voluntary. Included
within this classification are nightclubs, theaters, stadiums, racetracks, beaches, amusement
parks, and athletic fields. Since sound exposure in such areas is usually voluntary, there is
seldom any interference with the desired activity. Consequently, tbe chief consideration is

-
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GLOSSARY

AUDIBLE RANGE (OF FREQUENCY) (AUDIO-FREQUENCY
RANGE). The frequency
range 16 Hz to 20,000 Hz (20 kHz). Note: This is conventionally taken to be tile
normal frequency range of human hearing.
AUDIOMETER.

An instrument for measuring

AUDIOMETRY,

The measurement

thg threshold or sensitivity of hearing,

of hearing.

BROAD-BAND NOISE. Noise whose energy is distributed over a broad range of frequency
(generally speaking, more than one octave).
CONTINUOUS NOISE. On-going noise whose intensity remains at a measurable level
(wlficlt may vary) without interruption over an indefinite period or a specified
period of time.
DEAFNESS. 100 percent impairment of heating associated witl'_ an organic condition.
Note: This is defined for medical and cognate purposes as tile hearing threshold
level for speech or the average bearing threshold level for pure tones of 500, 1000
and 2000 Hz ill excess of 92 dB.
EQUIVALENT SOUND LEVEL. The level of a constant sound whicb, in a given situation
and time period, has the same sound energy as does a time-varying sound. Technically, equivalent sound level is the level of the time-weighted, mean square,
A-weighted sound pressure. The time interval over whlcb the measurement is
taken should always be specified.
ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE. By See 3(11) of thc Noise Control Act of 1972, the term
"environmental noise" means tile intensity, daratlon, and character of sounds
from all sources.
HEARING LEVEL, The difference in sound pressure level between the threshold sound
for a person (or the median value or the average for a group) and the reference
sound pressure level defining the ASA standard audiometrie threshold (ASA: 1951).
Note: The term is now commonly used to mean hearing threshold level (qv).
Units: decibels.

Glossary-1

HEARING LOSS, lmpairmant

of aaditory sensitivity:

an elevation of a hearing threshold

level.

_,,_

IIEARING THRESHOLD LEVEL. The amount by which tile threshold of hearing for an
ear (or/lie average for a group) exceeds the standard audionletric reference zero
(ISO, 1964;ANS1, 1969). Units: decibels,
IMPULSE NOISE (IMPULSIVE NOISE). Noise of sliort duration (typically, less tllan one
second) esf,ecially of high lilteosity, abrupt onset and rapid decay, and often
rapidly changiug spectral cmnposition. Note." Impulse noise is characteristically
associated with such sources as e×plosions, linpacts, the discharge of firearms, the
passage of super-sonic aircraft (sordc boom) and many industrial processes,
INFRASONIC. llaving a frequency below the audible range for man (customarily deemed
to cut off at 16 Hz).
!
INTERMITTENT NOISE. Fhlctualing noise whose level falls once or u|ore times to low or
unmeasurable values during an exposure. In this document intermittent noise will
mean noise that is below 65 dBA at least 10% of any 1 hour period,
NOISE EXPOSURE. The cumulative acoustic stimulatioz'_ reacldng the ear of the person
over a specified period of tline (e.g., a work shift, a day, a working life, or a lifetime).
NOISE HAZARD (HAZARDOUS NOISE). Acoustic stimulation of the ear whicI| is likely
to produce noise-lnduced permanent threshold shift in some of a population,
N01SE-INDUCED PERMANENT TItRESHOLD SHIFT (NIPTS). Permanent threshold
shift caused by noise exposure, corrected for the effect of aging (presbyacusis).
NOISE-INDUCED TEMPORARY THRESHOLD
shift caused by noise exposure.

SHIFT (NITTS).

Temporary

tliresliold

NON-VOLUNTARY EXPOSURE TO ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE. The exposure of an
individual to sound whicl| (1) the individual cannot avoid or {2) the sound serves
no useful purpose (e.g,, the exposure to traffic ooise or exposure to noisa from a
lawn mower).
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE TO ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE. The noise exposure of
an individual defined under P.L. 91-596, Occupational Safety and Health Act of
1970,

,

Giossary-2

OTOLOGICALLY NORMAL. Eiqoylng normal health and l_'ecdom from all clinical u]aniI
festatlons and history of ear disease or injtlry; nnd llavJng a patent (wax-free)
exlerna! anditory meatus,
PEAK SOUND PRESSURE. Thu absolute maxinlnn! value (m:tgnitude) of the instantaneous
sound pressure
occurring in a specified period of tin|e.
PRESBYACUSIS (PRESBYCUSIS), llearblg loss, chiefly involving the higl|er audlometric
frequencies above 3000 Itz, ascribed to _klvancing age.
RISK, Tlud percentage ofa poptdatiou whose bearb|g level, as a result of a given infhlenee,
exceeds tile specified value, mintls that percentage WllOSebearing level would have
exceeded the specified wduc in tile absence of that inlluence, other foclors remaining tile sulne. Alote;
Tile
lnl'ltlellCe
may be noise, age, disease, or a combination of
factors.
SOUND LEVEL. Theqnantity in decibels measured by a sound level meter satisfying tile
requirements of American National Standards Specilicatim_ for Sound Level _leters
SI.4--I 971. So|aid level is the frequency-weighted sound pressure level obtained
with tile standardized dynamic clmmcteristic "fast" or "slow" and weighting A, B,
or C; unless indica ted otllerwlse, tile A-weighting is understood. The m_it of.any sound
level is l'l'ie decibel,/laving tile unit symbol d8.
SOUND EXPOSURE LEVEL. The level of sound accumulated over a given time inten,al
or event. Teclmieally, tile sound exposure level is tile level of the time-integrated
mean square A-weighted sound for a stated time ioterwd or event, with a reference
time of one second.
SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL. In decibels, 20 times tile logaritl_m to tile base ten of the
ratio era sound pressure to the reference sound pressure of 20 micropascals (20
mlcronewtons per square meter). In tile absence of any modifier, the level is
understood to be that of a mean-square pressure.
SPEECH DISCRIMINATION.

The ability to distinguish and understand speeel_ signals.

TEMPORARY THRESIIOLD SHIFT (TTS). That con|ponent of threshold shift which
shows a progressive reduction with tile passage of time after tbe apparent cause has
been removed.

Glossary-3

THRESHOLD OF HEARING (AUDIBILITY). The minimum effective sound pressure level
oP an acoustic signal capable of exciting the sensation of hearing in a specified proportion of trials in prescribed conditions of listening.
ULTRASONIC. Having a frequency above the audible range for man (conventionally
deemed to cut off at 20,000 Hz).

I
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APPENDIX A
EQUIVALENT SOUND LEVEL AND ITS RELATIONSHIP
TO OTHER NOISE MEASURES

Appendix A
EQUIVALENT SOUND LEVEL AND ITS RELATIONSHIP
TO OTtlER NOISE MEASURES

DEVELOPMENT OF EQUIVALENT SOUND LEVEL
The accumulated evidence of research on lmlnun response to sotmd indicates clearly
tltat the magnitude of sotmd as a lhnction of frequency and time are basic indicators of
human response to sound. These lhctors are la;viewed here, and it is conclttded that it is not
necessary to invent a new concept Ibr the purpose of ideotifyiug levels or"enviromnental
noise.

Maguitude
Sound is a pressure fluctuation in the air; tile magnitude of tile sound describes the
physical sound in the air; (loudness, on tile other hand, refers to how people judge tile
sound when they hear it). Magnitude is stated in terms of the amplitude of the pressure
fluctuation, The railge of magnitude between the faintest audible sound and the ]ot|desl
sound the ear can withstand is so enormous (a ratio of about 1,000,000 to I ) thal it would
be very awkward to express sound pressure fluctuations directly in pressure units, Instead,
this ravage is "compressed" by expressing the sound pressure on a logarithmic scale. Thus,
sound is described in terms of the sound pressure level (SPL), which is ten times the common logarithm of tile ratio of tile square of the sound pressure in question to the square
of a (stated or understood) reference smmd pressure, almost always 20 micropascals.* Or.
in matllematical terms, sound pressure level L expressed in decibels is:

L -- 10log

_

where p is the pressure fluctuation

.

(Eq.A-I}
and Po is the reference presstlra.

'*One pascal -_ one newton per square meter.

A-l
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Frequency Cbaraeleristics of Noise
The response of huluan bcblgS to smnld depends slrmlgly on tb_ frequency of sound.
In general, people are less sensitive to sounds of low IYequcncy, such as 100 herlz (Hz)*,
than to sounds at 1000 llz; also at hlgh frequencies such as 8000 Hz, sensitivity decreases.
Two basic approaches to compensate for this difference in response to different frequencies
are (]) [o segnlont tile sound pressure spectrtlln lute a series of contiguous freqtlcncy bands
by electrical filters so ;Is to display tile dislribullon of sotlnd energy over the frequency
range; or (2) to apply a weighting to the overall spectrum hi such a way that the sounds at
various frequencies are weighted in UlUChthe same way as file human ear hears t]lelU,
In tile first approach a sound is segmented into sound pressure levels in 24 different
frequency bands, which may be used to culculate an estimate of the "loudness" or "noisiness" sensation which tile sonnd znay be expected to cause. This form of analysis into bands
is usually employed when detailed engineer/ng studies of noise sources are required, It is
nluch tOOcomp]Jcated for nlonitorJng noise exposure.
To perform such analysis, especially for time-varying sounds, requires a very complex
set of equipment. Fortunately, much of tills complication can be avokled by using approach
2, i,e., by tile use era special electrical weighting network iu tile measurement system. This
network weights the contributions of sounds of different frequency so Ihat the response of
the average human earls simulated. Each frequency of tile noise then contributes to the
total reading by an amount approxiloately proportional to the subjeciive response associated
wlth that frequency. Measuremeot of the overall anise with a sound level meter incorporating
such a weigbtiug network yields a single number, such us the A-weighted Sound Level, or
simply A-level, in decibels. For zoning and monitoring purposes, this marks an enormous
simplification. For ri|is reason, tile A-level has been adopted in large-scale surveys of city
uoisc coming from a variety oPsources. It is widely accepted as an adequate way to deal
with the ear's differing sensitivity to sounds of different frequency, including assessment of
noise with respect to its potential for causing'hearing loss. Despite the fact that more
detailed analysis is frequently required for engineering noise control, tile results of such
noise control are adequately described by tile simple measure of sound level.
One difficulty in tile use era weighted sound level is that psychoaaousric judgment
data indicate that effects of tonal components are sometimes not adequately accounted
for by a simple sound level. Some current ratings attempt to correct for tonal components;

Hertz ts the international standard unit of frequency, until recently called cycles per second;
it refers to the number of pressure fk_ctuafions per second in tile sound wave.

A-2

for example, in the present aircraft noise certification procadurcs, "Noise Standards: Aircraft Type Cartificadon," FAR Part 36, tile presence of tones is idenlified by a complex
frequancy analysis procedure, if the tones protrude above tile adjacent random noise spectrum, a penaRyisapplied
beyond thedirect
calculation
of perceived
noiselavel
alone.
However, tile complexities involvad in accounting for tones exceed practicable limits far monitoring noise in the community or otiler defined areas,Consequently, EPA coneludas that, wilere
appropriate, standards far new products will address the problem of tones in such a way that
manufacturers will be encouraged to minhnize tilem and, tiros, ultimately they will not be a
significant factor in environmental noise.
With respect to both simplicity and adequacy for characterizing hmnan respoase, a
frequeney-weigbted sound level sbould he used for tile evaluation of environmental noise.
Several frequency weightings/lave been proposed for general use in the assessment ofreapons¢
to noise, differing primarily in tile way sounds at frequencies between 1000 and 4000 Hz are
evaluated, Tile A-weighting, standardized in current sound level meter specifications, has been
widely used for transportation and com|nunity noise description. A°I For many noises the
A-weighted sound level has been found to correlate as well with human response asmore
complex measures, such as the calculated perceived noise level or tile loudness level derived
from spectral analysis. A'2 However, psycboacoustic research indicates tilat, at least for some
noise signals, a different frequency weighting which increases tile sensitivity to the 1000-4000
Hz region is mare reliable, A'3 Various forms of tills alternative weighting function have been
proposed; they will be referred to hare as the type "D-weightings". None of these alternative
weightings has progressed in acceptance to tile point where a standard has been approved for
commercially available instrumentation.
It .is concluded that a frequency.weighted sound pressqure level is the most reasonable
choice for describing tile magnitude of environmental noise, in order to use available standardized instrumentation for direct measurement, tile A frequency weighting is tile only suit.
able choice at this time.* The indication that a type D-weighting might ultimately be more
suitable than tha A-weighting for evaluating tile integrated effects of noise on people suggests
that at such time as a type D-weighting becomes standardized and available in commercial
instrumentation, its value as the weighting for environmental noise should be considered to
determine if a change from tile A-weighting is warranted,

Time Cilaracteristlcs of Noise
The dominant characteristic of environmental noise Is ti_at it is not steady-at any particular location the noise usually finctuates considerably, from quiet at one instant to loud
*All sound lavels/n tills report arn A-weighted sound pressure levels in decibels with reference to 20 mloropaseals.
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the next. Thus, one cannot simply s_lythat the noise level at ;i given location or that experienced by a person at that location is "so many decibels" unless a suitable method is used to
average the timeivarying levels. To describe the noise completely requires a statistical approach.
Consequently, one should consider tile noise exposure which is received by an individual
moving through different noisy spaces. This exposure is related to the whole time-varyirJg
pattern of sound levels. Such u noise exposure can be described by the eun|ulative distribution
of sound levels, showing exactly what percent of the whole observation period e_cb level was
exceeded.
A complete description of the noise exposure would distingldsh between daytime, evening and nighttime, and between weekday and weekend noise level distributions. It would also
give distributions to show the difference between winter and summer, fair weather and foul.
The practical difficulty with the statistical methodology is that it yields a large number
of statistical parameters for each measnring location; and even if these were averaged over
more or less homogeneous n&ghborboods, it still would require a large set of numbers to
characterize the noise exposure in that ueighborhood. It is literally impossible for any such
array of numbers to be effectively used either in an eoforeemeot context or to map existing
noise exposure baselines.
It is essential, therefore, to look further for a suitable single-mlmber measure of noise
exposure. Note that the ultimate goal is to cbaraeterize with reasonable accuracy the noise
exposu!'e of whole neighborhoods (witbin which there may actually exist a fairly wide range
of noise levels), so as to prevent extremes of noise exposure at any given time, and to detect
unfavorable trends in tbe future noise climate. For tbese purposes, pinpoint accuracy and
masses of data for each location are not required, and may even be a hindrance, since one
could fail to see tbe forest for tile trees.
A number of methodologies for combining the noise from both individual events and
quasi-steady state sources into measures of cumulative noise exposure have been developed
in this country and in other developed nations, e.g., Noise Exposure Forecast, Composite
Noise Rating, Community Noise Equivalent Level, Noise and Number Index, and Noise
Pollution Level. Many of these methodologies, while differing hi technical detail (primarily
in the unit of measure for ifidividual noise events), are coneeptu_llly similar and correlate
fairly well with cecil other. Further, usiog any one of tbese metl|odologies, the relationships
betweeo cumulative noise exposure and community annoyance A'4,A'5 also correlate fairly
welh It is therefore unnecessary to invent a new concept for tile purpose of identifying
levels of environmental llOiSe.Rather, it is possible to select a consistent measure tbat is
based on existing scientific and practical experience and methodology and which meets the
criteria presented hi Section 2 of the body of this document. Accordingly, the Environmental Protection Agency has selected the Equivalent Sound Level (Leq) for tbe purpose of
identifying levels of environmental noise.
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Equivalent Sound Level is formulated in ternts of tile equivalent steady noise level
wbinb in a stated period of time would contain the same noise energy as tile time-varying
noise during the same time period.
Tile mathematical definition of Leq for an interval defined as occupying tile period
between two points in time t I and t2 is:

Leq = lfil(_g

frl

P° 2

where p(t) is the time varying sound pressure and Po is a reference pressure taken as 20
micropascals.
The concept of Equivalent Sound Level was developed in both the United States and
Germany over a period of years. Equivalent level was used in rile 1957 original Air Force
Planning Guide for noise from aircraft operations, A'6 as well as in the 1955 report A'7 on
criteria for short-time exposure of personnel to Ifigb intensity jet aircraft noise, wlliel| was
. the forerunner of the 1956 Air Force Regulation A'8 on "lfazardous Noise Exposure"• A
more recent application is tile development of CNEL (Connnunity Noise Equivalent Level)
measure for describing the noise environment of airports. This measure, contained in tbe
Noise Standards, Title 4, Subehapter 6, of the California Administrative Code (1970) is based
upon a summation
and night periods.

of Leq over a 24-hour period with weightb|gs for exposure during evening

The Equivalent Noise Level was introduced in 1965 in Germany its a rating specifically
to evaluate tbe impact of aircraft noise upon the neigbbors of airports. A'9 It was uhnost
immediately recognized in Austria as appropriate for evaluating tbe impact of street traffic
, e mbodied in the National T"
es t
• noise in dwellings AI0
" and in se heel r Gems. All"
I t has been
Standards of both East Germany A'I 2 and West Germany A'I 3 for rating the subjective
effects of fluctuating noises of all kinds, such as from street and road traffic, rail traffic,
calml and river ship traffic, aircraft, industrial operations (including tbe noise from individual
machines), sports stadiums, playgrounds, etc, It is the rating used in both the East German A'I4
and West German A°I5 standard guidelines for city planning, It was the rating that proved to
correlate best with subjective response in the large Swedish traffic noise survey of 1966-67.
It bas come into such general use in Sweden for rating noise exposure that commercial
instrumentation
is currently available for measuring Laq directly; the ligbtweight unit is
small enough to be held in one hand and can be operated eitl|er from batteries or an electrical outlet. A'/6
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The concept of representing a flucttm ting noise level in terms of a steady noise having
the same energy content is widespread in recent research, as shown in the EPA report on
Public Health and Welfare Criteria tbr Noise (1973). There is evidence that it accurately
describes the onset and progress of permanent noise-induced bearing loss A-I 7 and substantial
evidence to sbow that it applies to annoyance in various circumstances. A'I 8 The concept is
borne out by Pearsons' experimentsA'lgon
tile trade.off of level and duration of a noisy
event and by numerous investigations of the trade-off between number of events nnd noise
level in aircraft flyovers. A'20 Indeed, tile Composite Noise Rating A'21 is a formulation of
Leq , modified by corrections for day vs. night operations. The concept is embodied in
several recommendations of tbe International Standards Organization, for assessing tbe noise
from aircraft, A'22 industria] noise as it affects residences, A'23 and bearing conservation in
factories A "24

COMPUTATION OF EQUIVALENT SOUND LEVEL
In many applications, it is useful to have analytic expressions for the equivalent sound
level Leq in terms of simple parameters of the time-varying noise signal so that the integral
does not have to be computed. It is often sufficiently accurate to approximate a complicated
time-varying noise level with simple time patterns. For example, industrial noise can often
be considered in terms of a specified noise level that is either on or off as a function of time.
Similarly, individual aircraft or motor vehicle noise events can be considered to exhibit triangular time patterns that occur intermittently during a period of observation. (Assuming
an aircraft flyover time pattern to be triangular in shape instead of Sinlped like a "normal
distribution function" introduces an error of, at wont, 0.8 dB). Other noise histories cart
often be approximated with trapezoidal time pattern shapes.
The following sections provide explicit analytic expressions for estimating the equivalent sound level in terms of such time patterns, and grapl_ie design charts are presented for
easy application to practical problems. Most of the design charts ere expressed in terms of
the amount (,:_L) that the level (L) of the new noise source exceeds an existing background
noise level, Lb. (,XL = L - Lb), This background noise may be considered as tlie equivalent
sound level that existed before the introduction of the new noise, provided that its fluctuao
tion is small relative to the maximum value of the new noise level.
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Constant Level Noise -Steady or Intermittent
The Leq for a continuous uolse havblg a constant value of Lnm x is
Leq = Lmax, wldeh is derived fronl

Leq = I0 log

/
Im

jT

l0

O

When Lea x is intermittently

\(Lmax/10
]

dt = Lea×

(dB)

(Eq A-3)

on during the time period T for a fraction x of tile total lime,

with a background noise level L b present for tile time fractiol+ (I-x), Leq is given by:

Leq : Lb+

lOlog

(l-x)+x

lO-i'O

(dB)

(Eq.A-4)

where _L ; Ln.lax - L b. Tllis pattern is illustrated and the expression is plotted in Figure
A-I for various values of L and x. For wdues of Lma x that are 10 dB or more higher than
Lb, Leq is approximated quite accurately by:
Leq = Lmax + lOIogx

(dB)

(Eq.A-5)

Except in extreme cases as noted on the graph. An hourly equivalent sound level (L h) can be
computed fi'om tile last equation with tile integration time (T) equal to 3600 seconds
(1 hour). An example of the relationship between L b and Lma x as a function of pulse
duration 'r for Lea x - Lb greater than 10 is given in Figure A-2. These results may be described by:
Lh

= Lmax + lOlog

'1" -35.6

(dB)

(Eq.A-6)

fo_ (Lma x - Lb) > I 0

Triangular Time Patterns
Tile equivalent sound level for a single triangular time pattern having a maximum value
of Lea x and rising from a background level of L b is given by:

Leq ; Lb+ IOIog

10
2.3&L

(10IO ° I

^-7

(dB)

(Eq.A-7)

i

wllere _g:du AL -- Ltuux. Lb. Whorl AL is greater than I0 d B, tile l'ollowi]lg al_proximation
for Leq is quile accurate:
2 3_,L
'-10 "

Leq = Lmax- I O log

(dl])

(Eq. A-8)

Except ill extrenl¢ cases as iloted on tile graph. Tile v;tlue of Lcq for a series of n identic;d
triangular time patterns havillg IO_lXil]ltllnlevels of I..nlg/Xis given by :

=

_

2.3 -- " -/AOJ-"

(dB)

(Eq. A-9)

Where the duration betweeu (Lma x - I 0 dB) points* is r seconds, the background level is Lh,
and the total time period is T. (Set'. I:igtlre A-3). A design charl for detcrnlining
ent values of AL as a function of nr per hour is lnovMed in Figure A-3.

Lcq for differ-

*The duration fur which the noise level is within 10 dB of Lnlax; also called the "10 dB
down" duration.
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I000

A. approxinratiou

to equation (A-9) Ibr eases where L is greater tlnm l0 dB is given by:'

Leq = Lma x + 10log

2,-,3
.'r T-

(dB)

(Eq.A-10)

This equation yields fairly good results except ili extreme cases as can be seell ill tile graph,
Trapezoidal Tbne Patterns
The equivalent sound level, Lcq, for a trapezoidal time pattern having maxiIjmm level
of Lnlax, background level Lb, duration between Lma x - I0 dB) points of "rand duration
at Lma x of I_ is given by

Leq= lOlog

+10
Tile approximation

l0

nj,o

(dB)

(Eq. A-I 1)

to Leq when AL is greater than 10 dB, for g small compared to -r,

is:

Leq = Lmax.

2.3 10AL

+

lOlog_

(dB)

(Eq.A-12)

This equation yields adequate results except in extreme cases as noted on tile graph,
Noting tile similarity between equations (A-5) (A-8), and (A-I 2), one can approximate.Let _ •
for a series of trapezoidal pulses by suitably conrbining design data from Figure A-I and
A-3, That is, the approximate Leq for a series of n trapezoidal pulses it obtained by the Leq
value for triangul_a" pulses plus an additional term equal to 10 log n, e,g,,

Leq = Lma x + 10log _9.._'r__
2.3T
+ 10log

ng

(dB)

(Eq.A-13)

Time Patterns of Noise Having a Normal Statistical Distribution
Many cases of noise exposures in eomnntmities have a noise level distribution that may
be closely approximated by a normal statistical distribution. The equivalent sound level for
the distribution can be described simply in terms of its mean value, which for a normal

--

-
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distribution
isL50,andthestaudard
deviatlon
(s)ofthenoiseleve]
distribution:
Leq = L50+0,II5 s2

(dB)

(Eq.A-14)

A design chart showing tile difference between Leq and LSO as a function of tile standard
deviation is provided in Figure A-4.
It is often of interest to know which percentile level of a normal distribution

is equal in

magnitude
tile Leqdeviation
value forofthe
providing,this
relationship as a runelion of the to
standard
tiledistribution.
distribution Ais chart
provided
in Figure A-5.
Various noise criteria in use for highway noise are expressed in terms of tile L I0 value,
For a normal distribution, tile LIO value is specified in terms of the median and standard
deviation by tile expression L 10 = L50 -I-1,28 s. The difference between L 10 and Leq is given
by L I 0" Leq = 1.28 s - 0.115
s,2
This expression is plotted as a function of s in Figure
A-6,
It should be noted that traffic noise does not always yield a normal distribution

of noise

levels, so caution should be used in determining exact differences between Leq and L 10'

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN DAYTIME AND NIGH'ITIME EQUIVALENT SOUND
LEVELS
The day.night sound level (Ldn) was defined as the equivalent A-weighted sound level
darius a 24-hour time period with a 10 decibel weigbting applied to the equivalent sound
level during the nighttime hours of 10 p.m. to 7 a,m, This may be expressed by the equation:

Ldn

_ 10108

1
"2-4-

15(loLd/lO)+9(10

)

where

Ld

= Leqforthedaytime(0700-2200iloups)

Ln

--Leq for the nighttime (2200-0700

and
hours).

A-I I

(dB)

(Eq. A-Ig)
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Sound Level with the Day-NightAverage Sound Level, Ldn_"
The effect of the weighting may perhaps be more clearly visualized if it is thougbt of as
a method that makes all levels measured at night lO dB higher than they actually are. Thus,
as an example, if the noise levelis a constant 70 dB all day and a constant 60 dB all nigh[,
Ldn would be 70 dB.
Methads for accounting for the differences in interference or annoyance between daytime/nighttime exposures have been employed in a number of different noise assessment
methods around the world.A'5 The weightingsapplied to tile nondaytime periods differ
slightly among tile different countries but most of them weight night activities on the order
of 10 dB;A'24 the evening weighting if usedis 5 dB. The choice of 10 dB for the nighttime
weighting made in Section 2 was predicated on its extensive prior usage, together with an
examination of the diurnal variation in environmental noise. Tills variation is best illustrated
by comparing the difference between Ld and Ln as a function of Ldn over the range of
environmental noise situations.
Data from 63 sets of measurements were available in sufficient detail that such a
comparison could be made. These data are plotted in Figure A-7. Tile data span noise
environments ranging from tile quiet of a wildernessarea to the noisiest of airport and
highway euvironments. It can be seen that, at the lowest levels (Ldn around 40-55 dB),
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Ld is the eontrollfllg element in delerulhlhlg Ldu, becauseth_ aighttlule noise levul is so nlueh
lower lhau that in Ilre daytime, At higher Ldn levels (65.9D dll), fire wdues of Lu are not much
lower than those for Ld; thus, becauseof the IO dB nightliule wcightirlg, Lu will control the
value of Ldn.
Tile choice of tile 10 dB nighttime weighting in tile conlputaliou of Ldn has tile followlug effect: In low noise level eriviromnents below Ldn of approxh'nately 55 dB, tile natttral
drop in Lu wdues is approximately
tO dB, so that Ld and Ln contribute about equally to
Ldn. However, in high noise environnrertts, the night noise levels drop relatively little from
their daytime values, In these unviromneuls, tile nighttime weighting applies pressure towards
a round-the-clock reductiou in noise levels if the uoise criteria are to be ulet,
The effect era uighttirne weighting can also be studied indirectly by examiulng tile
correlation betweeo noise measure and observed
conlmuuJly
response in tile 55 conlmunity
reaction cases presented in the EPA report to Congress of 197 I,A'I The dale have a standard
deviation of 3.3 dB when a 10 dB nighttinle penalty is applied, bat the correlation worsens
(std, dev. = 4.0 dB) when no ulghttinre penalty is applied, ltowever, little difference was
observed among wdues of the weighthlg ranging between 8 and 12 dB. Consequently, the
community reaction data support a weighting of tile order of I0 dB but they canuot be
utilized for determiniug a finer gradation, Neither do the data support "three-period" in
preference to "two-period" days in assigning nondaytilne noise penalties.

COMPARISON OF DAY-NIGHT SOUND LEVEL WITH OTHER MEASURES OF
NOISE USED BY FEDERAL AGENCIES
The following subsections

compare tile day-night sound levelwith three measures

utilized for airPort noise, CNR, NEF, and CNEL, tile HUD Guidelille Interim Standards
and the Federal Highway Administration
standards:

Comparison of Ldn with Composite Noise Rating (CNR), Noise Exposure Forecast
(NEF), and Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL)

!
;
i

CNR, NEF, and CNEL are all currently used expressions forweighted, accumulated
nois_ exposure. Each is intended to sum a series of noise while weigliting tile sound pressut'e
l_vel for frequency and then adding appropriate eightttime weightings. Tile older ratings,
CNR and NEF, are expressed in terms of maximum Perceived Noise Level and Effective

i

Perceived Noise Level, respectively;

each considers a day-night period identical to Ldn,

3

I
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The measureCNEL itself is essentially tile sameas Ldn except for the method of
treating niL_,htlimeanises. In CNEL, tile 24-hour period is broken into three periods; day
(0700-1900), evening (1900-2200), and night (2200-0700). Weiglltings of 5 dB are applied
to the evening period and 10 dB to the night period. For ntost time distributions of aircraft
noise ilround
airports, tile nllnlerical difference between a two-period and three-period day
are not significant, being of tile order of several tenths of a decibel at most.
One additional difference between these four similar measures is the method of applying the nighttime weighting and tile magnitude of the weighting. The original CNI_.concept,
carried forward h'_ tile NEF, weighted the nighttime exposure by 10 dB. Because of the difference in total duration of the day arid night periods, 15 and 9 hours respectively, a specific
noise level at night receives a weighting of I0 + 10 log (]_5), or approximately 12 dB ill a
reckoning of total exposure. Given the choice of weighting either exposure or level, it is
simpler to weight level directly, particularly when actual noise monitoring is eventually
considered,
The following paragraphs describe the method utilized to calculate CNR, NEF, and
CNEL) as applied princil)aIly to aircraft sounds, together with tile analogous method for
calculating Ldn;
Composite Noise Rating Method (CNR)
:

Tile original method for evaluating land use around civil airports is tile composite
noise rating (CNR). It is still irt wide use by the Federal Aviation Administration and the
Department of Defense for evaluating land use around airfields (Civil Engineering Planning
and Programming, "Land Use Planning with Respect to Aircraft Noise," AFM 86-5, TM
5-365, NAVDOCKS F-98, October 1, 1964). This noise exposure scale may be expressed
at follows:
The single event noise level is expressed (without a duration or tone correction)
as simply the maximum perceived noise level (PNLmax) in PNdB.
Tile noise exposure in a community is specified in terms of the composite noise
rating (CNR), which can be expressed approximately at follows:
CNR

= P_max

+ 10 logNf-

12

(Eq.A-16)

where
PNL

= approximate energy mean nmximum perceived noise level {FNL) at a given
point
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Nf = (Nd + J6.7 Nil), wJleru Nd and Nf tile nnmbL_rsofdaytinle and llighttiJne events,
respectively.
Tile constant (-12) is an urbitrary constallt, aud tile factor 16.7 is nsed to weight
tile nighttime exposure ill file 9-hour night period Oil _l ]0 to I basis wilh tile duytialc exposure in the 15-hour daytime period.

Noise Exposure Forecasl (NEF)
This method, currently in wide use, for making noise exposure forec:Jsts utilizes a
perceived lloise level scale with addJtiollal corrections for tile presence of ptlro tUlles. Two
time periods ore used to weight the number of flights (Galloway. W.J. and Bishop, D.E.,
"Noise Exposure Forecasts: Evohltion, Evaluation, Extensions and Land Use hlterprelations," FAA-NO-70-9, August 1970).
The single evenL noise level is defined in ternls of effective perceived noise level
(EPNL) which cs. be spcejfied approximately by:
Atlo
"2"20- +F,(EPNdB)

EPNL

= PNLmux+l°g

(Eq.A-17)

PNLnlax

= maximum perceived noise level during flyover, in PNdB,

_.t] 0

= "10 dB dowa" duratioa of the perceived noise level tinle history,
in seconds,

where

and
,

F

= pure toae correction.

Typically, F = 0 to + 3 dB

Community aoise exposure is then specified by tile Noise Exposure Forecast (NEF). For a
given runway and one or two dominant aircraft types, the total NEF lbr both daytime and
nighttime operations can be expressed approxinlately as:
i
-

i
'-"

NEF
where
EPI'q'L
Nf

= _j_T_+ 10 log Nf- 88.0

(Eq. A-I 8)

= energy mean wdne of EPNL for each single event at the point in question
= same us defined for CNR,
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Community Noise Equivalent Level (CNEL)
The following simplified expressions are derived from tile exact definitions in the
report, "Supporting Infomlation for the Adopted Noise Regulations for Califoruia Airports."
They can be used to estimate values of CNEL where one type of aircraft and one flight path
dominate tile noise exposure level.
Single event noise is specified by the single event noise exposure level (SENEL) in
dB and can be closely approximated by:
SENEL

= NLma x + 10 Ioglo

r/2

(dB)

(Eq, A-19)

where
NLma x

= maximum noise level as observed on tile A scale of a standard sound level
meter

and
-r
= duration measured between the points of (Lmax - I O) in seconds, The
effective duration is equal to tile "energy" of tile integrated noise level (NL), divided by
the maximum noise level, NLmax, when both are expressed ill terms of antilogs. It is
approximately 1/2 of the 10 dB down duration.
A measure of tile average integrated noise level over one hour is also utilized in
the proposed standard. This is the hourly noise level (in dB), defined as:
HNL

- .._'_'L

÷ 101ogn-35.6

SENEL

=

(dB)

(Eq. A-20)

where
energy mean value of SENEL Ibr eseh single event,

and

Q
n

= number of flights per hour

The total noise exposure for a day is specified by the emnmunity
(CNEL) in dB, and may be expressed as:
CNEL

= h_"_"_+

lOIogNe-49,4

(riB)

A-Ig

l

I

noise equivalent level

(Eq, A-21)

where
Nc

or

= (Nd+3Nc+10Nn)
= (l 2fi"d + 9ff e + 90_ n)

Nd, zYd

= total nnmber and average nmmber per ilour, respectively,
the period 0700 to 1900

of flights during

No, h-e

= total cumber and average number per hour, respectively, of flights during
the period 1900 to 2200

Nn, fin

-= total number _nd average number per hour, respectively, of fligbts during
the period 2200 to 0700

and

Day-Night Sound Level (Ldo)
The following
simplified
expressions
areuseful
forestimating
tile
valueofLdn
fora series
ofsingle
eventnoiseswlfiel|
areof sufficient
magnituderelative
totile
background
noise that they control Ldn:
Single event noise is specified by tile somld exposure level (Lex) measured during
n single event. It can be closely approximated by:
Lex

_ Lma x + 10 loci0

7"/2

{dB)

(Eq. A-22)

Lma x

= maximum sound level as observed on the A scale of a standard sound level
meter on the slow time characteristic

'1"

= duration measured between tile points of (Lma x - 10) in seconds

where

and

Tile day-night sound level may be estimated by:
Ldn
where

-

-- el_x+ 10 log N - 49.4

(dB)

eL_x

= tile energy mean value of the single event Lex values

N

_- (Nd + 10N n)

A-19

(Eq. A-23)

or

Nd

= total nnmbcr of events during the period 0700 to 2200

No

= total number of events during tile period 2200 to 0700

and

There is no fixed relationsidp between Ldn or CNELaad CNR or NEF bec_luse of
tile differences between the A-level and PNL frequency weightlngs and the allowance for
duration, as well as the minor differences in approach to day-night considerations. Nevertlleless, one may translate from one measnra to another by tile following approximate relafioaship:
Ldn

---"
CNEL-_NEF+ 35 -_CNR- 35

(Eq. A-24)

For most circumstances involving aircraft flyover noise, these relatioushlps are valid within
about a + 3 dB tolerance.

Comparison of Leq with ltUD Guideline Interim Standards ( 1390.2 Cbg. 1)
Tile interim HUD standards for outdoor noise are specified for all noise sources, other
than aircraft, in terms of A-weighted sound level not to be exceeded more than a certain
fraction of the day. Aircraft noise criteria are stated ia lerms of NEF or CNR.
Tile HUD exposure criteria for residences near airports are "nornlally acceptable"
NEF 30 or CNR 100 is not exceeded. A "discretionary acceptable" category pemrits
exposures up to NEF 40 or CNR 115.

if

For all other noise sources, the HUD criteria spesily a series of acceptable, discretionary,
and unacceptable exposures, Since these specifications are similar to points on a cumulative
statistical description of noise levels, it is of intelest to compare the HUD criteria with Leq
for different situations. For discussion purposes, consider the boundary between tbe cater
gories "discretionary-normally
acceptable" and "unacceptable."
The first criterion defining this boundary allows A-weighted noise levels to exceed 65
dB up to 8 hours per 24 hours, while the second criterion states tbat noise levels exceeding
80 dB should not exceed 60 minutes per 24 hours. These two values may be used to specify
two limit points on a cnmulative distribution function, L33.3 = 65 dB and L4. 2 = 80 dB,
The relationship between Let and tile HUD criteria may then be examined for different types
of d str bution funct ons, restr cling t le s lape of the d stribut on on y so that t does not
exceed these two limit points,

A-20

First consider two cases of a normal distribution of noise levels, comparable to vehicle
traffic noisa, For tile first case, assume a dislributiou with quite narrow variance so placed on
the graph that the 65 dB point is not exceeded (see Figure A-B). For this curve, to tile nearest
decibel, L50 = 64 dB, and the corresponding standard deviation (arbitrarily chosen small) is
2.3 dB. The resulting Lcq is equal to 64.6 dlL
Now consider a normal distribution with tile widest permissible val_iance (tile curve
marked Maximum Variance in Figure A-8); if the variance were any greater, tile distribution
would violate IiUD's requirement that tile level not exceed 80 dB for more than 60 mbmtes
per 24 hours. This distribution, to the nearest decibel, bus LSO = 60 dB, L I 0 = 74 d B and a
standard deviation of approximately I 1 d B. Tile resultant Lcq = 74 d B, is almost 10 dB
Idgher than for the previous case. Both curves meet IlUD's interim standards. J
Next, consider a series of intermittent high level noises, superposed on a typical urban/
suburban background noise level, sach that 80 dB is not exceeded more than 60 minutes per
24 Ilours, say 4%. Choosing a series of repealed triaugublr..shaped time signals of 90 dB maximum sound level will produce an Leq value of 72.4 dB withoat exceeding an L4 value of 80
dB.
However, one can allow the maximum level to increase indefinitely provided L4 remains
at 80 dB or less. The limiting case is that of a square-shaped time pattern, switched on and
off. In this instance, if the total "on-time" is 4% or less, the value of Leq !s equal to Lma x
- 14 dB, and both Lma x and Leq can increase without limit and still remain acceptable
within the HUD interim standards. Maximum A-levels for an aircraft can be as high as 110
dB, which would permit Leq values of 96 to be obtained without exceeding tbe L4 limit
of 80 dB.
It is clear that no unique relationship

can be specified between the HUD non-airport

standards and Leq. Values of Leq ranging lip to 95 dB call be found in compliance with tile
HUD outdoor noise standard depending on the time distribution of noise levels considered.
Even if the nighttime penalty were applied to Leq to yield Ldn tbere would still be no unique
relation with the HUD standards.

Comparison of Loq With Federal Hishway Administration
February 8, 1973

Noise Standards,. PPM 90-2,

The primary criteria of PPM 90-2 are that L 10 for noise levels inside people-occupied
spaces shall not exceed 55 dB, or for sensitive outdoor spaces "-in which serenity and quiet
are of extraordinary significance-"
60 dB.
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,

llighway noise often has u random distribution

of noise level, tile distribution

being approximately normal in many instances, In this case, tile relationship
and LIO is given by the expression:
Leq = Llo-l,28s+0,115s2

(dB)

function

between Leq

(Eq.A-25)

where s is tile standard deviation of the noise level distribution. The difference between L10
and Leq for normal distribution of sound level is plotted in Figure A-6. It can be noted that
Leq = LI0 -2 dB within ::1:2dB, for s ranging from 0 to I I dB. Highway noise rarely has a
standard deviation of I 1 dB; 2 to 5 dll is more typical.
Thus, setting LIO at 60 dB for highway noise impacting a sensitive outdoor space, we
find that an Leq value of 60 -2 -- 58 ,:t:2dB would meet the most sensitive FHWA criterion,
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APPENDIX B
LEVELS OF ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE IN THE U.S. AND TYPICAL
EXPOSURE PATTERNS OF INDIVIDUALS

Levels of euviroumeutal noise for various defblcd areos are provided for botb the outdoor
and indoor situation. Examples are then used to illustrate how an individual's daily dose accumulates from file exposuro to such noise levels,

LEVELS OF ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE

Outdoor Sound Levels
Tile range of day-night somld levels (Ldn) ill tbo United States is very large, cxtcuding
from tile region of 20-30 dB estimated for a quiet* wilderness area to the regiou of 80-90 dB
ill tile most noisy urban areas, and to still higher values within the property boundaries of
some governmental, industrial and commercial areas which arc not accessible to the general
public. Tile measured range of values of day-night sound levels outside dwelling unils extends
from 44 dB on a farm to 88.8 dB outside an apartment located adjacent to a freeway. Some
examples of these data arc summarized in Figure B-I,
The dominant sources for outdoor noise in urban resideutial areas are motor cubicles,
aircraft and voices, This conclusion bas been found in several studies, including a recent
survey B-1 of 1200 people wbieh is summarized in Table B-I,
The cumulative number of people estimated to reside in areas wbem the day-olgbt sound
level exceeds various values is given in Table B-2. lu tile areas where tile Ldn exceeds 50 dB,
tile proportion between tile number of people residing in areas where tht_ outdoor noise
environment is dominated by aircraft and those residing in areas where motor vehicles dominate is approximately one to four, Tbis proportion is almost identical to the proportion
found in tile survey, previously summarized ill Table B-I where people were asked to judge
tile principle contributing sources of ueigbborbood noise. Tile estimates in Table B-2 of tile
*Measurement approximately 25 feet from o mountain waterihll on a small canyon stream
in Wyoming gave an Ldu of approximately 85 riB.B-2
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Ldn
DAY- NIGHT
SOUND
LEVEL
DECIBELS
-90-

_UALITATIVE
)ESCRI PTIONS

_

OUTDOOR
LOCATIONS
LOS ANGELES-- Srd FLOOR APARTMENT NEXT TO
FREEWAY
LOS ANGELES--S/4MILE

FROM TOUCH DOWN AT
MAJOR AIRPORT

CITY NOISE
-80_._
(DOWNTOWNMAJOR _-_

LOS ANGELES- DOWNTOWNWITH SOME CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY

METROPOLIS)

HARLEM-

_

DAN

2nd FLOOR APARTMENT

WATTS- 8 MILES FROM TOUCH DOWN
AT MAJOR AIRPORT

",4--

NEWPORT-

5,5 MILES FROMTAKEOFF AT
SMALL AIRPORT

I_X_

LOS ANGELES--OLD RESJDENT_ALAREA

>0--_._,..

SAN DIEGO- WOODED RESIDENTIAL

--

CALIFORNIA - TOMATO FIELD ON FARM

--40--

Figure B-I.

i

I

Examples
of Various
Outdoor Locations
Day-Nigl_._ound
Measured at

/]-2

Level in dB (re 20 micropascals)

i

Table 0-1
PERCENT CONTRIBUTION OF EACHSOURCE IDENTIFIED BY
RESPONDENTS CLASSIFYING TIIEIR NEIGHBQI_HOOD AS NOISY
(72% OF 1200 RESPONDENTS) _'j

Source

Percentage

Motor
Vehicles

55

Aircraft

15

Voices

12

Radio and TV Sets
Home Maintenance

2
Equipment

2

Construction

I

Industrial

1

Otber Noises

6

Not Ascertained

8

Table B-2
ESTIMATED CUMULATIVE NUMBER OF PEOPLE IN MILLIONS IN
THE UNITED STATES RESIDING IN URBAN AREAS WHICH ARE EXPOSED
TO VARIOUS

Outdoor
Ldn Exceeds

LEVELS OF OUTDOOR DAY/NIGHT AVERAGE SOUND
LEVEL,B'4,B'5
Urban
Traffic

Freeway
Traffi_

Aircraft
Operations

Total

60

59.0

3,1

16,0

78.1

65

24.3

2,5

7.5

34.3

70

"6,9

1.9

3.4

I2.2

75

1.3

0.9

1.5

3.7

80

0.1

0,3

0.2

0.6
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number of people livblg hi aro_Jswhich arc exposed to freeway _mdaircraft noise `are tuken
from tile EPA aJrport/alrcraft noise report. I]'4 They were based oil calculated noise oontours uml assoebltcd polmlations for u t_w selected situutlons wbJcll l_)rnlod tile basis far
extrupolatlon to uutlonul values. The estlinutes for the nulnber of people Jivblg iu _lmas lil
wliicb the lloise envlronnlent is donlb|ated by nrbaj1 traffic w_r¢ developed from a survey 1]'5
conducted ill Sunluler 1973 for I_l)A. The survey olcasured the ontdoor 24-hour noise
environment tit lO0 sites located in 14 cities, including at leasl one city ill each of the ten
EPA regions. These data, supplculented with that froln i)reyloas nleusurenluu ts sl ,30 addition`a[ sites, ',core correlated with census tract popubitJon dezlsity to obt_tin u generM relationship between Ldn and population density. This relationship w,as then utilized, together
census
d[Itu givblg poptdatiou ill urbun arcus ilSu fuuctlon
of pOp|lllltlon
dl/usJty,
tO
derive the uutional estinl,ate given in Table 1t-2.
with

Tlicse dat;_ on urbsn noise enable
`an estilnutc
of the
percentage urban popnliltion
il1
ternls of both noise levels and tits qualitative desc6ptlons of urban residential `areas whicb
were utilized in the Title IV EPA report to Congress in 197 I.B'6
These estiumtcs, sum|narized br Table I1.,3,show that tile n|ujority of tile 134 n|illio|l
people residing ill urban areas have outdoor Ldn values raugirlgfrom 43 dB to 72 dB with a
nledi,an value of 59 dB, Tile majority of tile remainder of the lmptdurion residing in rural or
other non-urban
areas is esthnated
to bare
outdoor Ldn values raughlg
betwl/en
35 and 50
dlt.

Indoor Sound Levels
Tlie majority of the existing data regarding levels of environment,ai noise in residential
areas li,as beeu obtained outdoors. Such data are useful iu characterizing tile neigllborbood
noise environment ev,ahmting tile noise of idenrili`able sources aud relating the measured
values with those calctduted lbr planning purposes. For these purposes, tim outdoor noise
levels b,ave proved more useful tban indoor noise levels because the indoor noise levels contain the additional variability of individual building sound level reduction, This variability
`among dwelling units results h'om type of construction, interior furnisl|ings, orientation of
rooms relative to tile noise, `and the maimer in which tile dwelling nnit is ventilated.
D`at,aon the reduction of aircr,aft noise afforded by a range of residential structures
ure available. B') These datu indicute tliut houses can be `approximately categorized into
"warm climate" ,arid "cold climate" types. Additionally, d,atu arc available for typical openrvindow and closed-window conditions. These data indicate that the sound level reduction
provided by buildings within ,agiven community has a wide range due to differences in tire
use of materi,als, building teclmiques, and individual building pines, Nevertheless, for
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Table 1]-3

"""

ESTIMATED PERCFNTAGE OF URBAN I)OI)ULATION ( 134 MILLION}
RESIDING IN AREAS WITII VARIOUS DAY-NIGIIT NOISI:. LEVELS TOt;F.TIII_R
WITII CUSTOMAP, Y QUALITATIVE DESCRIPTION OF' T}IE AREA1]-3, II''l

Aver;lee CCnSLIS

Description

Typical
Runge
Ldn in dB

Average
Ldn in dB

Estlmaled
I)ercctllage
of Urban
Population

Tract I)opldation
[)cnsity, Narnbc]
or I)coltle Per
Square Mile

QLdet Suburban
Residential

48-52

50

12

630

Normal Suburban
Reside,dial

53-57

55

21

2,000

Urban Residential

58-62

60

28

6,300

NoisyUrban
Residential

63-67

65

19

Very Noisy Urban
Residenthd

68-72

70

planning purposes, the typical reduction

7

20,000
63,0i)0

in sound level frmn outskle to irlsidc a bnuse can

be summarized us follows ill Table B-4. The apl)roximiJte national avenJge "window oi_¢n"
COl_ition corresponds to all openhlg of 2 square feet and a room absorpliorl of 300 sabins
(typical average of bedrooms and living rooms). This wiudow open condition has been
assumed throughout this report ill estimating consarwllive wdues of the sound levels inside
dwelling units which results t_'om outdoor noise.
The sound levels inside dwelling units result from the noise from the outside environment plus tile noise generated internally. The internally generated noise rcsulls from people
activity, appliances and heating and ventilating equipment. Twenty-lbnr hour coatilumus
measurements were made in 12 living rooms (living, family or dining room) in 12 houses
during the 100-site EPA survey B'5 of urban noise, excluding areas where the noise resalted
from freeways and aircraft. The results, smnmarized below in Table B-5, show that tile inside
day-night sound level in these homes was the result of internally generated noise. In fact,
the internal Ldn m,d Ld values were slightly higher than those n|easured outdoors, despite
the fact that the average house sound level reduction appeared to exceed 18 dB. Tile pattern
for the indoor sound levels varies significantly among the homes, as portrayed by Ihe data
In Figure B-2. The hourly equivalent sound levels have an average ndnimmn of approximately

B-5
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Table B-4
SOUND LEVEL REDUCTION DUE TO IIOUSES* IN WARM AND COLD
CLIMATES, WITll WINDOWS OPEN AND CLOSED B'7
Windows
Open

,

Windows
Closed

Warm climate

12 dB

24 dB

Cold climate

17 dB

27 dB

15 dB

25 dB

Approximate

*(Attenuation

national average

of outdoor

noise by exterior shell of the hoase)

Table B-5
COMPARISON OF INTERNAL AND OUTDOOR SOUND LEVELS IN
LIVING AREAS AT 12 HOMES 0"7
Daytime
Sound Level
(Ld) in dB

Nighttime
Sound Level
(L n) in dB

Day-Night
Sound Level
Ldn in dB

i

Outdoors:
i

:

Average
Standard Deviation

57.7
3.1

49.8
4.6

58.8
3.6

Average
Standard Deviation

59.4
5.6

46.9
8.7

60.4
5.9.

1.7

2,9

- 1.6

]

indoors:

Difference:
Outdoors Minas Indoors

0-6
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Figure B-2. Nolse lnside LivingAreas of l2 Homes - Valu_s of Hourly Equivalent
Sound Level as a Function of Hour of Day B'5
36 dB during the hours between 1 a.m. and 6 a.m. TI_ minimum levelis probably governed
by outdoor noise in the majority of the situations. However, when people are active in the
daytime, the hourly equivalent sound levelshave a range of over30 dB, depending on the
type Ofactivity. Thus, during the waking hours, the outdoor noise sets a lower bound of
indoor noise. For the outdoor Ldn caoge of 52-65 dB this lower bound is significantly below
the average level of the internally generated noise.

EXAMPLESOF INDIVIDUAL NOISE EXPOSURES
Tile noise exposures received by individualsare very mncli a function of the individual's
life style. The variation in these exposures can be illustrated by examining several typical
daily activity patterns. While these patterns are realistic, they should not be construed as
applying to allindividuals following the particular life style depicted.
The total daily exposure, Leq(24) is considered tile sum of tile sound energy from all .
daily exposure, including occupational exposures. Mathematically this can be interpreted as:

B-7

where: L(ti) is tile Leq value for tile appropriate
all tile ti's must equal a total of 24 hours (i.e,,

time periods, (t i) and tile summation
n

of

i_]i._ ti = 24 hours (86400 see.)).

Five different exposure patterns for a 24-hour day are depicted io Figures B-3 to 13.7.
The patterns are representative of tile exposures that might be incurred by:
Factory worker
Office worker
Housewife
School child
Pre-school child
Certain assumptions

Figure B-3
Figure B4
FigureB-5
Figure B-6
Figure B-7

were made in determining

the levels shown ill Figure 11-3to B-7.

First, it was assumed that tile suburban environment was equal to an Ldn of 50 (Ld = 50,
LII _-40). For the urban environment, the Ldn value was 75 (L d -- 7., Ln -- 68). The levels
for the various activities were determined from previous EPA reports on appliance noise,
transportation noise, as well as information contained in the EPA Task Group No. 3 Report
retJting to aircraft noise.B-4
Values for the Equivalent Sound level (Leq(24)) experienced by the individual are aompuled from the basic formulation of Leq. For each of these fifestyles, the Leq(')4) value and
the Ldn values are equivalent as the controlling noise dose normally does not occur at night.
Th[s emphasizes that for most practical situations,
hldividual dose arc interchangeable.

the average individual Ldn dose or Leq(24)

Noise levels for other lifestyles could also be generated. However, it is important

to

renlember that Leq(')4) values are, in most cases, controlled by the 2- to 3-hour exposures
to relatively high level noise. For example, assume a motorcycle rider rode his vehicle for 2
hours e day at an exposure of 100 dB producing an Let (')4) of 89; if this were the case, then
other noise producing aetivi lea during the day would have ittle effect on t le Ldn f t lay
were at a level of at least 15 dB below the level of the motorcycle.
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APPENDIX C
NOISE-INDUCED HEARING LOSS

INTRODUCTION
A considerable amount of bearing loss data have been collected and analyzed. Tbese
data include measurements of hearing loss _,t people with known histories o f noise exposure.
Much of the analysis consists of grouping these measurements into populations of the same
age with the same history of noise exposure and detennining the percentile distribution of
hearing loss for populations with the same noise exposure. Tbus, the evidence for noiseinducad permanent threshold sllift can be clearly seen by comparing the distribution of a
noise-exposed population with that of a relahvely non-noise..expo.c,ed population.
Most of these data are drawn from cross-sectional research rather than longitudinal
studies. That is, individuals or populations have been tested at only one point in time.
Because complete noise-exposure histories do not exist, many conclusions are limited by
the need to make certain hypotheses about the onset and progression of noise-induced hear.
ing loss. Different hypotheses about the thna history will lead to different conclusions even
from the same data base, although the range of such conclusions is limited. Thus, in reaching
conclusions about hearing loss, reliance is made on assumptions, hypotheses, and extrapolations
which are not all universally accepted by the scientific community. However, attempts have
been made to consider differing opinions and to insure that tbe methodology and conclusions
in this section are in the mainstream of current scientific thought.

BASIC ASSUMPTIONS AND CONSIDERATIONS
In order to procced further, it is necessary to make tile following well-bared assumptions:
1.
Hearing shiftsin the "nonmoise.exposed"
and other causes rather than to noise exposure.

populatioos are attributable

to aging

2.
As individuals approach the high end of the distribution and their hearing becomes
worse, they became less affected by noise exposure. In other words, there comes a point
where one cannot be damaged by sounds that one cannot bear..

C-I

In uddition, there are some important
a level to protect against bearing loss.

considerations

necessary for the identification

of

Preservation of High Frequency Hearing
Tile levels identified in this document for hearing conservation purposes are those which
bare been shown to provide protection from any measurable degradation of bearing acuity.
This protection is provided even for those portions of the hearing mechanism wldeh respond
to the andiometric frequency at which noise-induced liearhig in_pairment first occurs, namely
4000 Hz. The definition of hearing handicap originated by the American Academy of Opthalmology and O{olaryngology (AA00), and currently incorporated in many hearing damagerisk criteria, is somewhat dift'erent from tile definition used in this document. Haaring handicap, (and later, bearing impairment} was defined by a formula wliidl used the average hearing
level at 500 Hz, 1000 Hzand 2000 Hz.
Although hearing loss for frequeocies above 2000 Hz is not treated as significant by
most of the existing occupational hearing damage-risk criteria, the ability to hear frequencies
above 2000 Hz is important for understanding speech and other signals. Despite the traditional
use of the term "speech frequencies" to apply to 500, 1000 and 2000 Hz, useful energy in
speech sound ranges from about 200 to 6100 Hz.C'I It has been known for many years that
the equal diseriminability point in the speech spectrum is at about 1600 Ha. That is, frequencies above 1600 Hz are equal in importance to those below 1600 Hz for understanding
speech. C'I However, there are other reasons for preserving the frequencies above 2000 Hz.
Higher frequencies are important for the localization and identification of faint, bigh-pitelied
sounds in a variety of oecapational and social situations. Detection of soft, relatively highfrequency sounds can be especially important in vigilance tasks, such as those which may
occur in the military. In addition, good hearing for the higher frequencies is important to
hear everyday occurrences such as sounds indicative of deterioration in mechanical equipment, ¢rtekets on a summer evening, bird song, and certain musical sounds. In fact, higlifidelity sound reproducing equipment is often promoted on the basis of its fidelity up to
15,000 Ha, or even 30,000 Hz.
Any measurable hearing loss at any frequency is unacceptable if the goal is protection
of health and welfare with an adequate margin of safety. For most environmental noise,
protection at 4000 Hz will insure that all other frequencies are protected.12"2 Thus, the 4000
Hz frequency has been selected as the most sensitive indicator of the auditory effects of
environmental noise.

C-2

3

3

Sigrdflcant Changes in Hearing
I11this section an attenlpt will be made to determine tile relation between exposure
level and uoise-lnduced permanent threshold shift (NIPTS). Before this is accomplished, however, the significance of wlrious alaouuts of NIPTS needs to be addressed.
For tile purposes of identifying the levels in this document, it was necessary to adopt a
criterion for an allowuble alnouat of NIPTS. Whereas a NIPTS of 0 dis would be ideal, it is
not appropriate for tbe following reasons:
I.
Most audiometric equipment does not have the capability to measure bearing
levels in less than S dB steps.
2.
There is no known evidence that NIFTS of less than 5 dB are perceptible or have
any practical siguificance for the individual.
3.
Individual lmaring thresholds are subject to minor fluctuations
psychological or physiological phenonmna.

due to transitory

NIPTS of considerably larger amounts have been permitted in various damage-risk criteria in tbe past, For instance, sbifts of l0 dB to 20 dB have been considered reasonable. C'3
However, the requirement for an adequate margin of safety necessitates a highly conservative
approach. This approach dictates the preveuBon of any effect on bearing, which is defined
here as an essentially insignificant and unmeasurable NIPTS, i.e., a NIPTS of less than 5 dB.
The available evidence eoasists of statistical distributions of hearing levels for populations at
various exposure levels. The evidence of NIPTS, then, is the shift in the statistical distribution
of hearing levels for a noise.exposed popnlation in comparison to that of a non-exposed population.

PREDICTION

OF NOISE-INDUCED PERMANENT THRES|IOLD

SHIFT

Status of Hearing at 4000 Hz in tim United States
Figure C-I summarizes hearing levels of the general U.S. population at 4000 Hz. The data
are from the Public Health Survey (PHS) conducted in 1960-62 in tile United States. C'4
Robinson's C'5 non-noise.exposed and otologically screened population is shown for comparison. Several poblts should be noted.
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1.
The hearing of a selected l)ereentilo of the population can be determined for various
a8¢ groups. As displayed here, tile Idgl_erthe percentile point, the worse tbe hearing.
2.
At age I l, ti_ere is no ltearing difference due to sex, C'6 but for the 18-24 age group,
a definite difference is evident, with men's hearing considerably worse.
3,
Considering that ti_ere is no evidence for any sex-ini_erent diffezences in susceptibility to hearing impairment, it is most likely that the differences displayed are due to noise
exposure.

The EffectofNoiseon Hearing
'Fable
C-Isummarizes the hearing changes expected for daily exposures to various values
of steady noise, for an eight-hour day, over l 0- and 40-year periods. C'7
Four different measurement parameters are considered in Table C-I :

-

J

I.
Max NIPTS: The permanent ei_ange in hearing threshold attributable to noise,
NIPTS increases with exposure duration. Max NIPTS is the maximum value during a 40-year

J
/

I

C4

Table C-I
SUM_,IARY OF TI.IE PERMANENT IIEARING DAMAGE EFFECTS
EXPECTED FOR CONTINUOUS NOISE EXPOSURE AT
VARIOUS VALUES OF TIlE A-WEIGIITED AVERAGE
SOUND LEVEL C-7
75 dB.for 8 I!r&
_:_.0,_q,1,2 kllz
Max NIPTS 90th percentile
NIPTS at 10 yrs. 90th percentile
Average NIPTS
Max NIPTS 10th percentile

av.O.5.l2__4 _kHz

1 dB
0
0
0

4 kl_tz

2 dB
I
0
0

6 dB
5
5
0

80 dB for 8 hrs
gv,0,5,1_L2k _Hz___av,O,5,1,2,4 kH_z
Max NIPTS 90th percentile
NIPTS at 10 yrs. 90th percentile
Average NIPTS
Max NIPTS 10th percentile

I dB
I
0
0

4 ICrlz

4 d8
3
I
0

I I dB
9
4
2

85 dll for 8 hrs
a._v,O,5,1,2 kHz
Max NIPTS 90th percentile
NIPTS at 10 yrs. 90th percentile
Average
NIPTS
Max NIIrI'S 10th percentile

4 dE
2
I
I

zlv,0,5,1,_4 kHz

_

4 kHz

7 dB
6
3
2

19 dB
16
9
5

90dB for8 !lrs
av,0,5,1,2 kHz .. av,0,5,12__2___H_z 4 kHz
Max NIPTS 90th percentile
NIPTS at IO yrs. 90 percentile
Average NIPTS
Max NIPTS 10th percentile

7 dB
4
3
2

12 dB
9
6
4

28 dB
24
15
I1

Example:
For an exposure of 85 dB during an 8-hour working day, tile following
effects are expected:

-7
I

I

,

Table C-I (contimted/
For the 90th percentile poiut, the Max NIPTS occurring typically durhlg
a 40-year work lifetime, averaged over tile four frequencies of 0.5, 1.2
and 4 k[lz. is 7 dB; averaged over tile three frequencies of 0.5. I. and 2
kLlz is 4 dB allt.I 19 dB :it 4 kHz, For this same 90111percentile point of
the population, tile expected NIPTS after only 10 years of exposurs
would be 6 dB averaged over the four frequencies, 2 lib averaged over
three frequencies, aud 15 dB at 4 kHz.
exposure that starts at age 20. Data from Ihe 90th percentile point of the population
used to extrapolate to hlgher percentiles.

will be

2.
NIPTS at I0 years: The entries on this row also apply to the 90th percentile point
of the populution for 10 years of exposure.
3.
Average NIPTS: The wdue of NIIrI'S is averaged over all the percentiles for all age
groups. (Thls figure differs by only a couple of decibels from the median NIPTS after 20
years of exposure for the entire population.)
The wdues ill Table C-I are arithmetic averages of data found in the reports of PassehicrVermeer,C -8 I_.obinsolb C'5 a.d Baughn. C'9

DERIVATION OF EXPOSURE LEVELS

Selection of tile Perceutile and Related Exposure Level
The estimation of NIPTS for a given percentile has been accomplisbed by subtracting
tile hearing level of that percentile of the non-noise-exposed group from tbe bearing level of
tile respective percentile of tile noise-exposed group. People above the 90th percentile are
those whose hearing is worse than that of 90 percent of the population. Thus, for example,
if the group at the 90tb percentile shows a sliift of 10 dB because of noise exposure, then it
is considered that the group Itas n NIPTS of 10 dB. Extrapolations above the 90th percentile can be made from existing data, its done in Figure C-2, These extrapolations require
cautions interpretation. First, the data for the 75 dB exposore levels in Table C-I are themselves derived from extrapolations. The last firm data are at 78 dB. Second, for many of the
studies that serve as tile basis lbr the Passcbier-Vermeer work, the 90th percentile is already
extrapolated from the 75th percentile.
As stated earlier, the assunrptioo has been made that ira person's hearing loss is severe
enough, uoise exposure will not make it worse. To be more precise, a person will lint incur
a hearing loss from u noise tbat he c;moot hear (so long as it is within the audible frequency
range). Granting this assumption, it follows that at some percentile, the amount of NIPTS
[
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Figure C-2. NIPTS at 4000 HZ across Percentiles for Various 40-yr Exposure Levels C_
for a given exposure level will approach an asymptote, in order for further hcaring Joss to be
incurred above fds critical percentile point, greater exposure levels must occur. In tile
extreme, a person who is totally deaf cannot suffer noise-induced hearing loss.
A study of tile data provides a basis for a reasonable estimate of this critical percentile.
Baughn's data gives an indication that tile population with a bearing level greater than 60 dB
after a 40-year exposure begins to become less affected by noise (Figures 9, l 0, and I 1 of
ref. C-2). For example, if a person has a hearing loss greater than 75 dB, it is not reasonable
to expect timt an A-weighted noise of 75 dE (wlficll normally nleans tbat only a level of 65
dB would be present at the octave band centered at 4000 Hz) will cause a further increase
of the 75 dB loss. Next, it is necessary to determine tile distribution of bearing levels of the
non-noise-exposed population at age 60. Tile best data available are tile beating levels of 60
year-old women of the 1960-62 Public Health Survey. C'4 While certainly some of the
women in the sample may be noise exposed, tile noise exposure of that population sample
can be considered minor as compared to tim apparent noise exposure of men. Tile data from
the Public Health Survey predict the percentage of the population with hearing levels above
70,75,and 80 dB.
Figure C-3 shows the exposure levels at which no more than 5 dB Nllrrs at 4000 Itz
will occur for various percentiles on tile lowermost curve. Tile curve labeled PHS-4000 Hz
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Figure C-3. Exposure Level and Itearing Levnl ;is a Function of Population Percentile,
Showing tile 5 dB NIPTS Curve Merging with tile PItS 4000 Hz Curve
represents hearing levels by percentiles of the non-noise exposed population• If a noise level
that cannot be heard by an individual is assumed not to change his hearing level, then the
extrapolated 5 dB NIPTS curve of Figure C-3 cannot cross tile curve labeled PHS. In fact,
the 5 dB NIFrS curve must turn upward and merge with the PHS curve, shown in Figure
C-3 by the dotted line. The point of merging is seen to be at approximately the 96th percentile and the exposure level required to protect this percentile from a shift of more than
5 dB is an Leq(8 ) of 72 to 74 riB, or approximately 73 dB. It may be conchaied therefore,
that a 40-year noise exposure below an Leq(8 ) of 73 is satisfactory to prevent the entire
statistical distribution of hearing levels from shifting at any point by more than 5 dB. Generaiizing from these conclusions, the entire population exposed to Lml(8 ) of 73 is protected
against a NIPTS of more than 5 dB.
A similar analysis eml he made for 5 dB and
(Figure C-4). The upper PHS curve represents the
1000 and 2000 liz of both men and women frmn
and women are used since there is little difference

I 0 dB NIPTS at the mid frequencies
better ear data for tile average of 500,
the Publin liealth Survey. C'4 Both men
due to sex and hearing levels for these

frequencies, Considering that the curves will merge in the same manner as tile 5 dB at 4000
Hz NIPTS and PHS curves, one can conclude that:
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l,
Leq(8 ) of 84 dB will cause no more than a 5 dB shift at tile critical percentile for
the averaged frequencies 500, 1000 and 2000 llz.
2.
Leq(8) dB will cause no more than a I 0 dB shift at tile most critical percentile for
the averaged frequencies 500, 1000 and 2000 IIz.
Although the data base used bere is quite large, we cannot be absolutely certain that it
is representative of the wilole poptdation. Any argument such as that presented above does
not, in fact, provide 100% protection of the entire population. Obviously, there are a few
individuals who might incur more than 5 d g NIPTS for an exposure level of 73 dB, There is
the possibility that individuals might sl|ift from lower to higher percentiles with a change in
exposure level, In other words, there may be individuals who experience greater shifts in
hearing level than those predicted here over periods of lime much less tlum 40 years.
At
without
exposed
amounts
produce

this point, it may be useful to examine tile same data in a slightly different way,
utilizing the concept of the critic.u/percentile. Assuming that the NIPTS of the
population are distributed aormally, the exposure levels which produce various
of NIPTS at the 50th and 90tb percentiles may be extrapolated to levels which
NIPTS at the 99th percentile, Using tills extrapolation, Figure (2-5 shows NIPTS as
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Figure C-5.

NlPTS us a Function of Exposure Level for ihe 5Oth,
90th and 99th Percentiles

a function of exposure level for tile 50th, 90th and 99th pereentiies, The 99th percentile
curve intersects tile 5 dB NIP'rS pohit at 71.5 dB (which is only 1.5 dB below the level previously identified). Thus, if one wishes lo protect up to tile 99th percentile without employing the concept of the critical percentile, tire exposure level necessary to prevent more than
5 dB NIPTS is an Leq(S ) of 71 ,S dB.
The preceeding analysis utilizing the concept of the critical percentile, concludes that an
8°hour per day exposure to a 73 dB steady no_r. for 40 years will result in a noise.induced
permanent threshota shift of no more than S dB at 4000 Ha. This conclusion was reached
throu#l the use of assumptions and considerations pointed out earlier in this appendix, Similar analysis of tile same and similar data may be made using other assumptions and considerations. Some analyses lead to essentiallY.' tile same conclusion while others do not, However,
no such nnslysis has identified a level of much Jess than 65 dB or much greater than 80 dB
for the same conditions (i.e., 5 dB NIPTS at 4000 Hz for 40 years of exposure). While the
discussion of tlmse levels and their derivations are a subject of great interest and activity in
the scientific community, the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency is
required to Identify the level which, tn his judgment, is requisite to protect public health and
welfare, For that purpose, the level of 73 dB appears to be the most reasonable choice for
file conservation of hearing based on the present state of scientific knowledge.
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Adjustments

for Intermittency

and Duration

Tile next step is to transpose this level into one which will protect public health and
welfare, in terms of environlnaataJ noise eXllOSUrO
j with an adequate nlilrgin of satiety. For
this purpose, it is necessary to correct for intermitteacy and to extrapolate to 24 hours. In
order to do this, two hypotheses are neeess_*ry--tht_TTS Hypothesis zlnd the Equal Energy
Hypothesis.
The TTS Hypothesis states tlmt a temporary threshold shift measured 2 minutes after
cessation of an 8-hour noise exposure closely a pproxinlates the NIPTS incurred after a 10to 20-year exposure to that same level. There is a substantial body of data supporting this
hypothesis.
Tile Eqnal Energy Hypothesis states that equal amounts of sound energy will cause
equal amounts of NIPTS regardless of tile distribution of the euergy across time. While there
is extJerimental confirmation and general acceptance of this hypothesis, certain types of
intermittency
limit its application.
lntermitteney
The equal energy concept is considered by sorer: to be a conservative approach for
short exposure periods. An alternative approach may be necessary because there is little
direct evidence to show the effect of short exposure periods or intermittency on the development of NIPTS. This approach implies the use of temporary threshold shift :is a predictor of
NIPTS.
Even for a continuous noise, "ITS is not predictable for all possible durations using
the equal energy rule. Tile equal energy rule predicts, with reasonable accuracy, the TTS at
4000 Hz for durations of 8 hours down to about 30 minutes. Effects from durations shorter
than this, however, ave better predicted by a slight deviation from the eqaal energy rule.
While equal energy provides for a 3 dB increase in exposure level for each llalving of exposure
duration, TTS for durations of less than 30 minutes are better predicted by greater intensities
for each halving of time. For instance, TTS for durations of less than 15 mira|tes are better
predicted by a 6 dB rather than a 3 dB increase. For all exposure of two minutes duration,
the level required to produce an expected TTS at 4000 ltz would be approximately 10 dB
greater than the level predicted by tile equal energy concept.
Investigations of environmental noise patterns reported in the EPA document
"Community Noise" C-10 indicate that ill most environments, noise fluctuates or is intermittent. Moreover, intermittent noise for a given Leq having peak levels of 5 to 15 dB
Idgher than the background level, may produce less hearing damage than a continuous noise

c.il

!

with tile
s;une
energy.
C'II Also,noiselevels
which arcbelow 55 dB for10 percentoftile
time tend to be less dangerous than continuous noise. C-I 2 Therefore, iuterlnJttent noise us
used in this do cument will be defined as noise which is below 65 dB for about 10 perceut of
each llour (i,e,, Lg0 of less than 65 dB). with peak levels of 5 to 15 dB bigller than tile background. Free1 the examples cited in "Coemmnity Noise", it is clear that most environmental
noise meets these criteria, For this reason, tile Leq nleasurcd in uluny situations CUllbe
expected to produce less Ilarnlful effects on bearing than those depicted in Table C-I. Some
correction f_lctor is thus indicated for Leq values describing noise expected in a typical
environmeut;d situation in whicb tile exposure is relatively intense but intermittent in nature,
In order to determine an appropriate correction factor, Figure C-6 has been drawn.
Using an exposure of 73 dB for 8 hours as a baseline, the sound pressure levels producing
equal TTS 2 to be expected at 4000 Hz are plotted for durations of continuous noise as short
as 1-1/2 mb|utes. C'3 Plotted also (curve a), is the- maxinlum internlittency correction suggested by "Second lntersociety Committee" C-13 and discussed in the NIOSH criteria document.C-I 1 This correction is for the mid frequencies. Recent work has indicated that for
4000 Hz the best intermittency
correction to produce equal TTS 2 is represented by curve
b. C'14 The crosshatched urea between the curves 'u 'and "c"slglifies the urea of
certai ty.
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In addition, TTS curves lbr irupulse noise are included in Figure C-6, Appeudix G
contains the details of the nlodified CFIABA limit and the conversion accessory to derive from
the peak sound pressure level of a decaying impulse the continuous A-weighted anise of the
same duration, Tile impulse noise data show that tile equal energy concept is still a reasmrable
approximation for very short durations, While certainly it n|ay be overly protective for some
noise patterns, in general it predicts tile effects of noise on hearing reasonably well, Prediction
is improved, however, with a 5 dB allowance for iutermittel|ey.
The average correctim', for internlitteucy suggested by Figure C-6 is 5 dB (i,e,, placing the origin of the equal energy line at 78 dB for 8 hours). This correction should be used
only if the noise level between events is less tban 65 dBA for at least I0 percent of the time
(L90 < 65 dBA). Sb'.ce most environmental noise exposures will meet this requirement during any 8-hour period, it is further suggested that environmental noise should be considered
intermittent unless showa otherwise. Using the 5 dB correction factor, the area of uncertainty
(crosshatched) of Figrlre C-6 is approximately bisected. Fnrther support for such a 5 dB correction factor is found in a recent Swedisl| study where exposure to continuous noise of L,
•
cq
85 to 90 caused a bearing loss which correspouded to an intermittent noise of Leq 90 to 95,
The atttl|ors conclude that a 5 dB correctioll factor is appropriate, C'15
For certain noise situations, a larger intermitteney correction might be justified,
However, the use of large corrections wheu only part of the total noise exposure pattern is
known entails a considerably higher dmnee of error. Therefore, the use of correction factors
ltigher than 5 dB for intermittency are not considered consisteut with the concept of alr ode.
quate margin of safety,
Conversion of 8-Hour to 24-Hour Exposure Levels
The TTS after 24 hours of exposure generally exceeds that after 8 boars of exposure
by about 5 dB.C'2 Thus the use of a 5 dB correction factor is suggested to extr_lpolate from
the 8-hour exposure data to 24-hour exposure, C'2
For example, tbe predicted effects of an
exposure to 75 dB steady-state noise for a 24-hour duration are equivalent to the effects
estimated from industrial studies for an 8-hour exposure to a continuous noise with a level of
80 dB. This 5 dB correction is consistent with the equal-energy trade-off between exposure
duration and noise level. Tlmt is, tbe equal-energy rule in this case also dictates a correction
of 5 dB for 24 hours.
It appears tbat exposures over a period longer thai'. 24 hours need not be considered
in tltis ease. Various studies of "ITS C-16,C-17,C-18 have shown that, for an exposure to a
specific noise level, TTS will not exceed a limiting valu6 regardless of exposure duration, This
limit is reached at approximately 24 hours of exposure. However, this concept applies only to
exposure levels less than 85 dB.
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Conversion of Occupational

Dose to a Full Year (250 to 365 Days)

Tile applicability of occupational data to aon-oecupatiomd e×posere is qucstioual
ill several ways. alia concern is the ese of the oceupatioeill exposure data to predict tile
general effects on popelatiues composed of people who, lbr a variety o f reasons, do not work,
However, tbere are no data from wbieh to derive approximate correction factors, Another
concern is the fact that the occupational data are based oil a 250-day working year. When
predicting tile effect of a known noise exposure over the 365.day year, certainly solntl correction is ill order. The eqeal euergy concept would predict at least a 1.6 dB lowering of tile
exposllre level, slid seeh a correction shoeld be used wbee tile concept of an anneal exposure
dose is used.
To summarize the adjustulents,
tile same effect:

file following exposures over 40 years will result in

•

Leq of 73 dB continuous noise during the 8-hour working day
with relative quiet for tile remaining 16 hours, 5 days per week.
(See discussion of quiet requirements below).

•

Leq of
78 dBquiet
intermittent
noise during
8-hoar
working
day
with
relative
for the remaining
16 the
hours,
5 days
per week,
73+5=78

•

Leq of 76,4 dB intermittent noise for 8 hours a day, with
relative quiet for the remaining 16 hours, for tbe 365-day year,
78 - 1.6 = 76,4

•

Leq of 71.4 dB intermittent
a year.
76.4 - 5 = 71.4

noise for 24 hoers a day, 365 days

In view of possible uncertainties in tile analysis of tbe data, it is considered
reasonable to round down from 71.4 dB to 70 dB, These uecertaieties will be discussed ill
the next section,

CONSIDERATIONS FOR PRACTICAL APPLICATION
The Data Base
Ill viewing the data in this appendix and elsewhere in tile hearing impairment literature,
a number of fundamental considerations must be noted:

'

....
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I,
Few, if any, of tile wtrious "classic studies" (e.g., those of Robinson, l]aughu, and
Passcllier-Vermeer) [Ire on comparable poptdatimls, In addilion, solne of the data are derive[]
from popul[itions for which noiseoxposure bistorJesare sketchy, if not absent (e,g., the 196062 U,S, Pnblic lleulth Survey data).
2.
There are nlajor questioas regarding the comparability
niques used in tile various surveys.

of tile audiometric tech-

3.
There are a great number of unanswered tlUeStions :n'td areas of uncertainty with
regard to the relationship of hearing thresholds to individual physiological and metabolic
state. The role of tile adequacy of the blood supply to the ear (and the possible influence of
changes in that blood supply resulting from cardlo-vascular respiratory disease or the process
of aging), as well as the fundamentals of cellular pllysiology involved in adverso effects within the organ of Corti, simply cannot be stated with ally degree of reliability ;It this time.
There is some evidence tbat these non-noise related influences may be of major significance.
Moreover, part of the adverse effect of noise on bearing may be attributable indirectly to
these influences.
4.
There are no large-scale longitudinal studies on bearing loss in selected and carefully followed poptdatious, whose physical state and noise exposure has also been carefnlly
detailed.

Accuracy of Estimated Effects
There is imperfect agreement among various studies as to tho exact relationship between
sound exposure level and noise-induced bearing loss. The range of error involved is on file order
122
,
.
of 5 dB " when examining the difference between the values in any single study and the
values presented in Table (2-1. Furthermore, the intermittency correction of 5 dll is only an
approximation.
It has beell proposed that a correatim| as high as 15 dB could be used in some
cases. Thus, the true intermittoncy correction for a particular noise exposure situation could
be from 0- 15 dB.
The selection of alternative population percentiles to be protected would cause relatively
small changes. For instance, there is only a 7 dB difference in protecting the 50th percentile
against incurring a 5 dB hearing loss instead of the 96th percentile.
Using the assumption tbat the noise is of broadband character can lead to errors of 5 to
10 dB by which the risk of the sound exposure is underostimated. This could lead to greater
possible errors ifa substantial portion of the exposure is to noise with intense pure tone components. These conditions, however, are rare in the environmental situation.

C-IS

There are apt to be errors iu extrapolating beyond tile 90th percentile ill order to predict effects at higber percentiles. Likewise, Iherc might be errors in extrapolating from known
exposure data at 90 and 80 dB to esthnaled effects at 73 dB for an 8-hour exposure 1o contJncous noise.
One final potential

sonrce of error inherent in using the occupational

data is tbe need to

compare a population that inls received all occupational noise exposure to a populalion that
has not received air occupational noise exposure. However, this latter polmiatlon may have
been exposed to levels of enviromuental noise (otber than occupational), As a consequence in
con|paring tile two groups, occupational exposures may very well show negligible effects
below a certain level because other environmental noises predon|inate.
The direction of tile
possible error is not mrequivocully clear, as certainly the adverse effect of many industrial
exposures may very well bare been due to an unfortunate combination with non-occupatlonal
exposures, At this time, it is impossible to properly analyze tile possible bias that the nonoccupational noise exposure introduces into the data of Table C-I. At present it is assumed
to be negligible. This assumption will require ultimate verification by experimeutally relating
the annual exposure dose of individuals to their hearing level. Only such studies will show
how much of what we now tend to contribute to the pbysiological aging process of tile bearing mechanism could be reduced by furtber reducing what we consider today as "nomlal"
or "quiet" environmental noise levels associated with present-day living in our society.

Quiet Requirements
It has been shown that tile quiet intervals between high intensity uoise-bursts must be
below 60 dB SPL for tile octave band centered at 4000 Hz if recovery from temporary threshold slfift at 4000 Hz is to be independent of the resting sound pressure levekC'20 In tlds
document, sound pressure level of S0 dB in tile 4000 Hz octave band is suggested as a goal
for "effective quiet". For typical spectra of community noise, 50 dB SPL in the 4000 Hz
octave band translates to an A-weighted sound level of approximately 60 dB. Titus, for
purposes of bearing conservation, the noise level where an individual sleeps should not be
above an Leq of 60 dB, based on the following considerations:
I.

TotalTTS recoveryisrequired
topreventTTS frombecomingNIPTS,

2. Forsome individuals,
au 8-houririglittime
periodistlle
onlyavailable
recovery
period.
3. Inordertobe consistent
withtheidentified
level
ofLcq(24)= 70,an 8-hour
exposureof 75dB would require
an exposure
of 60 dB or less
fortheremaining
16hours.

C-16

It should be noted that this level wotlkl be too high to protect agablst otizer effects,
(See Appendix D).

Contribution

of Outdoor Noise to the Total Exposure in Residential Areas

A person's 24-hour exposure to outdoor noise will typically include both outdoor and
indoor exposures, Since a building reduces the level of most iotrnding outdoor environmental
noises by 15 dB or more (windows par(i_dly open), an outdoor Leq will not adequately predict bearing effects, because the con'espondiog NIFI'S estimates will be too high. Consider a
situation where the average somld level is 70 dB outdoors aml 55 dB indoors. The effective
noise exposures for some of the possible exposure situations are:

24-hour Leq in dB (assuming the noise is generated outdoors)
Indoor Time
(55 dll)

Outdoor Time
(70 dB)

Combined Indoor
and Outdoor

24 hrs

0 hrs

55.0

23

1

58.6

56.2

22

2

60.5

59.2

21

3

61.8

61,0

20

4

62.9

62.2

16

8

65.5

65.2

8

16

68.3

68.2

i

0

24

70

70

i

Outdoor Only

Tbe 2_hour value of the combined Leq is essentially unchanged from the outdoor value
('lessthan one dB) by the indoor noise exposure, so long as tile outdoor exposure exceeds
3 hours. Thus, us long as the criterion is established with respect to outdoor noise exposure
exceeding 3 hours per day, the contribution of the h|door level of intruding outdoor noise
may be ueglected in computing the 24 hour Leq. This conclusion does not depend greatly
on the actual noise attenuation provided by the house so long as the attenuation is greater
than l0 dB.
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Relation of Ldn to Leq in Residential Areas
Although in residential areas, or in areas where bldivlduals may be expected to be present
for prolonged periods of time, it would appear desirable for practical considerations to use only
one measure of noise, such as Ldn, it may be misleading to do so. The difficulty arises from
tile fact that to relate hearing loss to noise exposure, tile basic element to consider is tile actual
energy (not weighted) eoteriug the ear during a twenty-four hour period. Leq measures the
actual energy eutering the ear whereas Ldn includes a I 0 dll weighting for the nighttime period.
Thus, Ldn values corresponding to actual Leq values are dependent upon the distribution in
noise levels occurring during the total twenty-four hour period and could be misleading. For
example, the Ldn values corresponding to Leq(8 ) are between 0 to 6 dB greater than the Leq
values. The lower wdue corresponds to a situation wlmm the average sound level during the
night is 10 dB lower than that occurring during tile day, whereas the higher value corresponds
to the situation when the average sound level during the night equals that occurring during the
day. In residential areas, the difference in Leq values for the daytime and nighttime period
often is approximately 4 dB based on community noise measurements. C-20 In this particular
ease, this difference in Leq values leads to an Ldn value which it three decibels above the Leq
value for the daytime period.
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NOISE INTERFERENCE WITH HUMAN ACTIVITIES AND RESULTING
OVERALL ANNOYANCE/HEALTII EFFECTS
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Appendix D
NOISE INTERFERENCE WITH HUMAN ACTIVITIES AN[) RESULTING
OVERALL ANNOYANCE/HEALTIt

EFFECTS

Environmental noise may interfere with a broad ruoge of btnnaa activities in a wily
which degrades public health and welfare, Such activities include:
1.
2.
3.
4,
5.
6.
7.

Speech Coimmmicatioo in Conversation and Teaching.
Telephone Commnniaution.
Listening to TV and Radio Broadcasts.
Listening to Music,
Concentration During Mm_tal Activities.
Relaxation,
Sleep,

Interference with listening situations (items I-4) can be directly quantified in terms of
the absolute level of tbe environmental noise and its characteristics. The amount of interference in non-listening situations (e.g.,) is often dependent upon fitetors other than the
physical characteristics of the noise. These may include attitude towards the source of an
identifiable noise, familiarity with the noise, cbaracteristics of the exposed individual, and
the Intrusiveness of the noise.
The combination of the various interference effects results in an overall degradation of
total well-being. Maximum noise levels that do not affect human well-being must be derived from tbe body of information on human behavioral response to various noise environments,

SPEECH INTERFERENCE
Speech communication bus long been recognized as an important requirement of any
hnmansociety.
It isoneoftbe
cbiefdistinctionsbetweenbumansand
other species. Interference witb speech commmdcation disturbs normal domestic or educational activities,
creates an undesirable living envirolmlent, and can sometimes be a source of extreme annoyance. Continued long-term annoyance is considered to affect individual as well as pnb.
lie health and welfare in a variety of ways.
Noise can disturb speech communication in situations encountered at work, in vehicles,
at home, and in other settings. Of chief concern for the purposes of this report, is the effect

D-I
I

[
t

ofnoise on face-to-filce couversution
vision enjoynrent.
The

extent

to

which

envJrnnnlenlal

indoors and outdoors,

noise

affects

telephone nt;e, and radio or tele-

s]'_geC]l

comnlullication

depends

on

tile location (whether indoors or outdoors), the anloLlnt of noise attenuation provided by
Ille exterior walls wben indoors(includblg windows and doors), and tha vocal effort of the
talkers. Certuirdy, it is possible to unaintain conlmunicatioa in the face of bltruding noise
if tile voice level is raised, but in an ideal environment, one sbmtld not bave to increase tile
voice levd above lind which is comfortable in order to coonnnnicate easily.
I_.escarch since the late 1920's has made great progress
the effeclt; of noise on speech perception.
A review of tbat
D-I and D-2, and it is sunlmarlzed hera as tile basis for tile
levels colnpatible with public llealtl'_ and welfare identified

in qnantilafively cbaraeterizblg
work is contained in references
inaxJmnnl environmental noise
in Section 4 of this report.

The chief effect of intrnding noise on speecb is to mask the speech sounds and thus
reduce intelligibility. The bnportant contributants to intelligibility in speech sounds cover
a range hi frequency from about 200 to 6000 Hz. and at each frequency a dynamic level
range of_bout 30 dll, The inte!ligibillty of speech will be nearly perfect ifall these contrlbutiont; are available to a listener for his understanding. To tile extent that intruding
noise masks out or covers some of these contributions, the intelligibility deteriorates more
rapidly the blgher the noise level, particularly if tile noise frequencies coincide witll file
important speech frequencies.
It isno accident, from an evolutionary point of view, tbat file hearhlg of bumans is
most sensitive in fire frequency range most important for tile understanding of speech.
Therefore, it is not mere coincidence that tile A-weighting, designed to reflect the frequency
sensitivity of the htanar_ ear,'sbmdd also be useful as a measure of file speech interference
potential of intruding noise. A-weighting gives greatest weight to those components of
tile noise that lie in Ibe frequency range where most of the speech information resides, and,
fllUS, yields higlmr readings (A-weighted levels) for noises in nlost of tile 200 to 6000 Hz
range tllan does tile overall sound pressure level, A-weighted sound levels will be used
thronghoat this appendix tmlet;s otherwise noted.
The principal results of relevant speech research can be utilized for practical application to provide the levels of noise that will produce varying degrees of masking as a function
of average noise level and the distance between talkers and listeners. Other factors such as
file talker's enunciation, tbe familiarity of the listener with tile talker's language, tbe listener's motivation and, of course, the normality of the listener's hearing also influence
intelligibility. This value is consistent with the upper end of tbe range of levels of steady
state sound recommended by prior autbors in Table D-10 (to be discussed later) as

U-2

"aecaptabie" for design pttrposos for homes, hotels, motels, small of aces, and similar spaces
where speech conmltmication is an expected and important human activity.

Indoor Speech Interference Doe to Steady Noise
Tile effects of masking nonnally-voiced speech indoors are summarized in Figure D-l,
which assumes tile existence of a reverberant fidd in the room. This reverberatlt field is tile
result of reflections froal tile walls and other boundaries of tile room. These reflections enhance speech soonds so that tile decrease of speech level with distance found otltdoors occurs only for spaces close to tile talker indoors. At distances greater than I,I meters from
tile talker, the level of tile speech is more or less constant throug]_out the room. The distance from tile talker at which the level of tile speech decreases to a constant level in tile
reverberant part of the room is a function of tile acoustic absorption in the room, Tile
greater tile absorption, the greater tile distance over which the speech will decrease and the
lower tile level in the reverberant field for a given vocal effort. The absorption in a home
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Figure D-l, Nornlal Voice Sentence Intelligibility as a Function of the Steady
Background Sound Level in an Indoor Situation D'l, o.2,_, o.4
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will vary with tile type and ammmt of furnishings, carpets, drapes and other absorbent
materials. It is generally least in bathrooms and kitchens and greatest in living rooms, with
typical rabies ranging betweeo I50 and 450 sabins. A typical value for living rooms aml
bedrooms is 300 sobins. For this value of absorptioo, the dislance to tile reverberant field
from the talker is slightly greater than one meier, as slated above.
As shown in Figure D-l, the nmximnm sonnd level that will permit relaxed conversation with 100% sentence intelligibility fl:rougilout the room (talker-listener separation
greater than approximately l.l meter) is 45 dB.

Outdoor Speech Interference

Due to Steady Noise

The sound level of speech outdoors genendly continues to decrease with increasing
distance between talker and listener with tbe absence of reflecting walls which provide the
reverbaranee found indoors. Figure D-2 presents the distances between talker and listener
for satisfactory outdoor conversations, in different steady background noise levels (Aweigilted), for three degrees of vocal effort. This presentation depends on the fact that
tile voice level at the listener's ear (outdoors) decreases at a predictable rate as the distance
between talker and listener is increased. In a steady background noise there comes a point,
as the talker and listener increase their separation, where the decreasing speech signal is
masked by the noise,
Tile levels for normal and raised-voice "satisfactory conversation" plotted in the figare do uot pennit perfect sentence intelligibility at the indicated distances; instead, the
sentence intelligibility at each distance is 95 percent, meaning that 95 percent of the key
words in a group of sentences wotdd be correctly understood. Ninety-five percent sentence
intelligibility usually permits reliable comnmnicafion because of the redundancy in normal
conversation. That is, in r,ormal conversation, some unheard words can be inferred if they
occur in parlicular, fitmiliar contexts. Moreover, the vocabulary is often restricted, wllich
also helps understanding. Therefore, 95 percent intelligibility is satisfactory for most situations.
Tile levels given in Figure D-2 for relaxed conversation permit 100% speech intelligibility when communicating in a normal voice. This situation represents an ideal environment for speech communication and is considered necessary for acceptable conversation in
the indoor environment.
Ho'v'ever. it does not define tim situation outdoors where 95%
intelligibility is adequate, and communication outdoors generally takes place between
people who are walking or standing relatively close togetller, about 1 or 2 meters. Moreover, these levels appear to be consistent with the need for speech privacy.
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Figure D-2. Maximum Distances Outdoors Over Which Conversation is Considered
to he Satisfactorily Intelligible in Steady Noise. o'l. e.2

The data for normal and raised voice of Figure D-2 are tabulated for convenience
below:
Table D-I
STEADY A-WEIGHTED NOISE LEVELS THAT ALLOW COMMUNICATION
WITH 95 PERCENT SENTENCE INTELLIGIBILITY OV.ER VARIOUS
DISTANCES OUTDOORS FOR DIFFERENT VOICE LEVELS n-2
VOICE LEVEL

COMMUNICATION DISTANCE (meters)
0.5

1

2

3

4

5

Normal Voice (dB)

72

66

60

56

54

52

Raised Voice (dB)

78

72

66

62

60

58
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If tile :lois,.: levels ill Figure D-2 and Table D-I arc exceeded, tile speaker and listener mast
either move closer together or expect reduced intelligibility. For example, consider a conversation ot a distance of 3 meters iraa steady baekgrnund iloise of 56 dB nsblg normal voice
levels. If this backgronnd level Js increased from 56 to 66 dB, file speakers will either need
to move from 3 to I meter separatiml to nlaiotain the same intelligibility, or alternatively,
to raise their voices well above tile raised-voice effort. If they remain 3 i'neters apart without raising their voices, the intelligibility would drop from 95 to 65 percent.

Speech htterfermwe

in tile Presence of Fluctuafing Sound Levels

The data ill Figures D-I and D-2 are based on tests involving steady, continuous sound,
It might be questioned whether these results wotdd upply to sounds which bare fluctuating
levels. For example, when intermittent noise inlrnslons. SUCh ilS those from aircraft flyovers
or truck passbys, are superimposed on u steady uolse backgrotmd, tile equivalent sound
level is greater than the level of fire baekgrmmd alor4e. If tile sound levels of I'igure D-I
and D-2 are interpreted as eqoivalent sound levels, it coold be urgned tbat these values
could be slightly increased (by ml amoont depending on the statistics of the noise), because most of the time tbe background noise level is actually lower than the equivalent
Somld level.
Tbe amount of this difference has been calculated for tl_e cases of urban anise and
aircraft noise statistics shown in Figure D-3. Tile data ill this figuren'a incltide a wide range
of urban sites with different noise levels and an example of aircraft noise at a site near a
major airport. In each case tile speech intelligibility was calctllated from the standard sentence intelligibility curve n'4 for various values of Lcq, first with steady noise and then with
the two specific fluctuating noises of Figure D-3. Tile calcub_tion consisted of determining
tile incremental contribution to sentence intelligibility for each level (at approximately
2 dB increments) and its associated percentage of time occurrence. Tile incremental contribations were then summed to obtain the total value of intelligibility in each case.
The results, shown in Table D-2, demonstrate flint, for 95 percent sentence intelligibility, normal vocal effort, and 2 meter separation between talker and listener outdoors,
the maximum Lcq value associated with continuous noise is less than tile maximum value
for an environmental noise whose magnitude varies with time. It is tberefore conclnded
that almost all time-varying environmental noises with the same Leq would lead, averaged
over long time periods, to better intelligibility than tile intelligibility for tile same Leq
valuesof continuous noise,
Alternatively, for a fixed Leq value, the percentege of interference with speech (defined us 100 minus the percentage sentence intelligibility) is greater for steady noise than
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Table D2
MAXIMUM EQUIVALENT SOUND LEVELS THAT ALLOW 95 PERCENT
SENTENCE INTELLIGIBILITY AT A DISTANCE OF 2 METERS
USING NORMAL VOICE EFFORT OUTDOORS
(From Figures D2 and D3)
Noise Type

I

i
Leq in decibels

Steady

60

Urban Community Noise

60 +

Aircraft Noise

65

o/

i
•

*

PL

for almost all types of environmental noise whose magnitude wtries with time. The relation$ np be weed Ldn and the maximum percentage sentence interference (i.e., for continuous
noise) is given in Figure D-4.
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Figure D-4. Maximum Percentage Interference with Sentences
as a Function of the Day-Night Average Noise Level..,
The extreme example of a fluctuating noise is a series of noise pulses of constant level
that ere of sufficient magnitude relative to the back_ound to control the equivalent sound
level. For example, there could be a case where the background noise during the off-cycle
is assumed negligible, so that when the noise pulses are not present, the speech intelligibility
is 100 percent. Table D-3 shows how the percentage interference with sentence intelligibility varies as a function of the level and on-time for a cycled steady noise whose level and
duration are always adjusted to yield a fixed value for the equivalent sound level. Two
situations are envisaged: indoors, relaxed conversation, Leq = 45 dB, leading to 100 percent sentence intelligibility in the steady, continuous noise; and outdoors, normal voice
effort at 2 meters separation,
the steady, continuous noise

Leq = 60 dB, leading to 95 percent sentence intelligibility

in
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Table D-3
PEI_.CENTAGE INTERFERENCE WITH SENTF.NCE INTELLIGIBILITY
1N THE PgESENCE OF A STEADY INTRUDING NOISE CYCLED
ON AND OFF PERIODICALLY IN SUCIt A WAY AS TO
MAINTAIN CONSTANT EQUIVALENT SOUND
LEVEL, AS A FUNCTION OF THE MAXIMUM
NOISF. LEVEL AND DURATION o'_9
(._.ssnmea 100% intelligibility during tile off-cycle)
Percent
A-Weighted level

Duration of

interfer-

Average

of intruding
noise during
"on-cycle,"
decibels

intruding
noise as
percent of
total time

ence if
intruding
noise were
continuous

percent
interference in
cycled noise

Situation
INDOORS
Relaxed conversa-

45

tion,background

50

32

Leq = 45 dB,
100% intelligibility
if background noise
were continuous
at 45 dB

55
60
65
70
75
80

10
3
I
0.3
0,I
0.03

100

0

0

0.5

O.16

1
2
6
40
100
100

0.I0
0.06
0,06
O. 12
0.10
0.03

)UTDOORS
Normal voice at 2

60

100

5

5,0

met ers, background

65

32

7.7

' 2.5

Leq = 60 dB,
95% inlelligibility
if background

70
75
80

I0
3
1

noise
tinuous

were

con-

at 60 dB

I>9

53
100
100

5.3
3,0
1.0

The eombhlatlon of level in lhe first colunm and duration in the second co]umu are
such as to maintain constant Leq fbr each situation, 45 dB indoors and 60 dB outdoors.
Tile third eohnmn gives tile parcel's/interference with senti, nee intelligibility that would
apply if the noise, were steady nml continuous with the level hldlcated in eolmnn I, Tile
fourth column gives the percent interference lbr tile cycled noise in cae]_,case.
The results for rids extreu|e case indlcate that no matter how extreme the noise fluctuation for the indoor case, on tile average there is negligible speech interference for Leq
45 dB. On the other hand, with Leq ---60 dl] outdoors, the average speech interference
tends to decrease as tile fluctuations of tile noise become more extreme. Ilowever, it should
be recognized that if tile duration of tile iutrading noise were to take place its one continuous period, and if its percentage interference (column 3) were equal to 100, then it would
blot put all communication for tile duration of its "on-cycle".
The following sections relating to activity interference, annoyance, and community
reaction utilize equiwdent sound level with a nighttinle weighting (Ldn) which is discussed
more fi|lly in Appendix A. However, for tile speech interference effects of noise, a similar
measure without tile nighttime weighting (Leq) has been employed. To allow comparison
between the various effects stated above, soma relationships are necessary to allow at least
approximate conversion from Leq to Ldn. For indoor levels snell as those described in
Appendix A for cations lifestyles, levels during tile day are at least I0 dB higher than fl|osa
during the night. Thus Leq is virtually the same as Ldn for normal indoor situations.
For an outdoor

Ldu of 55 dB or less, day lime levels (Ld) are generally 8 dB higher

than the nighttime levels (Ln), For this situation, Ldn is still quite close to Leq during tile
day. The correction is less than one dB. For levels greater than Ldn 65 dB, the nighttime
levels are generally only 4 dB less than during tile day time. For these cases, Ldn is 3 dB
higher than Leq during tile day.
For values of Ldn between 55 and 65, further interpolation
Figure A-'L

is necessary using

ACTIVITY INTERFERENCE
Activity interference due to noise is not new. The recent EPA document concerning
public health and welfare criteria for noise r_-smentions an ordinance enacted 2500 years
ago by the ancient Greek community of Sybaris, banning metal works and file keeping of
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roosters within the city to protect a_dnstnoise tbat interfered with speech _mdmigittdisturb sleep, llistory contains other examples iodieatiogspcecb and sleep interference due
tovarious
typesof noises,
rangingfrom wngon noisetothenoiseof blacksmiths.
More recently, surveys have been conducted which further demonstrate tbat noise does
interfere with various types of activity. For example, Figures D-5 and D-6, based on research
done in England, give ael:ivity interference reported by lhe people who were disturbed by
aircraft noise for various types of activities as a function of tile appioximate Ldn associated
with noise from aircraft flyovers D-Z4(for expbmation of tbo term Ldn see Appendix A),
Thus, for an outside Ldn of approximately 55 dB, over 50% of the people who were disturbed reported some interference with TV sound, and 45% reported some interference with
conversation. At tile same level, about 45% reported tbat noise occasionally woke them up,
while 30% claimed it sometimes disturbed their relaxation, The figures also indicate that at
higher noise levels, greater percentages of people who were disturbed
interference.

have reported activity
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FactorsO-6
Later research in the USA D.7 provides the information on activity interference shown
in Table 13-4. This table gives tile activity disturbance percentages of those who reported
that they were extremely disturbed by the noise, which accounts in part for the low percentage values. It was reported that the daily activities of 98,6% of those questioned
(about 4000 people) were disrupted one or more times by aircraft noise. More activities
are mentioned in Table D-4 than in the previous tables, For example, telephone use, reading, listening to tapes und records, and eating were reported to have been dialurbed by
noise.
A study performed in the Netherlands n'a gives further evidence that activity interference is associated with noise (see Table D-5). The data were taken in the urban/suburban
areas in the vicinity of the Amsterdam Airport where the Ldn ranged from 45 to 85 dB.
Activity interference is shown by percentage of people interviewed who have been frequently or sometimes disrupted ill various activities. Also reported are the estimated
tolertanee limits for various portions of the exposed population,
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Thus, in an area where

Table D-4
PERCENT

OF TIIOSE PEOPLE WHO WERE EXTREMELY
I)ISTURBED
BY AIRCRAFT NOISE*, BY ACTIVITY DIS'FURBEI) z_'7
Activity
TV/Radio

Percent

reception

20.6

Conversation

14,5

Telephone

13.8

Relaxing outside

12.5

Relaxing inside

10.7

Listening to records/tapes

9.1

Sleep

7,7

Reading

6,3

Eating

3,5

*Percentscoring 4 or 5 on a I-5 scale.

noise produces "predominantiy
moderate nuisance," the "tolerance limit" is reached tbr onethird of the population. Thirty-one percent report being sometimca disturbed by noise during conversation, and 21% report being sometimes disturbed by noise during sleep; occupational disturbance was reported by 12%. (The judgment of "admissibility" with respect to
well-being in Table D-5 is the result of the referenced study and no t a conclusion of this report,)
A recent study L_9in tile USA found that 46% of the 1200 respondents were annoyed
by surface vehicle noise at some time. Activities which were reported disturbed are indicated by peruentages shown in "fable D-6, Here we see that sleeping is the activity most
disturbed by surface yehicie noise, followed in order by listening to TV, radio or recordings;
mental activity, such as reading, writing or tbinking; driving; conversing; re_ling and walking.
From the studies reported here, it is clear that noise does indeed interfere with various
activities in our everyday lives, Unfortunately, most of the studies do not provide activity
interference as a function of noise exposure, However, the activity which is most Sensitive
to noise in most of tile studies is speech communication (including listening to TV), which
can be directly related to the level of the intruding noise.

'.
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Table 1)-5
PERCENTAGE
OF PERSONS INTERROGATED
WHO FEEL THAT THEY HAVE FREQUENTLY, (F) OR SOMETIMES, (S)
BEEN DISTURBED IN CONVERSATION,
RADIO LISTENING, TELEVISION, OCCUPATIONS, SLEEP;
FEEL AFRAID, AND OF PERSONS IN WHOSE EXPERIENCE
ON THESE OCCASIONS THE HOUSE VIBRATES.
AT MEAN VALUE OF THE NUISANCE SCORES, D's

Mean
Nuisance
Score

Disturbance
of
Conversation

Disturbance
of Radio
Listening

Disturbance
of
Television

Disturbance
of
Occupations

]

I

0

0

0

0

O

0

0

0

0

0

1

7

12

2

4

6

10

I

3

25

2

t6

24

5

8

12

18

3

7

48

3

27

31

10

15

20

23

7

12

66

4

39

35

18

22

31

25

II

19

78

5

56

37

27

30

42

26

19

28

91

6

67

31

38

36

57

26

34

39

94

7

83

17

56

44

72

28

55

45

lO0

*F d_notes
"frequently"

Sdenotes
"somellmes"
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Table D-5 (Conli]tued)

•
House
Vibrates

Admissibility
Disturbance
of Sleep

'dES

0

i

front point of view of

physical, mental and social well being,
in regard to which the stress is laid
on disturbance of sleep, disturbance

Nuisance
Felt
Subjectively

of conversation und feeling afraid

0

0

No nuisance

21

3

7

Sligb.t nuis;tnce

Admissible

41

6

14

Slight to
moderate
nuisance

Admissible; the tolerance limit is
reached for about one-I]fth of the
population.

56

12

21

l)redominantly
moderate
nuisance

Limit of admissibility; the tolerartce
limit is reached for about one-third
or the population.

72

20

28

Predominantly
serious
nuisance

Inadmissible; the tolerance limit is
exceeded for about half of the
population,

83

,31

33

Serious
nuisance

Inadmissible; the tolerance limit is
exceeded for about two-thirds of tbe
population.

92

44

42

Intolerable

Absolutely inadmissible

100

72

28

Intolerable

Absolutely inadmissible
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Table I)-6
ACTIVITIES OF RESPONDENTS DISTURBEI) BY SURFACE VEHICLE NOISE
(All Situations: Rcspondent's Usual Activity) t_'9

Category

No. of

Percentage
of Total

Situations

Situations

Driving

47

7

Walking

16

2

Talkingwithpeoplepresent

42

6

Working at home
Reading,writing,thinking

12
80

2
12

155

22

Sleeping
Other

13

2

179

26

Listeningto TV, radio,records

92

13

Resting (awake)
Not ascertained

35
22

5
3

693

100

Notrelevant

Total

COMMUNITY REACTION TO ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE
There are two methods of indirectly assessing the cumulative effects o f environmental
noise on people. These are examiuiug the reactions of individuals or groups ot" individuals
to specific intruding noises, either (a) with respect to actions taken (complaints, suits, etc.),
or (b) in terms of responses made to social survey questionnaires, The first category, involving overt action by individuals or groups, is summarized in this section_ and key data regarding tbe second category, involving responses indicating annoyance, is summarized in the
next section.
In the last 25 years, many new types of noise sources have been introduced into
suburban and urban residential communities. These sources, such a jet aircraft, urban

IJ'|U
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freeways, new industrial plaots, and bmneowner equipn'tent, ]lave created muucroas community problems with environmental noise. These problmns have provided significant data
and insight relating to community reaction and annoyance and stimulated the develol_ment
of several indices for measmement of the magnitude of intruding noises.
Various U,S. Governmental agencies began to investigate the relationships between
aircraft noise and its effect on people in commmlities in the early 1950's. This early
research resulted in the proposal ofa n|odel by Bolt, RosenblJtl| aud Stevens o._o for
relating aircraft noise intrusion and the probable comn|unity reaction. This model, first
published by the Air Force, accounted for tile following seven hletors:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Magnitude of tim noise with a frequency weighting relating to human response,
Duration of tile intruding noise.
Time of year (windows opeu or closed),
Time of day noise occurs,
Outdoor noise level in community when the intruding noise is not present.
History of prior exposure to the uoise source and attitude toward its owner
Existence of pure-tone or impulsive churacter in the noise.

Correction for these factors were initially made in 5 dB intervals since the magnitudes
of many of the corrections were based solely on the intuition of the authors, and it was
considered difficult to assess the response to any greater d/.'gree of aecuracy.D'H-la
This
model was incorporated in the first Air Force Land Use Planning Guide u'la in 1957 and was
later simplified for ease of application by the Air Force and the Federal Aviation Administration.
Recently the day-night sound level has been derived for a series of 55 community
noise problems _3 to relate the nornmlized measured Ldn with the observed community
reaction. The normalization procedure followed the Bolt, Rosenblitl| and Stevens method
with a few minor modifications. The correction factors which were added to the measured
Ldn to obtain the normalized Ldn are given in Table D-7, Tim distribution of the cases
among the various noise sources having impact on the community are listed in Table D-8.
The results are summarized in Figure D-7.
The "no reaction" response in Figure D-7 corresponds to a normalized outdoor daynight sound level which ranges between 50 and 61 dB with a mean of 55 dB. This mean
value is 5 dB below the value that was utilized for categorizing the day-night sound level
for a "residential urban community," which is the baseline category for the data in tim
figure. Consequently, from these results, it appears that no community reaction to an
intruding iloise is expected, on the average, when the normalized day-night sound level of
an identifiable intruding noise is approximately 5 dB less than the day-night sound level
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Table D-7
CORRECTIONS TO BE ADDED
TO Tile

MEASURED DAY-NIGHT SOUND LEVEL (Ldu)
OF INTRUDING NOISE
TO OBTAIN NORMALIZED

Ldllr"a
Amount

Type of
Correction

Descriptioz'_

of Correctio
to be Addel
to Measurer.
Ldn in dB

Seasonal
Correction

Summer (or year-round operation)
Winter only (or windows always closed)

Co_ection
for Outdoor

Quiet suburban or rural community (ren'.ote from large
cities and from industrial activity and trncking)

Noise Level
Measured in
Absence of
Intruding
Noise

_'ormal suburban community (not located near industri;d
activity)

,I-5

Urban residential community (not immediately adjacent to
' heavily traveled roads and indastrial areas)
Noisy urban residential community (near relatively busy
roads or industrial areas)

0

Very noisy urban residential community
Correction
, for Previous
Exposure &
Community
Attitudes

No prior experience with the intruding noise
Community has had some previoua exposure to intruding
ioise but little effort is being n'_ade to control tile noise.
This correction may also be applied in a situation where
the community has not been exposed to the noise
_reviously. but tile people are aware that bona fide efforts
are being made to control the noise.
Community has had considerable previous exposure to tile
intruding noise and the noise maker's relations with tile
communitY.,,are good
Community aware that operation causing noise is very
necessary and it will not continue indefinitely. TMs
correction can be applied for an operation of limited
duration and under emergency circumstances.

Pure Tone
or Impulse

No pure tone or impulsive character
Pure tone or impulsive character present
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0
- 5
+i 0

-5
- I0
+5
0

--5

- I0

O
+5

Table D-8
NUMBER OF COMMUNITY NOISE REACTION CASES
AS A FUNCTION OF
NOISE SOURCE TVPF. AND REACTION CATEGORY
Community Reaction Categories

Type of Source
Transportation
including:

Wide
Spread
Con_plaints

No Reaction
or Sporadic
Complaints

6

2

4
3

12
3
1
1
2

3

7

19

Total
Cases

vehicles,

Aircraft operations
l,ocai traffic
Freeway
Rail
Auto
racetrack

:
i:

Vigorous
Threats of
Legal Action

I
i
2

Total Transportation

9

Other single-event or
intermittent operations,
including circuit breaker
testing, target shooting,
rocket testing and body
silop

5

Steady statn neighborhood
sources, including
transformer substations_
rc:zldential air conditioning

I

4

2

7

Steady state industrial
operations, including
blowers, general
manufacturing, chemical,
oil refineries, et cetera

7

7

10

24

, J
Tot;d Cases

22

14
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19
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Figure D-7. Community Reaction to Intensive Noises of Many
Types as a Function of tile Normalized Outdoor Day
Night Sound Level of the Intruding Noise o-s
that exists in the absence of the identifiable

intruding noise. This conclusion is not surpris-

ing; it simply suggests tbat people tend to judge the magnitude of an intrusion with reference
to tlne noise envirumNent tbat exists without the presence of tile intruding noise source,
The data in Figure D-? indicate that widespread complaints may be expected when
the normalized value of the outdoor day-night sound level of the intruding noise exceeds
that existing without the intruding noise by approximately 5 dB, and vigorous community
reaction may be expected when the excess approaches 20 dB. Tile standard deviation of
these data is 3.3 dB about their means and an envelope of +5 dB encloses approximately
90 percent of the cases. Hence, this relationship between tile normalized outdoor day-Right
sound level and community reaction appears to be a reasonably accurate and useful tool
in assessing the probable reaction of a community to an intruding noise and in obtaining one
type of measure of ths impact of an intruding noise on a community.
The methodolog:/r, pplicd to arriv,:'at the correlation between normalized Ldn and
community complaint bebavior illustrated in Figure D-7 is probably tbe best available at
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present to predict the most likely community reaction in the U,S. Unfortunately, readiness
to complain and to take action is not necessarily all early indicator of interference with
activities and annoyance that the noise creates. The fact that correction for tile normal
background noise level without intruding noise results ill better correlation of the data
points might be interpreted to mean that urban communities have adapted to somewhat
higher residual noise levels that are not perceived as interfering or annoying. On the other
band, it is more likely that the higher threshold for complaining is caused by the feeling
that higher residual noise is unavoidable in an urban community and that complaining about
"normal" noise would be useless. For the present analysis, it might therefore be ntore
useful to look at the same data without any corrections for background noise, attitude, and
other subjective attributes of the intruding noise. Figure D.8 gives these data Ibr the same
55 cases.
The increase in spread of the data is apparent in comparing Figures D-7 and D-8, and
the standard deviation of the data about the mean value for each reaction is increased from
3.3 dB for the normalized data to 7.9 dB. q'he mean value of the outdoor day-hi#it sound
level associated with "no reaction" is 55 dB; with vigorous reaction, 72 dB; and, for the
tlu'ee intermediate degrees of reaction, 62 riB.
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There is no evidence in these 55 easesof even sporadic complaints if tile Ldn is less
than50 dO.

ANNOYANCE
Annoyance discussed in this report is limited to the long-term integrated adverse
responses of people to environmental noise, Studies of annoyance in tbis context are
largely based ell tile results of soclologieal surveys. Such surveys have been conducted
among residents of a nnnlber of" countries including tbc United States. o.a,o.7,D.ls,n.16
Tile short-term annoyance reaction to individual noise events, which can be studied in
tile field as well as in the laboratory, is not explicitly considered, since only tile accumulating effects of repeated nnnoymlce by environmental stbnuli can lead to environmental
effects on public health and welfare. Although it is known tbat tile long-term annoyance
reaction to a certain environment can be influenced to seam extent by the experience of
recent individual annoying events, rile sociological surveys are designml to reflect, as much
as possible, the integrated response to living in a certain mwlronment and not the response
to isolated events.
The results of sociological surveys are generally stated in terms of the percentage of
respondents expressing differing degrees of disturbance or dissatisfaction due to the noisiness of their environments. Some of the surveys go into a complex procedure to construct
a scale of annoyance. Others report responses to tile direct question of"bow annoying is
the noise?" Each social survey is related to some kind of measurement of tile noise levels
(mostly' from aircraft operations) to whieia tile survey respondents are exposed, enabling
correlation between annoyance and outdoor noise levels in residentiM nrees.
Tbe results of social surveys show that individual responses vary widely for the sam e
noise level. Borsky o-l'_ has shown tbat these variances are reduced substantially when
groups of individuals having similar attitudes about "fear" of aircraft crashes and "nrisfeasanee" of authorities are considered. Moreover, by averaging responses over entire su|=
rays, almost identical functional relationships between human response and noise levels are
obtained for rile wbule surveyed population as are obtained for the groups of individuals
havingneutralagitndinal
responses. Therefore, in deriving a generalized relationship between reported annoyance and day-night sound level, it seems reasonable to use rile average
overall group responses, recognizing that individuals may vary considerably from the average,
both positively and negatively depending upon their particular attitudinal biases. In most
eases, the average group response can also be interpreted as the average individual's response
during his life period. That is to say, each individual changes!his attitudinal biases according to various factors and personal experiences not necessarily connected to tile noise or
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even to tile environment in general, which lead to fluctuations of each individual's attitude.
Tile average group response does, to some extent, express the individual's response averaged over longer periods of his life. Therefore, tbis response reflects the effects most likely
to affect his health over a longer tilne period.
A comparison of tile results of three of tile most prominent social surveys around airports are presented in the following paragraphs, These arc tbe first and second surveys
around l.ondon's Heathrow Airport, _6,o.ls and the Tracor study n.7 around eight major
airports in the United States. Tile noise level data reported for each survey were converted
to outdoor day-night sound levels for the purpose of this analysis. In addition, data are
presented
fron] a survey of response to nsotor vehicles ill U.S. urban areas, t_la

First London-Heathraw

Survey

The first survey of about 2,000 residents in the vicinity of Heatbmw airport was conducted in 1961 and reported in 1963. r_6 Tile survey was conducted to obtain responses
of residents exposed to a wide range of aircraft flyover noise. A nulnber of questions were
used in the interviews to derive measures of degrees of reported annoyance. Two results
of this survey are considered here.
A general summary of the data, aggregating all responses on a category scale o f annoyance ranging from "not at all" to "very much aunoying," is.plotted as a function of approximate Ldn in Figure D-9. This figure presents a relationship between word descriptors and
day-night sound level.
Among the respondents in every noise level category, a certain percentage were classified in the "highly annoyed" category. This percentage of each group is plotted as a function of approximate Ldn on Figure D- 10.
Comparison of the data on the two figures reveals that, while tile average over the
population would fit a word classification of"little annoyed" at an Ldn value of approximately 60 dB, more than 20% of tire population would still be higbly annoyed at this Ldn
value,
In addition to the derivation of overall annoyance scales, tbis study examined the
attitude of the people towards their area and their desire to move as a function of both
noise level and several other factors. The results are summarized in Figs. D-I 1 and I)-12.
They indicate that when tile approximate Ldn exceeded 66-68 dB, aircraft noise became
the reason most often cited by those who either "liked their area less now than in the past"
or "wanted to move". Further, the data indicate that aircraft noise was of little importance,
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compared to ofiler environmental factors, when the approximate Ldn was below 53 dB and
was of average importance as a factor when the approximate Ldn was 60 dB.

Results of Second London Survey and Tracor Surveys
In 1967, a second survey t_ls was taken around Heathrow Airport in the same general
area as _he first survey. While refinements were attempted over the first survey, the results
were generally the same. In 1971, the results of an intensive three year program under
NASA sponsorship which studies eight air carrier airports in the United States were reported
by Tracor. D-7 Since each of these efforts is discussed in detail in the references, only an
analysis of their combined results is considered here. Borsky o'|7 used the data from these
studies to correlate annoyance with noise exposure level for people having different attitudinal characteristics and different degrees of annoyance.
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Utilizing Borsky's data for "moderate" responses to the attitudes of *'feat" and "misfeasance", the relationship between percent highly annoyed and noise exposure level is
plotted on Figure D-13. Again, noise levels have been converted to approximate Ldn
values. It is worth noting that more than 7500 respondents are included in tile data sets
from which the computations were derived.
The comparison between tile results shown on Figures D-10 and D-13 is striking in
the near identity of the two regression lines-indistinguishable
at any reasonable level of
statistical confidence. The importance of these two sets of data lies in tile stability of the
results even though the data were acquired 6 to 9 years apart, at nine different airports in
two different countries. This complete agreement led to file proposal of an average curve
for the nominal relationship between sound level and percentage of people annoyed, wllich
I
!

has been coordinated amongand used by various U.S. Government agencies, o'ls applied in
the studies of 1CAO's coordinathlg committee on aircraft noise; and verified by a recent
analysis of British, French and Dutch survey results conducted by tile Organization for

i

Economic Cooperation

and Development

(OECD). _20 According to tile OECD work,
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people canoe predicted as follows: Percentage of annoyed

people = 2 (Ldn - 50).
Tile results of the Traaor Study _'_ also give a relationship between the number of
people who indicate in a social survey that they are highly annoyed and the number of
people who indicate that they have ever complained about the noise to any one in authority. Tboresults, presented in Figure D-14, indicate that when I%ofthepeoplecomplain,
17% report being highly annoyed; and when 10% of the people complain, 43% am highly
annoyed.

Judgement of NDislaess at Urban Residential Sites
In 1972, a study of urban noise was conducted primarily to evaluate motor vehicle
noise for the Automobile Manufacturers Association. D-9 As part of this survey, 20 different
urban-suburban residential locations not in the l,leinity of airports were studied in Boston,
Detroit, and Los Angeles. Noise measurements were acquired and a social survey of 1200
*1
I
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respondents was conducted, Part of the survey was directed towards obtaining the respondents' judgement, on a ca tegory seal°, of the exterior noisiness at their places of residence,
Tbe averaged judged noisiness values per site are plotted on Figure D-I 5 as a funetioo
of measured Ldn values. The significance of these "non-aircraft" data is the comparison
tile), permit with other survey data acquired exclusively around airports. Intercomparison
of these data with previous data indicate that foran Ldu value of 60 dEI, the site would be
judged "quite" noisy, The average amlo),anee for a group would be classed as "little," but
about 25% of tbe people would still claim to be highly annoyed,
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When all respondents, irrespective of exposure site, were asked wbether tbey were
annoyed by motor vehicle noise, 5:}% were not annoyed, wbile 46% were, with an average
intensity of anno),ance o1'4,2 on a scale wbei_ 3 i.'..-._dfor "quite annoying," 4 for "deftnil;ely annoying" and 5 "strongly annoying." Of t_:: 46% of respondents wbo stated the)'
wore anno),ed by motor vehicle noise, 77% experienced annoying noises wbile In their homes)
12% while in transit, and only 5% at work,

r
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This indication, that the principle annoyance with environmental noise occurs in the
residential situation is further confirmed in the results of the London City Noise Survey D-IS
summarized in "fable D-9.

Summary of Annoyance

Survey Results

The relationsldps among percent complainants and percent highly annoyed (Figure
D-14) together with the combined results of the two lteathrow surveys and the Tracer
survey (Figures D-10 and D.I 3) have been combined in Figure D-16 to produce a general
summary relationship between day-night sound level, percent complainants and percent
highly annoyed. Also included in the figure is a scale of the relative importance of aircraft
noise as a factor in disliking an area or wanting to move (Figures D-I 1 and D-12) and the
average values of tile three main community noise reaction categDries (Figure D-7).
Tho results indicate that below an outdoor

day-night sound level of 55 dB, less than

1% of the households would be expected to complain, although 17% of the people may
respond as highly annoyed when questioned in a social survey. "No reaction" would be
expected in the average community, and noise would be the least important'factor in attitude towards neighborhood, When the outdoor Ldn is 60 dB, approximately 2% of the
households might be exp_cted to complain, altllougt* 23% of the people may respond as
highly annoyed when questioned, and some reaction would be expected from an average
community. If the levels increase over 65 dB, more than 5% may be expected to complain,
and over 33% would respond as higldy annoyed. Increasingly, vigorous community reaction
could be expected, and noise becomes the dominant factor in disliking an area.
Table D-9
..

PERCENTAGE OF PEOPLE
WHO WERE EVER DISTURBED BY NOISE AT HOME,
OUTDOORS AND AT WORK IN LONDON CITY SURVEY D-la
At Home

Outside

At Work

Disturbed from time to time

56

27

20

Notice but not disturbed

41

64

70

9

l0

Donotnotice

3

i
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Figure D-I 6. Summary of Annoyance Survey and Community
Reaction Results
It is important to keep in mind that tile annoyance/tolerancE limits obtained from the
social survey results have been found to be based on relatively well defined health and welfare criteria: the disturbance of essential daily activities, o'19

VARIOUS PRIOR RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ACCEPTABLE SOUND LEVELS
Recommended values for acceptable sound levels in various types of spaces have been
suggested by a number of authors over the past two decades. These recommendations
generally have takeu into consideration suchfactors as speech intelligibility and subjective
judgements by space occupants, However, the final values recommended were largely the
result of judgements on the part of the authors, which in the case of acoustical consultants,
have been motivated by the need for design values which will be on the "safe" side. One
of tile earliest publications providing recommended values in modem terminology was that
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of Knudsen and I larris o-2J in 1950. It is of iuterest to quote from tile text Zo uuderstand
tht_ reasooillg
used
to develop ti_erecofnlneuded levels:
Acc_et_lb!le Noise l.eveL_LBt_idl0Rl_gL
Tile highest level of noise within a building that neither disturbs
its occupants nor impairs its acoustics is called tile acceptable noise
level. It depends, to a large extent, on tile nature of tile noise and on
the _ype and customary use of the building. Tile time fluctuation of
the noise is one of tile most Jollier/ant factors in determining its tolerability. For example, a bedroom with an average noise level of 35 d13,
with on instantaneous peak levels substantially hlgiler, would be much
more conducive to sleep than would be a room with an average noise
level of only 25 dB but in whlch the stillness is pierced L:_yan occasional
shriek. Furthermore, levels that are annoying to one person are unnoticed by another. It is therefore bnpossible to specify precise values
within which the noise levels should fail in order to be acceptable. It
is useful, however, to know tile range of average noise levels that are
acceptable under average conditions. A compilation of such levels
Ibr various types of tennis in wllich noise conditions are likely to be
a sigrlit'ieant problem is given in [Table D-I 0.*J The recommended
acceptable noise levels in this table are empirical values based on the
experience of the authors and others they have consulted. Local
conditions or cost considerations may make it impractical to meet
the Idgh standards inherent in these relatively low noise levels. In
more than 80 percent of the rooms of some of the types listed, the
prevalent average noise levels exceed the recommended acceptable
levels. However, it should be understood that the acceptance of
higher noise levels incurs a risk of impaired acoustics or of the comfort of the individuals in the room.
Since 1950 recommendations by a number of authors, as well as national standards,
have been presented. Eighteen of.these recommendations are tabulated in Table
D.10.o.21 a,r,,us_*_.Jn lt is encouraging to notethe consistency displayed, althougil many
of the later recommendations
may be based on the recommendations of the earlier
authors.

SUMMARY OF NOISE INTERFERENCE WlTII HUMAN ACTIVITIES AND
RESULTING ItEALTII/WELFARE EFFECTS
The primary effect of noise on human health and welfare due to interference with
activity comes from its effect on speech communication.
*Tlles_values are givenin the fhst column of TableO-10.
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Tile levels that interfere with human activities wbicb do not involve active listening
cannot be quantified relative to tbe level of a desired sound. Rather, the level of an intruding souod that will cause an interference depends upon its relation to tbe level of the other
backgrouod sounds ill tile environment and tile state of the human auditor, e.g., the degree
of concentratioll wheo eudeavorJng to acconlplish a meuta[ task, or tile depth of sleep, etc.
The levels of enviroumental noise that are nssociated with annoyance depend upon
local conditions and attitudes. They cannot be clearly identified in terms of the national
public health and welfare. The only levels which can be so identified are the levels which
are required to assure that speech colnmunJcation in the boule aud outdoors is adequate
in terms of public health and welfare. Lower levels may be desirable and appropriate for
specific local situations.

home.

The level identified for the protection of speech communicmion is 45 dB within the
Allowing for the 15 dB reduction,ln sound level betweeu outdoors and indoors, this

level becomes an outdoor day-night sound level of 60 dB [re 20 micropascals) for residential areas. For outdoor voice communication, tbe outdoor day-night level of 60 dB allows
normal conversation at distances up to 2 meters with 95% sentence intelligibility..
Although speech interference has beeo identified as the primary interference of noise
with human activities, and as oue of tile primary reasons for adverse community reactions
to noise and long-term annoyance, a margin of safety of 5 dB is applied to the maximum
outdoor level to give adequate weight to all of tbase otber adverse effects.
Therefore, the outdoor day-night sound level identilied for residential ;zreas is a daynight sound level of 55 dB.
The associated interior day-night sound level within a typical home which results from
outdoors is 15 dB less, or 40 dB. The expected indoor daytime level for a typical neighborbead which has an outdoor day-night sound level of 55 dB is approximately 40 riB, whereas
the nighttime level is approximately 32 dB [see Figure A-7), This latter value is consistent
with tile limited available sleep criteria, n-s Additionally, these resulting indoor levels are
consistent with tile background levels inside the home and whicb have been recommended
by acoustical consultants as "acceptable" for many years (Table D-I O),
The effects associated with an outdoor
in Table D-I 1. Tile summary shows:
I.

day-night sound level of 55 dB are summarized

Satisfactory outdoor average sentence intelligibility may be expected
normal voice conversatious over distances of up to 3.5 meters;
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Table D-11
SUMMARY OF HUMAN EFFECTS
IN TERMS OF SPEECH COMMUNICATION,
COMMUNITY REACTION,
COMPLAINTS, ANNOYANCE AND ATTITUDE TOWARDS AREA
ASSOCIATED WITH AN OUTDOOR DAY/NIGHT SOUND LEVEL
OF 55 dB re 20 MICROPASCALS
Type of Effect
Speech-

"

_

[

Magnitude of Effect

Indoors

100% sentence intelligibility (average)
witb a 5 dtl margin of safety

- Outdoors

100%sentence intelligibility (average)
at 0,35 meters
99% sentence intelligibility
at 1,0 meters

(average)

95% sentence intelligibility
at 3.S ioeters

(average)

Average Community Reaction

None, 7 dB below level of significant
"complaints and threats of legal action"
and at least 16 dB below "vigorous action"
(attitudes and other non-level related
factors may affect this _snlt)

Complaints

1% dependent on attitude arid other
non-level related factors

Annoyance

17% dependent on attitude and other
uon-acoastical factors

Attitudes Toward Area

Noise essentially least important of
various factors
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2.

Depending on attitude and other non-acoustic_d factors, tile average expected
community reaction is "none" although 1% may complain and 17% indicate
"highly annoyed" when responding to social survey questions; and

3.

Noise is the least important

factor governing attitude towards the area.

Identification of a level which is 5 dB higher than the 55 dB identified above would
significantly increase the severity of the average commuuity reaction, as well as tlie expected
percentage of cdmplaints and annoyance. Conversely, identification of a level 5 dB lower
than the 55 dB identified above would reduce the indoor levels resulting from outdoor
noise well below the normal background indoors, it would decrease speech privacy outdoors to marginal distance. Little change in annoyance would be made since at levels
below the identified level, individual attitude and life style, as well as local conditions, are
more important factors in controlling the resulting magnitude of tile level of tbe intruding
noise.
In conclusion, a Ldn level of 55 dB is identified asoutdoor level in residential areas
compatible with the protection of public health and welfare. Tile level of 55 dB is identifled as maximum level compatible with adequate speech communication indoors and outdoors. With respect to complaints and long term annoyance this level is clearly a maximum
satisfying the large majority of tlae population (see Table D-I 1). However, specific local
situations, attitudes, and conditions may make lower levels desirable for some locations.
A noise environment not annoying some percentage oftbe population cannot be identified
at the present time by specifying noise level alone.

-
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GENERAL EFFECTS OF NOISE NOT DIRECTLY USED IN IDENTIFYING LEVELS
OF NOISE REQUISITE TO PROTECT PUBLIC ttEALTH AND WELFARE

There are a multitude o f adverse effects that can be caused by noise which may, both
directly or indirectly, affect public health and welfare. However, there are only three
categories of adverse relationships in which the cause/effect relationships are adequately
known nod can be justifiably used to identify levels of enviromnental noise for protection
of public health and welfare. These are: (1) tile effect of noise on hearing, (2) the effect
of noise on the general mental state as evidenced by annoyance, and (3) tlle interference
of noise with specific activities. These three categories of effects, discussed in detail in
Appendices C and D, will serve as the main basis for identifying the levels in Section 3 of
this document.
Since a causal link between community noise and extra-auditory disease has not been
established, fids document proceeds on the assmnption that protection against noise-induced
hearing loss is sufficient for protection against extra-auditory effects, However, the generation of most stress-related disorders is somewhat longer than that required for noise-induced
hearing loss, and this time interval may have clouded a causal association. Noise of lesser
amplitude than that traditionally identified for the protection of hearing causes regular
and dependable physiological responses in humans. Similar noise-induced physiological
changes ill sensitive animals regularly leads to the development of stress-related disease.
Tile implications of generalizing from these animal studies to humans is not clear. With
the availability of new information concerning the role of uoise as a stressor in the pathogenesis of stress-related disease, the levels identified in this document may require further
review.

In the meantime, the question that is invariably asked is, "What is the significance of
omitting all other physiological effects?"
In answer to this question, most experts agree that, at present, there is insufficient
knowledge of tile effect of noise on health except for noise-induced hearing loss, (defining
health in the more restricted sense, as the absence of disease). In a recent review of tiffs
subject E'I it was concluded that: "if noise control sufficient to protect persons from ear
damage and hearing loss were instituted, then it is highly unlikely that the noises of lower
level and duration resulting from this effort could directly induce non-auditory disease."
Therefore, in this document, hearing loss will be considered the controlling effect.
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This is oot to say that there are no indications to arouse concern ill the area of nonauditory effects, but substantial further researcl_, on these effects of I'_oisoon health would
be required to alter the above statements, Such research should be fostered, and the results
should be carefully monitored for any evidence indicating that the maximum sound levels
identified herein are excessive.
Altbough noise can affect people indirectly by disturbing the general environment in
which, they live, the noise levels required to produce significant non-auditory physiological
effects are normally much higher than the levels required to protect the public health and
welfare from adverse effects on hearing or interference with activities,
However, for special conditions, certain effects which have not been directly utilized
in identifying the levels in this document, should be examined, For this purpose, certain
of the summary paragraphs of the EPA criteria docunlent "f'ublic Health and Welfare
Criteria for Noise ''_ are il'_cluded in t!',is appendix. Caution must be exercised when
using such information since, in ninny cases, there is no way to relate the exact exposure
level to the effect in question.

EFFECTS OF NOISE ON HUMANS
Performance and Work Efficiency
Continuous noise levels above 90 dBA appear to have potentially detrimental effects
on human performance, especially on what have been described as noise-sEnsitive tasks
such as vigilance tasks, information-gatl_.ering and analytical processes. Effects of noise
on routine-type tasks appear to be mucl,, less important, although cumulative degrading
effects have been demonstrated by researchers. Noise levels of less than 90 dBA can be
disruptive, especially if they have predominantly high frequency components, are intermittent, unexpected, or uncontrollable.

The amount

of disruption

is l'dghly dependent on:

• The type of task.
• The state of the human organism.
• The state of morale and motivation.
Noise does not usually influence the overall rate of work, but high levels of noise may
increase the variability of tl'te work rate, There may be "noise pauses" or gaps in response,
sometimes followed by compensating increases in work rate. Noise is more likely to reduce
the accuracy of work tb.an to reduce the total quantity of work. Complex or demanding
tasks are more likely to be adversely affected than are simple tasks. Since laboratory studies
represent idealized situations, there is a pressing need for field studies in real-life conditions,
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• Altbough these possibly adverse effects were not used in identifying tile noise levels
ill this document, employers or educational authorities should consider their influence
since it might provide additional motivation to achieve the values seen in Table D-I 0 of
Appendix D,

Effects of Noise on tile Autonomic
Physiological Effects

Nervous System and Other Non-Auditory

Noise can elicit many different pbysiological respouses, However, no clear evidence
exists to indicate that the continued activation of these responses leads to irreversible
changes and permanent hoaflh problems. Sound of sufficient intensity can cause pain to
tile auditory system, however, such intense exposures are rarely encountered in tile nonoccupational environment, Noise can also affect one's equilibrium, but tile scarce data
available indicates that tile intensities required to do so must be quite high, similar to tile
intensities that produce pain.
Noise-induced orienting reflexes serve to locate tile source of a sudden sound and, in
combination with rile startle reflex, prepare the individual to take appropriate action in
the event of danger. Apart from possibly increasing tile chance of an accident in some
situations, there are no clear indications that the effects are harmful since these effects are
of short duration and do not cause long-term physiological cbanges.
Noise can definitely interfere with sleep, however, relating noise-exposure level to the
quality of sleep is difficult. Even noise of moderate levels can change tile pattern of sleep,
but tile significance of these changes is still an open question,
Noise exposure may cause fatigue, irritability, or insomnia in some individuals, but the
quantitative evidence in this regard is also unclear, No firm relationships between noi_ and
these factors can be established at this time.

Interaction of Noise and Other Conditions or Influences
Determination

of how various agents or conditions

interact with noise in producing

a given effect requires three separate determinations: the effect produced by the noise
alone, the effect produced by the other agent alone, and the effect produced by tile
combined action of tile agent and the noise. These results indicate wilether the combined
effect is indifferent, additive, synergistic, or ameliorative.
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Chealical agents may have a harnlful effect when combined with noise. Ototoxic
drugs thai are known to bedalnaging to tile hearhsg mechanism can be assumed to produce
ut least ;madditive effect on hearing when combined with noise exposure. There are
instances in wldch individuals using medication temporarily suffer a lieariug loss when
exposed to noise, but the_e is no definitive data on the interaction of ototoxic drugs and
noise on humans, Evidence linking bearing loss with the combination of noise and industrial chemicals is also inconclusive.
Tile possibility' ofa synergislit. ,.'f;:z;t exists wlseu noise and vibration occur together.
Vibration is usually more potent than noise in affecting physiological parameters, There
appears to be consensus that vibration increases the effect of noise oi1 hearing, but such
increases are probably quite small.
l-lealth disorders may interact with noise to produce a bearing loss. Mineral and
vitamin deficiencies are one example but little research has been done on the effect of sueli
deficiencies on susceptibility to noise. A reasonable Isypothesis is that illness increases an
individual's susceptibility to the adverse effects of noise. However, as wittl the other hypotheses, conclusive evidence is lacking.
Noise exposure can be presumed to cause general stress by itself or in conjunction
with otlmr stressors, Neither the relationship between noise exposure and stress nor tile
noise level or duration at which stress may appear have been resolved.
Exposure to moderate intensities of noise that are likely to be found in the environment may affect the cardiovascular system in various ways, but no definite permanent
effects on the circulatory system have been demonstrated. Noise of moderate intensity
has been found to cause vasoconstriction of tile peripheral blood vessels and pupillary
dilation. There is no evidence that these reactions to noisy environments can lead to harmful consequences over prolonged periods of noise exposure. However, apecalation that
noi_ might be a contributing factor to circuhtory difficulties and heat disease is not yet
supported by scientific data.

EFFECTS OF NOISE ON WILDLIFE AND OTHER ANIMALS
Noise produces the santo general types of effects on animals as it does on humans,
namely: bearing loss, masking of communications, belmvioral, and non-auditory physiological effects,
Tile most observable effects of noise on farm and wild animals seem to be behavioral,
Clearly, noise of sufficient intensity or noise of aversive character can disrupt normal
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patterns of animal existence, Exploratory behavior can be curtailed, avoidance behavior
can limit access to food and shelter, and breeding habits call be disrupted, Hearing loss and
the masking of auditory signals can further complicate an animal's efforts to recognize its
young, detect and locate prey, and evade predators, Competition for food and space in an
"ecological niche" results in complex interrelationships and, hence, a complex ba ante.
Many laborafory studies have indicated temporary and permanent noise-induced threshold shifts, However, damage-risk criteria for various species have not yet been developed,
Masking of auditory signals has been demonstrated by commercial jamming signab;, which
are amplitude and frequency modulated.
Physiological effects of noise exposure, such as changes in blood pressure and chemistry, hormonal balance and reproductivity have been demonstrated in laboratory animals
and, to some extent, in farm anbnals, But these effects are understandably difficult to
assess in wildlife, Also, the amount of pbysiological and behavioral adaptation that occurs
in response to noise stinmli is as yet unknown,
Considerable researcb needs to be accomplished
developed. The basic needs are:
• More thorougb investigations
incur hearing loss,
• Studies to determine
exposures.

before more definitive criteria can be

to determine the point at which various species

the effects on animals on low-level, cbronic noise

m Comprehensive studies on the effects on auimals in their natural habitats.
Such variables as the extent of aversivo reactions, physiological changes,
and predator-prey relationships should be examined.
Until more information exists, judgments of environmental impact must be based on the
existing information, however incomplete, The most simple approach is to assume tbat
animals will be at least partially protected by application of maximum levels identified
for human exposure.

EFFECT OF NOISE ON STRUCTURES
Airborne sound normally encountered in real life does not usually carry sufficient
energy to cause damage to rhost structures, The major exceptions to this are sonic booms
produced by supersonic aircraft, low frequency sound produced by rocket engines and some
construction equipment, and sonic fatigue.-
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From an enviromncntal point of view, the most significant effects are those caused by
sonic booms on the secondary contponents of structures, These effects include the breaking
of windows and cracking of piaster. Effects such as these have led to the speculation that
historical monuments and archeological structures may age more rapidly wl|en exposed to
repeated sonic booms, floweret, the levels identified in Appendix G to protect against
adverse effects on public health and welfare are low enough to protect against damage
to structures.
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Appendix F
EPA's RESPONSIBILITY TO IDENTIFY SAFE LEVELS FOR
OCCUPATIONAL NOISE EXPOSURE

Although tile workplace is a vital component of tile lmman environment, tile Environmental Protection Agency does not have jurisdiction over most occupational healtb and
safety matters, These nmtters have traditionally been the responsibility of the Departments
of Labor and Health, Education and Welfare. Section 6(b)(5) of tile Occupatimnd Safety
and Health Act of 1972 specifies that the Secretary of Labor, "... in promulgating standards dealing with toxic mate!'ials or harmful _bysical agents...,
shall sat the standard whiel _.
most adequately assures, to tile extent feasible, on the basis of tile best available evidence,
tbat no employee will suffer material impairment of health or functional capacity even if
such employee has regular exposure to the hazard dealt with by such standard for the period of his working life.,.
In addition to the attainment of the highest degree of health
and safety protection for the employee, other considerations shall be the latest available
scientific data in the field, the feasibility of the standards, and experience gained under
tlds and other llealth and safety laws."
In contrast, section 5(a)(2) of the Noise Control Act of 1972 directs EPA's Admlnistriter to '°publish information on the levels of environmental noise, the attainment and
maintenance of which in defined areas trader various conditions are requisite to protecting
the public health and welfare with an adequate margin of safety."
The words public healfi and welfare ap _ear in a number of places in tl e Noise
Control Act, and have a broader reference than those defining jurisdiction in the Occupational Safety and Health Act, namely, tile entire Americsn public at all times rather than
tile American worker during his workday. In addition, the requirement of an "adequate
margin of safety" does not appear in the Occupational Safety and Health Act, which
instead uses the plL"ase, "no employee will suffer material impairment of health or functional capacity," These distinctions indicate that EPA's duty to identify levels for exposure
to noise is broader in scope and more stringent tbat OSHA's duty to protect in the occupational area, Furthermore, tile intent of this document is to identify safe levels for a variety
of settings, whereas the responsibility of HEW is to develop occupational exposure criteria
and that of the Department of Labor is to promulgate and enforce standards, In the writing
of such standards, the Labor Department
omitted in the writing of this document,

must take feasibility into aocount, a consideration

EPA's responsibility to identify levels of exposure to noise in defined areas under
j
variousuonditions t_necessarilyincludesanidentificationofexposurelevelsin
the workplace

V*l
I

J

J.

in order to satisfy tile intent of the law to consider total humun exposure to noise, Work,
log hours are an inseparable part of the individu_rs 24-hour day, and riley must be considered in order to evaluate the contributions of aonoccnpational exposure to his daily and
lifetime dose. For this reason, it is ofutmoat importance that the levels specified for occupational and non-occupational noise be compatible,
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Appendix G
IMPULSE NOISE AND SOME OTHER SPECIAL NOISES

IMPULSE NOISE
Inipulse noise is defined in various ways o._,c,.L G-II but generally means a discrete noise
(or a series of such noises) of short duration (less than a second), ill which the sound pmssnre level rises very rapidly (less than 500 ms, sometinms less than I Ills) to a high peak
level before decaying below the level of background noise, The decay is frequently oscillatory, because of sound reflections and reverberation (ringing) in which case tile spectrum
of the oscillation may also be important in determining tbe hazard to hearing. Some
authors distinguish reverberant impulse uoise as "impact" noise (typically produced by
metal to metal impact as in industrial forging), to distinguish it fronl simple oflgophasic
impulses (typified by a gunshot in the open air). c'3
The peak sound pressure level (SPL) is an important bat not tile sole parameter
determining hazard. Some typical values Ibr disturbing or hazardous impulse noises are
given in Table G-I.
NOTE: Peak SPL for impulses canuot be properly measured with a standard sound level
meter, which is a time-averaging device, Oscillographic tccbniques must be used.
Table G-I
SOME TYPICAL VALUES OF PEAK SPL FOR IMPULSE NOISE
(in dB re 20 micropascals)
SPL
190+

EXAMPLE
Within blast zone of exploding bomb

160.180

Within crew area of beavy artillery piece or naval gun when
shooting

140-170

At shooter's ear wben firing haud gun

125-160

At child's ear when detonating toy cap or firecracker

120-140

Metal to metal impacts in many industrial processes
(e,g., drop-forging; metal-beating)

110-130

On construction

site during pile-driving
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Effects of lmpalse Noise on People
Cochlear Damage and Heating Loss
Impulse noise can produce temporary (TTS) and pernlanent threshold shift (PTS),
Tbe pattern essentially resembles that produced by a ¢outioaous noise but nlay involve
sotnewbat higller frequeocy losses (maximal at 4 to 6 kHz) and recovery from impulseNIPTS can be nlore variable. _'9 A blow to tile llead can have a similar effect, TSS (and,
by iofereoee, PTS) ill nlau depeuds oil maoy filctors, tile more ilnporlaot of which are
reviewed in nlor¢ detail later, hnpulse noise (like continuous noise) call also be shown to
produce pathological changes in tile inner ear (cochlea) of mamulals, notably destruction
uud degeneration of tile haireells of the hearing orgau, and atrophic cbaoges in related
structures. A quantitative relationsbip between the ainouut of visible damage to the
cochlea and the alnount of NIPTS has not yet been clearly established. G-Z,O.4,G.S

Other Pathological Effects
Exposure to blast or to sustained or repeated impulsive airborne over-pressures in tile
range of I40 to 150 dB (239 to 718 pascals) or higher can cause generalized disturbance or
damage to the body apart from tbe ear. This is normally a problem for military personnel
at war (e.g,, artillerymen firing field guns), and need not be considered further here. Transient over-pressures of considerable magnitude can be experienced due to sonic boom but
are unlikely to be ilazardous to the ear.

Startle and Awakening
hnpulsive noises wllich are novel, unheralded, or unexpectedly loud can startle people
uud anilnnls. Even very mild impulsive noises call awaken sleepers, In some circumstances
(e.g,, when a person is handling delicate or dangerous objects or materials), startle can be
hazardous, Because startle and alerting responses depend very largely upon individual
circumstances and psychological factors unrelated to tile intensity of the sound, it is difficult to make any generalization about acceptable values of SPL in this connection. A Idgb
degree of behavioral habituation, even to intense impulse noises such as gunfire, is normally
seen in animals and humans when the exposure is repeated, provided that the character of
tile stimulus ixnot changed.
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Paralneters
hnpulse
allmlnary

of llnpn]se

Noise Exposure

noise is characterized

parameters

complclely

are also aseful

I,

Peak SPL (ill dB re 20 micropascals)

2,

Effective

3.

Rise time

In addition,
4,
5.

duration

by the wavcform

in characteriging

(in milliseconds

the following are important
Number

of repeated

impulses

Intervals

or average interval

anise, these

Various
include:

or microsecomls)

for predicting

the effects

in a daily or other
between

and sp_:truln.

all hnpulsive

repeated

of tile impulse

cumulative

impulses

on people:

exposure

(or rote o f impulse

occurrence)

6,

ladividualsusceptibility

7.

Orientation

8.

Preccdlng
levels

9.

Action

10.

Impulse

to inner ear damage

of the ear with respect
or simultaneous

of acoustic

reflex,

Audiometric

frequency

Noise Exposure

Criteria

ltearing

Damage and Criteria

It is obvious
servation
is not
ously inadequate

exposure

from the above

to the anise
to continuous

noise

if elicited

and Limits
for Impulse

Noise

lists that limiting

impulse

noise

an easy matter.
Existing guidance
in this matter
or misleading, c'3 For instance, the Occupational

prescribes

a limiting

any oilier

parameter.

at TTS-producing

level of 140 dB SPL for industrial

impulse

exposnre

for hearing

con-

in same spheres is seriSafety and llealth Act

noise,

with no allowance

for

lit 1968, Working Group 57 of CHABA prepared a damage risk criterion for gunfire
noise, based essentially oil tile work of Coles ct. aL, n.6 which included procedures to allow
for repetitioo o f impulses and some of the other parameters listed above, c-'z Some modification has recently been proposed by Colas and Rice. c.7 The CHABA proposal was
intended to protect 95% of the exposed population.

Guidelines for Evaluating Hazard from Impulse Noise Exposure
Peak Level
The growth of TTS at 4 kHz with increase in peak level above 130 dB SPL of impulses
(clicks) presented at a steady rate has been demonstrated by Ward at, al,6"s Based on TTS
data from rifie shooters, Kryter and Garintber u'ls estimated permanent hearing levels
expected to result from daily exposure to a nominal 100 rounds of rifle shooting noise in
selected percentiles. Their data are reproduced in Table G-2 below, showing the increasing
hazard with increasing peak level and with increasing audiometric frequency up to 6000
Hz.
CHABA's 1968 Damage-Risk Criteria (DI_.C)6"1 recommended limits to peak level as a
functioo of impulse duration for a nominal exposure of I00 impulses per day at normal
incidence (discussed below and shown in Figure G-I). These limits were intended to protect 95% of tire people according to an implied criterion of NIPTS not exceeding 20 dB at .
3 kHz or above, after 20 yrs. If 90% of the people were to be protected to a criterion of
NII)TS not exceeding 5 dB at 4 kHz, it would be necessary to lower the CHABA limits by
12 dB (15 dB reduction to meet the more stringent criterion, assuming aa approximately
decible to decibel relationship in the range of interest [see Table G-2], less 3 dB elevation
to apply tile limit to the 90tb percentile). Tl_s modified CHABA limit is shown in Figure
• G-I by hatched lines.

Duration of Impulse
Hazard increases with the effective duration of impulses, o'_0 Impulse duration is
defined according to the type of impulse (A, simple peak, or B, oscillatory decay); o.l, o-6
and CHABA has recommended separate limits for A- and B-durations (Figure G-I). For
effective durations much above 1 ms, a more stringent lbuit should be applied to reverberant
oscillations {e.g., metallic impacts in industry or gunshots in a reverberant indoor range)
than to simple A-type impulses (e,g., gunshots in the open), When the type of impulse
cannot be determined, it is conservative to assunre tile B-duration.
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Table G-2
ESTIMATED EXPECTED PERMANENT HEARING LEVEL (IN DB RE ASA:1951 )
IN SELECTED PERCENTILI_S OF THE MOST SENSITIVE EARS
FOLLOWING NOMINAL DAILY EXPOSURE TO RIFLE NOISE
(DURING TYPICAL MILITARY SERVICE),
NAMELY, 100 ROUNDS AT ABOUT 5 SECOND INTERVALS c_18

Peak
SPL*
(dB)

Audiometric Test Frequency (Hz)
Percentile
Exceeding HL

I000

2000

3000

4000

6000

170

10
25
50

25
15
O

35
25
10

70
55
35

85
65
45

90
70
50

165

10
25
50

16
9
0

20
lO
0

62
32
12

60
45
25

67
52
47

160

10
25
50

15
7
0

16
8
0

25
18
0

45
35
15

60
45
25

150

10
25
50

I0
3
0

IS
4
0

15
8
0

35
25
10

50
40
20

140

10
25
50

0
0
O

5
2
O

10
2
0

30
18
5

45
30
10

*Atth©ear, B_ng_elde.ee.

CHABA c'-I 1968 warned that the 152 and 138 dB plateaux are only "gross estimates'"
similar remarks apply to the modified CHABA limit here proposed, in which the corresponding plateaux are 140 and 17.6 dB SPL.
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Exposure (solid lines) and a Proposed/'dodification
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of A- or B-Duration in tile Range 25 Microseconds In 1
Second.

c,.i

Rise Time
This parameter is usually correlated closely with peak pressure, Pmseet evidence as to
its effect on hearing risk is insufficient for allowance to be made for it in damage risk
criteria.

Speetrnm (Or Waveform)
Impulses with largely ldgh frequency spectral components (e.g,, reverberant gunshots)
am generally more hazardous to the hearing mechanism than predominantly low-frequency
impulses (e.g,, distance-degraded blast waves; sonic booms) of tile same peak SPL. However,
comparative data are us yet too scanty to serve as the basis of differential damage risk
criteria.
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Number of Repeated Impulses
TTS (and, by inference, NIPTS) grows linearly with Ihc number of impulses in a series,
or linearly with time when the rate of impulses is constant, t;'a CHABA c-j recommended
an allowance of-5 dB for every tenfold increase in number of impulses in a daUy exposure
(Figure C,-2). Recently, Coles and Rice c'7 have contended that this rule is undcrprotcctive
for large nnmbers (N) of impulses and have recmnlneaded a nlodification (see Figure G-2).
In 1973, McRobert and Ward 6-3 questioned this modification, maintaining that it is
probably grossly overprotective for N>IO00, and connneated also on the CHABA rule in
the light of recent experiments.
Figure G-2 reproduces a comparison by McRobcrt and
Ward of the CHABA rule with Coles and Rice c'7 and an "equal-energy" rule (10 dB weighting for each tenfold increase in N) originath_g at N = 100,
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Figure G-2. Comparison of CHABA Weighting (Re', Zero at N = 100 Impulses
per Day) for Number (N) of Impulses in Daily Exposure c.t with the
Proposed Modification by Coles and Rice c.7 and an "EqualEnergy" Rule. AfterMcRobertsand
Ward.C,-s
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All in all, ;ill "equal-energy" rule appears to llt tile existing data tolerably well and is
easy to apply in practice, but it may underestinlate tile hazard for values of N substantially
less than 100 (isolated impulses).

interval Between or |_ate of Occurrence of Impulses
Ward, et. al e_e showed that, when equal impulses occur at more than I/s, '/q'S
development is slower than when the average intcrwd is in the range I to 9 s, presumably
because the acoustic reflex is maintained. When the ioterval is long (range 9 - 30 seconds),
TTS again develops more slowly, probably because the interval allows some recovery, A
conservative rule would be to apply a 5 dB penalty when the average impulse interval lies
between 1 and 10 seconds; such. an interval may be typical of such activities as nmge
shoothl8 in groups, heavy hammering in industry, or pile-driving.

Individual Susceptibility

to Inner Ear Damage

The distribution of individual susceptibility to NITTS and NIPTS in the population is
believed to have the same pattern for impulse as for continuous noise. Similar rules may
therefore be applied when predicting risk of impulse-NIPTS. The CItABA c'l DRC was
intended to protect 95% of tha population; a relaxation of 3 dB may be applied to obtain
limits for the 9Oth percentile.

Orleatatlon of the Ear
Based on ]lodge & McCommons u'_:_and other data, CHABA c'1 has recommended,
the case of gun noise, a penalty of 5 dB to apply when file noise strikes the eardrum at
normal miller than grazing incidence. If uncertain, it is conservative to assume normal
incidence.

Combinations of Impulse and Conth|uous Noise
Certain combinations of impulsive and continuous noise, such as occur in industry
may be anlagonistic-tbat is, one may provide some protection from the other-probably
because ofaeoustie reflex activation. Other studies, however, show that the effects of
combined impulse and steady noise are addirive.n'a, u'|c' ISO, in its Recommendation
R/1999, o'I_'proposed a flat weighting of 10 dB for "impulsiveness" in distributed noise,
but the validity of this rule is ¢ uestionable. On present evidence, it is probably safest to
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Aetlc,n of the Acoustic Reflex
This proleclive meclnodsnl isvahJeless ill the case of brief single or isolated impulses
because il has a latency o fat least 10 ms and takes up to 200 ms be/ore being fully effective. RapJdlyful_eatedinlpulsgs,c'Tbowever,
orsJamJtaneouacofllbtuousnoJse_G'ISnlay
activate it suffici_ntly to providc up to lOdB of protection: butlhisistoovariabieand
uncertain to be allowed for in danulg¢ risk criteria.

Audiometrie Frequency
Generally speaking, impulse noise affects the bearing in much the same way as does
continuous noise, with TTS and PTS beginning and growing most rapidly at 4 to 6 kHz. It
is possibte, however, that impulse noise may have relatively more effect on high-frequency
bearing or affect hearing at higher freque ncies, c'q 3.¢;.vI

Use of Equivaleat Continuous Sound Level {Leq) In Evalnatioa of lmpnlse Noise
Support for the extension of tile equal-energy (equivalent A-weighted sound energy)
concept of hearing hazard from continuous noise exposure to include impulse noise exposurehasreeently
beengalninggronnd. G-t9 Atthe 1970TeddingtonConfercneeon"Oceupational Heating Loss", it was suggested that a unifying rule based on this concept might
be drawn up to link continuous and impulse noise exposure limits in a single continuum
relating A-weighted sound level to effective daily exposure duration. _._0 An empirical
formula enabling tile A-weighted Leq lo be calculated from the peak sound pressure (Phi
repetition rate in impulses per second (N) and the decay constant of the impulse envelope
(k) in inverse seconds, was introduced as follows: c,-2_
Leq = 85,3 + 20 log Ph + Ifl log N - 10 log k + 10 log ( l*e"2/kN)
where Ph is absolute pressure in paseals;not sound pressure level in dB, For one impulse
of the B-type, this formulation simplifies such tllat the Leq of an A-weigbted continuous
pulse of duration T is equal to tile peak sound pressure level (in dB) of an impulse which
decays by 20 dB in time T minus 9 dB, Tile use of this formula assumes the impulse is
composed of broad-band noise that exponentially decays. This relationship, at the present
time, should not be used to evaluate impulse data until it is further justified by more
experimental research. However, it does provide further support of the equal energy concept outlined in Appendix C.
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Summary and Conclusions
Itearing Conservadon
Tile following rules may be recommended if it is desired to protect 90% of the people
from significant impulse-NIPTS, that is, front impulse-NIPTS exceeding 5 dB at 4 kllz after
10 years of repeated exposures:
1.
Measure or predict the peak level (SPL) and A- or B-type duration of the
impulse, using proper oscilIograpbie technique (NOTE: if the noise is sufficiently rapidly
repetitive to fit Colas and Rice's a.7 category "C", it may be treated and measured as continuous noise and evaluated accordingly in dBA. This usually means a repetition rate
exceeding lO/s).
2.
permissible

Use the "modified CHABA limit" in Figure G-I to determine

the maximum

peak SPL. If in doubt as to impulse type, assume B-duration.

3.
If the number of similar impulses (N) experienced per day exceeds lO0.
reduce the permissible level by I0 dB for every tenfold increase in N (e.g,, lO dB when
N = 1000, 20 dB when N -_ lO,000),
4.
If N is less than 100, a higher peak level may be allowed in accordance with
the same rule (e.g.. 10 dB more when N = I0}, provided tbat an absolute maximum value
of 167 dB for durations less than 25 microseconds, grazing incidence (or 162 dB normal
incidence) is not exceeded,
5,
If the average repetition rate of impulses fails in tile range 0.I to I per
second (i,e., the average interval between impulses is l to 10 seconds), reduce tile permissible peak level by 5 dB.
6,
If the impulses are known to reach human ears in the vicinity at grazing
incidence, the permissible peak level may be raised by 5 dB, NOTE: This allowance
should be used with caution and must not be applied if the surroundings ere reverberant,
If in doubt, assume normal incidence,

Effects Other Than on Hearing
See Section 3 in main document.

C-IO

SPECIAL NOISES
hlfrusound _.26
Frequencies below I 6 llz are referred to as infrasonic frequencies. Sources ofinfrasor_ic frequencies include earthquakes, winds, thunder, and jet aircraft, Man-made infrasound occurs at higher intensity levels thau those found in nature. Complaints associated
with high levels of infrasound resemble mihl stress reactions and bizarre auditory sensations,
such as pulsating and fluttering, It does not appear, bowever, that exposure to infrasound,
at intensitlties below 130 dB SPL, present a serious health hazard, For the octave band
centered at 16 Hz, tbe A-weighted equivalent to 130 dll SPL is 76 dB(A).

Ultrasonud G.26
Ultrasonic frequencies are those above 20,000 Hz, They are produced by a variety of
il'_lastrial equipment and jet engines. The effects of exposure to high intensity ultrasound
(above 105 dB SPL) are also the effects observed during stress, However, there are experimental difficulties in assessing the effects of ultrasound since:
I.

Ultrasonic waves arc highly absorbed by air

2,

Ultrasonic waves are often accompanied
subqlarmouics.

by broad-baud noise and by

At levels below 105 dB SPL, however, tl|ere have been no observed adverse effects,

SONIC BOOMS
Present day knowledge regarding the acceptability of sonic booms by man is baaed
on observations from both experimautal lleld aJkd laboratory studies and observations of
community response to actual sonic boom exposures. Individual human response to sonic
boom is very complex and involves not only the physical stimulus, but various characteristics of the environment as well as the experiences, attit udes and opinions of the population
exposed. _22 One of the most comprehensive studies to date on sonic boom exposure of
a large community over a relatively long period of time was the Oklahoma City study
conducted in 1964, c,.23,t_.24 Eight sonic booms per day at a median ouidoor peak overpressure level of 57.46 pascals (or 1.2 psO* were experienced by this community over a
*l psf = 47.88 pascaIs

G-I1

6 month period. Some results of this study are summarized in Figure G-3. For eight sonic
booms/day, there is clear evidence that the median peak overpressure must be well below
47,88 pascals (or 1 psi') if no annoyance is reported, When interviewed, part of the population considered eight sonic booms/day to be unacceptable. By extrapolation, tile level at
which eight sonic booms per day should be acceptable for the population is slightly less
than 23.94 pascals (or 0,5 psi'), But even at 23.94 pascals, approximately 20% of the population consider themselves annoyed by an exposure of eight sonic booms]day. Linear
extrapolation of the annoyance data of Figure G-3 indicates that annoyance will disappear
in the total population only when the 8 sonic booms per day are less than 4.79 pasuals, A
linear extrapolation is probably not entirely justified, however, as certainly for sonic booms
mucb less than 4.79 to 9.58 pascals, a large percentage of the population is not even
expeeted to sense tbe team. The fact that the extrapolation must curve is best illustrated
by tile interference curve of Figure G-3. Unless the extrapolation is curved as shown, interference would be predicted for about 70% of the population even when the peak overpressure is zero, i,e., no boom at all.
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So far the discussion has been about aigbt sonic boom exposures per day on a daily
recurring basis, Tile more difficult question is how to interpret tile effect oa public health
and welfare of sonic booms that are more infrequent than eight thnes per day, Kryter G.25
provides a relationship which indicates that a sonic boons of 90.97 puscals once a day
would be equal to I I 0 PNdB or u CNR of 98 dB. It further suggests that the level (which
is proportional to pS) should be reduced by one half (3 dB) for each doubling of number
of occurrences, From Appendix A, Ldn is approximately related to CNR by Ldn -- CNR
-35 dB. Thus, a CNR of 98 equals an Ldn el" 63 dB. If the sonic boom is made equivalent
to an Ldn -- 55 dB, so as to be consistent with tire levels ideatified in tile interference/
annoyance section of this document, the level of one daytime sonic boom per day must be
less than 35,91 paseals, For more than eight sonic booms/day, the level should be less than
3559
tJj_
1 2.45
pascals or _
paseals. This result is slightly lower than tbe data from Figure
G-3, However, extrapolatiug the annoyance line in the figure suggests that the 12.45
pusoals level of 8 booms would annoy only 8% of the people and more would find it un- *
acceptable. Therefore. the relationship proposed is: daytime peak over-pressure per day =
paseals where N = number of sonic boonls/day. Thus, the peak over-pressure of
a sonic boom that occurs during the day should be no more tban 35.91 pascals if the
population is not to be annoyed or the general health and welfare adversely affected.

The stand0rd soundlevelmeter, wldeh is a time-averagingdevice, willnot properlymeasurethe peak sound
pressure levelof sonicbooms.
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